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Overview
This Thesis will cover work carried out at the University of Bath between October
2010 and October 2014, primarily covering two topics of research. The first is an
investigation into the effectiveness of a new technique for loading a supercontinuum
photonic crystal fibre with deuterium gas. The second concerns recent steps taken
towards the development of a fibre-based gas discharge laser using noble gases. This
work is broken down further into two separate investigations, an RF excitation approach
and a DC excitation approach.
Chapter 1 briefly outlines the historical development of optical fibres, from basic concepts up to photonic crystal fibres and the most recent negative curvature fibres. Some
different types of fibre and the process of fabrication are described.
Chapter 2 begins by describing the guidance mechanisms harnessed in optical fibres and
photonic crystal fibres, from the simplistic ray model to a more accurate description of
modes and birefringence. Bandgap guidance and the ARROW model is then discussed
in the context of the latest fibres that employ this form of guidance, which is relevant
for the research presented in Chapters 7 and 8. The Chapter then describes the nature
of dispersion in the fibre, and how the microstructure can be altered to engineer the
dispersive behaviour. The relevant loss mechanisms present over the silica transparency
window are then outlined, and finally the behaviour of gain is discussed, with a focus
on gas discharge lasers, which are the subject of Chapters 7 and 8.
Chapter 3 describes the role of nonlinearity in photonic crystal fibres, starting with
the source of nonlinear behaviour and the variations between optical fibres and bulk
nonlinear crystals. Specific nonlinear processes are described, such as Four Wave Mixing
and Raman generation, before finally discussing the combination of nonlinear effects
that take place in broad supercontinuum generation, which is relevant to research

9

described in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4 provides the background theory behind the research on photo-darkening
described in Chapter 5. The source of and causes of certain defect formation in silica is
discussed, followed by the most recent treatment techniques used to prevent or mitigate
the damage from defects in silica.
Chapter 5 contains the results of the research investigation carried out to assess the
effectiveness of a new technique for loading deuterium into a supercontinuum generating
photonic crystal fibres. Two structurally identical fibres are fabricated, one annealed
with deuterium and one remaining untreated. Both are exposed to high intensity, defect
forming radiation, intended to photo-darken the fibre and introduce defects to the glass.
A third fibre set, taken from the untreated fibre, is then loaded with deuterium using
the new technique, and exposed in the same manner and compared to the first two. The
resulting attenuation across the silica spectral window is measured and the effectiveness
of the new loading method is evaluated.
Chapter 6 describes the theory and operating mechanisms behind gas discharge lasers,
which is the subject of Chapters 7 and 8. Some of the basic concepts behind gas
discharges are covered, including the types of collision in a discharge, the Debye length
and the electron temperature, before outlining the different driving regimes of RF and
DC excitation. Finally, the specific lasing mechanisms of helium neon and helium xenon
are described, with a focus on certain mid-IR emission lines which are the subject of
the subsequent work.
Chapter 7 concerns the research into RF excited fibre gas discharges, describing the
motivation behind the work, the equipment and novel negative curvature fibre used
to carry it out, and the steps taken in understanding the nature of the gas discharges
initiated. Several spectra of the light emitted from different gas discharges is presented,
and a basic gain measurement is carried out for lines between 3 µm and 3.5 µm.
Chapter 8 contains the results of further research into fibre-based gas discharge lasers,
this time using a DC excitation method. The differences between this and the prior
chapter is discussed, the approach is outlined and the equipment used is described.
Spectral data for different lengths of discharge is presented, and measurements of the
gain are analysed and discussed. Repeatability is assessed and the necessary further
steps to be taken towards a full laser are outlined.
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Chapter 1

Background to Optical Fibres
1.1

Introduction

Optical fibres, specifically photonic crystal fibres, act as the fundamental technology
behind the research presented in this thesis. Therefore these early chapters describe
the nature and underlying theory of this technology, and provide an understanding of
how it is used in the investigations carried out in later chapters.
This first chapter will discuss the background behind modern optical fibres, starting
with a brief overview of the history of the development of optical fibres, covering early
glass waveguides before moving on to step index fibres and then the more recent development of photonic crystal fibres. The technology is then brought up to the present
with a description of hollow core photonic crystal fibres and negative curvature fibres,
and their potential use in modern gas laser technologies is noted.
This is followed by an overview of the types and typical structures found in photonic
crystal fibres, with the conventional methods of measuring and quantifying the dimensions of the fibre microstructure stated. Finally, the process followed when fabricating
photonic crystal fibres is described. This method is relevant to the research presented
in Chapter 5, where experiments are carried out on two fibres fabricated in this way.
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1.2

A Brief History of the Development of Optical Fibres

The underlying principle behind optical fibres, the ability of a structure to act as a
waveguide for light, was first demonstrated in the 1840s [1], using a stream of water
falling from a hole in a container to a basin below to guide light. John Tyndall later
explored and defined this effect in 1870 [2], calling it Total Internal Reflection (TIR).
The guidance of light in thin strands of various materials was explored over the subsequent decades, with several early 20th century technologies relying on this ability to
manipulate light. The efficiency of this technology was improved with the addition of
a low refractive index cladding layer around a high index core, and in the 1950s the
first glass optical fibres were introduced.
These early step-index fibres suffered from very high loss, often up to 1000 dBkm−1 ,
making them unsuitable for use in long distance data transmission. However, researchers Charles Kao and George Hockham at the company Standard Telephones
and Cables theorised in their 1966 paper that the high loss in optical fibres was not
due to an insurmountable physical limit such as scattering, and could in fact be reduced to below 20 dBkm−1 by increasing the purity of the guidance material [3]. The
researchers also suggested that an ideal candidate as a material for low loss optical
fibres was fused silica, SiO2 , due to its inherent purity. This realisation revolutionised
the field of fibre optics and telecommunications, later earning Charles Kao the Nobel
Prize for Physics in 2009 [4]. By 1969 the loss limit for fibre optics had been reduced
to approximately 4 dBkm−1 [5], and by 1988 the first transatlantic fibre optics cable
was laid, making fibre based telecommunications a reality.
Achieving low losses in the transmission of optical fibres was not only beneficial for
telecommunications, but also made it possible for fibres to be used as amplifiers with
their own inherent gain, which then ultimately led to new fibre-based laser systems. By
that time step-index and graded-index fibres consisted of a silica glass core doped with
small amounts of other elements. That doped core was surrounded with a cladding
jacket, either undoped or, occasionally, doped so as to lower the refractive index of
the cladding layer. This resulted in the required guidance behaviour, arising from
the customised index difference between the core and cladding. If the core dopant
included a laser-active element, such as ytterbium or neodymium, then in addition to
the modification of the refractive index the fibre could act as a gain medium. This
concept was quickly realised in bulk glass, as early as 1961 [6], and applied to optical
fibres shortly afterwards to develop the first fibre lasers [7]. However, the technology
12

was not harnessed into commercial devices until the 1980s.
Optical fibres made entirely from pure silica were first demonstrated in 1974 by a group
at Bell Labs [8]. However, these fibres did not contain a periodic cladding structure,
and it was not until the mid-1990s, when a group at the University of Southampton, led
by Philip St. J. Russell, developed the first silica optical fibre with a periodic cladding
structure [9]. The guidance of this fibre was achieved through a hexagonal photonic
crystal cladding microstructure, made up of air-filled holes around a solid glass core,
and was named Photonic Crystal Fibre (PCF) by the group. This new type of optical
fibre allowed for a broader range of customisation, such as greater confinement of the
propagating light and more precise control of the dispersive properties, and made the
harnessing of significant nonlinear processes possible, without the need for a dopant.
As with Charles Kao in his 1966 paper, this began a new revolution and renewed interest
in optical fibre technology, and saw the quick development of a wide range of new fibre
devices based on this concept. Only a few years after the first publication, a HollowCore Photonic Crystal Fibre (HCPCF) was demonstrated by the same group [10],
harnessing photonic bandgaps as the method of confining light in an air-filled core,
which is itself surrounded by an air-filled photonic crystal cladding. This resulted in new
gas sensing technologies, fibre lasers and a variety of nonlinear devices [11, 12, 13, 14].
More recently, a new family of PCFs have been developed by several research groups [15,
16, 17, 18, 19]. These hollow-core fibres consist of a structure with a negative curvature
at the core boundary, and do not require complex cladding structures made up of
many rings to achieve effective light confinement. This new class of PCF harnesses a
form of guidance known as Negative Curvature Fibres (NCF). These fibres allow for
the guidance of light at wavelengths beyond 2 µm, where silica is highly absorbing,
and so present an opportunity for the development of entirely new technologies that
harness the advantages of optical fibre technology in the mid-infra-red. The hollowcore aspect of NCF fibres make them ideal candidates for the development of new
gas lasers, operating on length scales and at wavelengths which were previously not
accessible. The availability of these fibres is the core motivation behind the gas laser
work presented in Chapters 7 and 8.
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1.3

The Types and Structure of Photonic Crystal Fibres

As mentioned earlier in Section 1.2, a solid-core photonic crystal fibre contains a microstructure of air holes in its cladding, usually arranged into a hexagonal array. A solid
defect acts as the core, usually located in the centre of the cladding microstructure, as
shown in Figure 1.1.

Core
d

Λ

Figure 1.1: A typical solid core PCF structure, with the hole size d, the pitch
Λ, and the core labelled.
The dimensions of this structure are conventionally quantified using several standard
measurements, each of which is labelled in Figure 1.1. The pitch, Λ, is the distance
from the centre of one cladding hole to the centre of an adjacent cladding hole, while
the diameter of the holes is represented by the symbol d.
By altering the dimensions of the cladding microstructure, the guidance behaviour
of the fibre can be customised. For instance, increasing the proportion of air in the
cladding by increasing d/Λ results in the effective index being lowered to any level
desired above that of air (a refractive index of 1). Changing the number of cladding
rings, or adding multiple cladding layers with different d and Λ values also allows for
PCF guidance customisation. This is discussed in greater detail later in this Chapter.
A whole range of different microstructures can be used to build fibres with extremely
flexible capabilities. Some examples of PCF microstructures are shown in Figure 1.2,
the top three images showing a conventional solid core PCF, a hollow core photonic
bandgap fibre, and an all-solid bandgap fibre. The bottom three images all show a
“ring” fibre, where the cladding is made up of a series of air rings. The final fibre is
14

Figure 1.2: Some different examples of PCF microstructures fabricated at the
University of Bath. Clockwise from the top left: a solid core photonic crystal
fibre, a hollow core photonic bandgap fibre, an all-solid photonic bandgap fibre,
a close shot of a photonic bandgap fibre with a cladding array formed of rings,
an individual cane used to fabricate the ring fibre, and a full image of the ring
fibre.
shown on the left, with an individual cane for one ring shown in the middle, and a
closer shot of the cladding structure on the right.
The way that the microstructure allows the PCF to guide light in its core is described
further in Chapter 2.

1.4

The Fabrication of Photonic Crystal Fibres

Fabricating photonic crystal fibre is carried out using the “stack and draw” technique [20]; where a macroscopic structure is built from capillaries, slid inside a large
tube, and that tube is then fed vertically through a furnace, where the heat softens the
glass. This allows it to be drawn under tension, causing it to thin down to a diameter on the scale of around 100 µm. The structure inside the tube is preserved as the
tube thins, through the application of pressure within the holes making up the internal
structure. This prevents surface tension from causing the holes to collapse as the tube
thins, and so the holes are maintained inside the final photonic crystal fibre, in the
15

form of a microstructure.
The critical piece of equipment used in drawing fibre is the fibre drawing tower. This
structure allows silica glass rods of around 1 m in length to be clamped at the top and
fed vertically downwards into a filament furnace, which can reach temperatures of up
to 2300 K, at a given “feed rate”. The furnace acts to soften the glass as it passes
through, so that a set of belt trackers below can grip and pull the glass downwards as
it passes from the furnace at a “draw rate” which is higher than the feed rate of the
rod above. This process acts to draw the glass down into a longer, thinner structure,
and serves as the basic mechanism in each stage of fibre drawing. Since the draw rate,
feed rate, and furnace temperature are all customisable, the diameter of the glass after
drawing is controllable, and can be monitored using a laser measurement device at the
furnace output.
The initial stage of fibre fabrication is to draw capillaries for the stack which will eventually be the fibre microstructure. Most often, these are tubes made from a pure form
of silica glass, chosen because their ratio of inner to outer diameters closely matches
the desired ratio of hole size d to pitch Λ in the final fibre. The tubes, typically having
an outer diameter of the order of 10 mm, are fed into the furnace and drawn down to
capillaries of the order of 1 mm or 2 mm. The capillaries are then placed onto a stacking rig in a hexagonal configuration, as shown in the first step of Figure 1.3, forming
the “stack” about 2 cm to 3 cm in height. In a standard solid-core PCF, the central
position serves as the core, and so a solid rod of silica glass replaces the capillary in
that position.
The stack is then slid inside a larger tube, chosen to have an inner diameter that closely
fits the dimensions of the stack. To prevent the outer capillaries of the hexagonal stack
from falling into the empty spaces inside the circular tube, a series of solid “packing
rods” are used to fill the gaps. The six capillaries at the corners of the stack can be
removed to minimise the number of packing rods required, as shown in Figure 1.3. The
jacketed stack is then fed through the furnace and drawn down to a series of 1 m long
canes, usually 3 mm to 5 mm in diameter. To preserve the microstructure of the stack,
the gaps between the capillaries, sometimes referred to as the “interstitial holes”, are
evacuated, causing almost all of them to collapse during the draw down to canes.
The final drawing stage to fibre again involves jacketing one of the 1 m long canes,
which is then prepared so that pressure can be applied directly to the inside of the
holes in the microstructure through a fitted brass cap. The application of pressure
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Figure 1.3: The steps taken during the fabrication process of a typical solid core
PCF. The stacked structure is preserved through every stage of the fabrication,
forming a microstructure in the final fibre.
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during this final stage allows for the fine-tuning of the dimensions of the final fibre
microstructure by inflating or deflating the holes. The change can then be monitored
during the draw through the fibre outer diameter using the laser measurement device
at the output of the furnace.
Finally, after the fibre is drawn out of the furnace it is passed through a polymer coating
machine, where an even layer of liquid polymer is applied to the outside of the fibre and
cured by a UV lamp. This coats the fibre in a layer of flexible polymer chains, which
acts to protect the glass of the fibre, prevents damage and breakages from exposure to
the air, and allows the fibre to be more flexible by exhibiting a low Young’s Modulus
value. It is then wound on to a spool for storage or for use in the lab.

1.4.1

Fabricating Birefringent and Polarisation-Maintaining Fibres

Birefringent and polarisation-maintaining PCF, as described later in Section 2.4.1, are
conventionally also fabricated using the stack and draw method. Most simply, they can
be defined as fibres with deliberate structural defects along one axis across the core,
which work to maintain the polarisation of linearly polarised light which is aligned to
that axis [21]. Some examples of birefringent PCF are shown later in Figure 2.3.
The defects in the microstructure which give rise to the birefringent behaviour are
either built into the stack at the beginning of the fabrication process, or introduced to
a uniform structure through the application of differential pressures during the fibre
draw stage.
In the first case, the defect is added by placing a few capillaries with larger or smaller
internal hole diameters at strategic points either side of the core. This defect from
the different hole sizes can then be preserved with each draw phase, so that it is still
present in the final fibre. However, this means the same pressure is applied across all of
the holes in each draw phase, which can result in unpredictable degrees of inflation for
the defect holes as a result of the balance of surface tension across the whole structure.
This slight difference from the expected hole sizes can be problematic in fibres where
the size of the desired structure is very specific, such as in four wave mixing fibres
(discussed later in Section 3.4).
An alternative fabrication technique for birefringent fibres is to apply differential pressures to an initially uniform stack, causing two holes either side of the core to over or
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under-inflate, forming the defects at the final draw phase to fibre [22]. The application
of different pressures to different parts of the preform carries the advantage of greater
flexibility and precision in the resulting fibre, but is harder to achieve practically.
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Chapter 2

Guidance Mechanisms and
Dispersive Behaviour in Optical
Fibres and PCF
2.1

Introduction

This Chapter aims to describe the guidance behaviour in optical fibres and PCF, starting with a simplistic ray model approach to understand light propagation along fibres,
followed by a more realistic treatment using guided modes and the propagation constant. Birefringence in optical fibres is then described, and how it is practically used
in polarisation-maintaining fibres.
Guidance in solid core fibres is then contrasted with bandgap guidance, described using
the ARROW model, before applying this to the more recent sub-class of negative curvature fibres. This type of fibre is directly relevant to research presented in Chapters 7
and 8.
The dispersive behaviour of light in optical fibres is then explored, with the different contributions and their mechanisms described, before outlining how this can be
harnessed in PCF to customise the dispersion profile of the fibre.
This is followed by a description of the various loss mechanisms acting in optical fibres,
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including the different wavelength dependences and relative strengths of those mechanisms. The effect of fibre bending on the losses and the equivalent loss mechanisms in
hollow core fibres are also explained.
Finally, the behaviour of gain is discussed in the context of gas discharge lasers, focussing on the mechanisms resulting in small-signal gain and gain saturation. This is
directly relevant to research discussed in Chapters 7, and 8.
These topics form an understanding of the basic behaviour of propagating light observed
in the fibres used in Chapters 5, 7, and 8.

2.2

Optical Fibres and The Ray Model

As mentioned in Section 1.2, conventional step-index optical fibres are usually made
up of a core doped with small amounts of an additional element, such as germanium
dioxide (or a rare earth metal for some applications), surrounded by an undoped or
differently-doped silica cladding [23]. This creates either a gradual or immediate change
in the refractive index across the radius of the fibre. Figure 2.1 shows a simple refractive
index profile for a conventional step-index fibre.
n

nco

ncl

0
Cladding

r

Core

Cladding

Figure 2.1: Refractive index profile of a step-index fibre, with the refractive
index n, radial distance from the centre of the fibre r, and the core and cladding
indices nco and ncl .
This “top hat” shape of profile, with a clearly defined core-cladding boundary, is also
found in PCF, where the air-filled microstructure lowers the refractive index of the
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Figure 2.2: Light guided in a step-index fibre as described using the ray model.
The value θmax is as defined in equation 2.2, representing the maximum incident angle to couple into the fibre, with θcrit being the resulting critical angle
at the interface of the core and the cladding, as defined using Snell’s Law.
cladding. This stepped profile can be made more complex, depending on the intended
purpose of the fibre. For instance, the fibre could include additional high index layers
in the cladding, or have a gradually changing refractive index across the fibre radius as
the density of the dopant in the core gradually changes. This refractive index contrast
can be quantified as

4=

nco − ncl
,
nco

(2.1)

where ncl and nco are the refractive indices of the cladding and core respectively.
The simplest model used to describe guidance in these conventional fibres and in PCF
considers the light as a ray, or a vector, as shown in Figure 2.2. This ray is launched
into a fibre at an angle which is within the range of acceptance angles, or the numerical
aperture (NA) of the fibre, defined by the refractive index contrast as

q
N A = n2co − n2cl ' nlocal sin(θmax ),

(2.2)

where nlocal is the refractive index of the operating medium (most often air, but can
be other media) and θmax is the maximum launch angle for a ray which is still able
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to couple into the fibre [24]. This equation is easily derivable using Snell’s Law and a
geometry where the ray is at the critical angle at the interface between the core and
the cladding. Knowing the N A of a fibre is useful, as it defines the best choice of lens
to achieve the maximum coupling into a fibre.
The light, modelled as a ray, then travels through the glass until it reaches the interface
between the core and the cladding. If the angle of approach to the interface, as measured
perpendicular to the interface boundary, is equal to or less than the critical angle, then
the light is reflected back into the core, rather than refracted out into the cladding.
This is known as total internal reflection (TIR) and is the simplest explanation of light
propagation in a fibre.

2.3

Guidance in Photonic Crystal Fibres

The structural characteristics of a solid-core PCF were briefly discussed earlier in Chapter 1. The characteristic periodic arrangement of holes across the fibre cross section
is known as a photonic crystal, with a defect, usually found in the centre, acting as a
core. The dimensions of the photonic crystal, defined by the values of the pitch Λ and
the hole size d, are on the scale of microns, and therefore comparable to the wavelength
of the light propagating in the core defect.
This typical solid core PCF structure is in many ways analogous to a conventional
step-index fibre, as the choice of the PCF pitch Λ and hole size d causes the average
refractive index across the cladding region to fall, creating a step-index difference across
the core defect, just as in conventional fibres.
However, the photonic crystal structure of PCF has several operational advantages over
the glass doping approach of conventional fibres. The first is that the index contrast
4 can potentially be made much larger than in conventional fibres. The periodic hole
structure can be adjusted to have large holes d with a small value of the pitch Λ to
increase the fraction of the cladding taken up by air. This has the effect of significantly
lowering the average refractive index across the periodic structure around the core
defect, creating an index contrast which is much larger than conventionally achievable.
It is notable that the holes of the periodic photonic crystal do not have to contain air,
and can instead contain any practically chosen material to achieve the desired index
contrast or dispersive profile.
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The advantages of this large index contrast are twofold. Firstly, the contribution to
the overall dispersion of the fibre from the waveguide is higher, allowing for far greater
control of the exact dispersive behaviour through carefully engineering the dimensions
of the photonic crystal. Secondly, The light propagating in the core is more highly
confined, raising the intensity of the light in the core defect. This consequently causes
more nonlinear processes to occur, allowing for those processes to be harnessed for the
purpose of wavelength conversion. Dispersion is discussed in greater detail later in this
Chapter, while the processes governed by nonlinearity are the subject of Chapter 3.
The guidance mechanism in solid core PCFs is similar to that of conventional optical
fibres, arising from an index contrast between the cladding and the core. Therefore it
could be described as “TIR-like”. However, this interpretation becomes inappropriate,
considering that the scale of the photonic crystal microstructure is usually of the order
of the wavelength of the propagating light, making a ray-based model appear simplistic
and hard to justify. It is therefore more appropriate to consider the propagating light
as a wave, confined to the core in a mode.

2.4

Modes and the Propagation Constant

Considering light as a wave, rather than a particle-like ray or vector, allows for a more
complete understanding of propagation and guidance in photonic crystal fibres. By
solving Maxwell’s equations for a fibre-like waveguide [25], a series of discrete modes
are found as solutions. These modes are confined and guided in the core of the fibre,
with the field decaying exponentially into the cladding region. A mode can be defined
as an electromagnetic wave which propagates along the waveguide with unchanging
parameters, except for the phase. Mathematically, this is

E(x, y, z, t) = F (x, y)ei(β(ω)z−ωt)) ,

(2.3)

where the z-axis is defined as the direction of propagation along the fibre parallel with
the core-cladding boundary, along which it is assumed that there is no change with
propagation and therefore the transverse mode profile F is dependent only on x and y.
The element of the free space wavevector k0 which is aligned along the z-axis is defined
as the propagation constant, β. In the scalar approximation of equation 2.3 each spa24

tial mode distribution F (x, y) corresponds to a single guided mode, with propagation
constant β. However the electric field can have two orthogonal polarisation directions,
which are degenerate in β in this approximation. For non-circular fibres a fully vector model shows that the polarization modes become non-degenerate. The β value
therefore serves as a useful quantity to define mode propagation along the fibre.
As stated earlier, solutions to Maxwell’s equations result in a discrete number of guided
core modes, given as a result of the boundary conditions defined by the geometry of
the fibre. Therefore only a limited number of values of β are valid within the fibre core,
each one representing a guided mode. The refractive indices of the core and cladding
of the fibre, as well as the wavelength of the propagating light, define the range within
which guided modes are available, given by

ncl k0 ≤ β ≤ nco k0 ,

(2.4)

where k0 is the free space wavevector, defined as

k0 =

2π
ω
= .
λ0
c

(2.5)

The lower value given in the equality in equation 2.4, ncl k0 , is often referred to as
the modal cut-off, as β values which fall below this value are no longer guided in the
core, and instead form part of a continuum of modes in the cladding which are quickly
attenuated from the fibre.
A fibre with only a single propagation constant value available within the range given
in equation 2.4 is described as being single mode, while one with several available propagation constants is multi-mode. Of multiple guided modes, the one with the highest
value of β is defined as the fundamental mode, characterised as having a Gaussian distribution in a circular fibre, with the lower β values being referred to as the higher-order
modes, and having more complex spatial distributions in x and y.
Each mode experiences an effective refractive index, nef f , depending upon the β value
of that particular mode, through the relationship
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β = nef f (ω)k0 =

ωnef f (ω)
.
c

(2.6)

Equations 2.4 and 2.6 therefore show that since each value of β experiences a different
effective refractive index, it also experiences a slightly different phase velocity, vph . This
results in a variation in propagation velocity for different guided modes, and therefore
acts as a source of modal dispersion.
In 1971, D. Gloge developed method for calculating the number and transverse distributions of all the guided modes inside an optical fibre with “weak” guidance (i.e.
where 4 in equation 2.1 is  1) [26]. This calculation uses the two parameters

q
k02 n2co − β 2

(2.7)

q
W = a β 2 − k02 n2cl

(2.8)

U =a
and

where a is the fibre core radius. The U parameter represents the field behaviour inside
the core of the fibre transverse to the direction of propagation, while the W parameter
represents the transverse field behaviour in the cladding. These values can combined
to define a further parameter

V 2 = U 2 + W 2.

(2.9)

Equations 2.7 and 2.8 can be solved to give the valid values of β for each guided core
mode at a given k0 . These can be calculated using

U

Jl−1 (U )
Kl−1 (W )
= −W
,
Jl (U )
Kl (W )

(2.10)

and applying the relevant boundary conditions for the interface between the core and
the cladding. Here J is a Bessel function of the first kind of order l and K is a modified
Bessel function of the order l. The zero values of the Jl Bessel function define the
points at which a mode reaches the cut-off in the fibre, where V is consequently equal
to the cladding parameter W in equation 2.9, and the mode is no longer guided in the
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core.
Equation 2.9 can then be expressed in terms of the fibre core radius a and the core
and cladding refractive indices nco and ncl to give the V Parameter, which defines the
number of guided modes for a given set of fibre parameters and at a certain wavelength,

q
2π
a n2co − n2cl .
V =
λ

(2.11)

In a PCF, the core radius is sometimes defined as being approximately ∼ 0.625Λ [27].
A fibre therefore can only guide a single, fundamental, core mode at a given wavelength
if the V parameter is less than 2.405 [28], which corresponds to the first zero value of
the J0 Bessel function.
The V parameter can be used estimate the total number of guided spatial modes in a
multi-mode fibre, through the relationship

N≈

V2
4

(2.12)

As mentioned earlier, the number of guided spatial modes defined by equation 2.12 can
be doubled to estimate the number of guided polarisation modes.
In addition to the concept of guided core modes described thus far, optical fibres exhibit
a further two broad mode types; cladding modes and leaky modes. Both of these mode
types do not typically guide along a long length of fibre, often being quickly attenuated
out. Cladding modes are formed across the larger waveguide of the silica glass, limited
by the outer edge of the fibre cladding and the surrounding environment or polymer
coating. Cladding modes often leak out into the coating or are coupled out of the fibre
by surface imperfections or bends, and are quickly lost. Leaky modes arise from core
modes don’t decay exponentially into the cladding, and instead display a degree of
intensity overlap. The mode then suffers attenuation as light is coupled out into the
surrounding region. This latter type of mode is present in hollow core fibres which guide
light using only one bandgap cladding layer, and are described later in this Chapter
and are relevant to research related in Chapters 7 and 8.
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2.4.1

Birefringence in Optical Fibres

Birefringence can be introduced into the structure of an optical fibre by building defects
along one axis of symmetry across the core. This can have several positive effects,
including maintaining the polarisation of light propagating along the fibre, as well as
a variation in the dispersion, and therefore potentially any nonlinear behaviour, along
the defect axis compared with that of the orthogonal axis.
In conventional all-glass fibres, birefringence is introduced in several ways, such as using
elliptical cores, or through the addition of rods on either side of the core that are made
of a different glass, which introduces stress into the fibre along one axis, and therefore
birefringence. Such fibres are sometimes referred to as “bow tie” or “panda” fibres [29].
In PCF, birefringence can be easily introduced through the alteration of holes on opposite sides of the core, either through over-inflation or under-inflation during fabrication,
as was briefly outlined earlier in Section 1.4.1. These holes are sometimes referred to
as the Polarisation Maintaining or PM holes, to distinguish them from the rest of the
PCF cladding structure. Examples of such birefringent PCF are shown in Figure 2.3.
As a result of the defects, the air-filling fractions along these two axes are now slightly
different, resulting in a difference in the effective refractive index, and hence propagation constant β, for the orthogonal polarisation modes aligned to each axis. Consequently they also experience different phase and group velocities, giving rise to the
common definition for the two axes; the one with the lower refractive index being the
fast axis, and one with the higher refractive index being the slow axis. The fast and
slow axes are marked for each fibre in Figure 2.3.
The strength of the birefringence, Bm , in an optical fibre can be quantified through
the relation

Bm =

βf ast − βslow
= nf ast − nslow
k0

(2.13)

where βf ast and βslow are the propagation constants experienced by light on the two
orthogonal axes. For a typical birefringent “panda” fibre used in industry, a Bm value
of the order of 10−4 is sufficient to maintain the polarisation of light propagating along
either of the two axes [34].
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Slow
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Figure 2.3: Some examples of birefringent PCF fibres. Clockwise from top
right; a microscope image of a 98-core birefringent PCF [30], scanning electron
microscope image of an early birefringent PCF [31], two scanning electron
microscope images of birefringent four wave mixing fibres [32], and a highly
birefringent PCF [33].
If linearly polarised light is aligned and launched along the fast or slow axis of a strongly
birefringent fibre, it is guided with the linear polarisation preserved and aligned to that
axis. This is as a result of any imperfections or bends in the fibre, which would usually
lead to phase changes, being overcome by the strong birefringence. However, if the
linear polarisation is initially aligned off of the fast or slow axes, then the polarisation
vector elements aligned with the fast and slow axes experience different propagation
constants, and therefore different phase velocities. This causes the polarisation elements
to undergo a continuous relative phase shift during propagation, just as in commercial
wave plates. The evolution of the polarisation as the light propagates goes first from
linear to circular, then from circular to a linear that has been rotated through 90°, then
back to circular, before finally returning to a linear polarisation with the same initial
alignment. The length of fibre over which this cycle occurs is can be expressed as a
beat length LBL , defined as
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LBL =

2π
λ
=
βf ast − βslow
Bm

(2.14)

In a non-birefringent fibre, plane polarised light experiences the same phase changes
for different vector elements during propagation as in the birefringent fibre. However,
this is as a result of the physical layout of the fibre, external pressure being placed
upon the fibre, or imperfections from defects in the glass, rather than being due to the
microstructure of the fibre. The bends in, or pressure on, the fibre result in localised
random variations in the refractive index, which then causes random changes in the
phase of the propagating light. These changes are therefore not consistent, and any
evolution of the polarisation during propagation is inherently unpredictable. As mentioned earlier, the deliberate defects in the microstructure of a birefringent fibre act
to override these effects, maintaining the polarisation of the field along the full fibre
length.
The size of the under or over-inflated holes in a birefringent PCF can be as much as 50%,
although for effective polarisation maintaining behaviour only 10% is necessary [35, 36].
Overly large defects can even become a disadvantage, since the resulting guided modal
distribution can become so distorted that it is difficult to efficiently couple a circular
beam into the fibre modes, resulting in higher losses for that system [37].

2.5

Bandgap Guidance and the ARROW Model

In addition to the guiding of modes in fibres with a high index core, a further type of
guidance can be harnessed through the formation of Photonic Bandgaps. These arise
when a range of certain wavelengths and β values cannot propagate in the periodic
structure of the fibre cladding, leaving them effectively confined to the core. One
model used to describe this behaviour is known as Anti-Resonant Reflecting Optical
Waveguiding (ARROW), and was first outlined in 1986 [38], although the application
of the ARROW model to describe bandgap guidance in photonic crystal fibres was not
considered until 2002 [39].
The utilisation of this effect has led to the fabrication of fibres with a core which
does not need to be of a higher index than the surrounding cladding. These fibres are
known as Hollow Core Photonic Crystal Fibres (HCPCFs) (briefly introduced earlier in
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Figure 2.4: A one-dimensional representation of two anti-resonant waveguides
on either side of a hollow core. Part a) shows a core mode off-resonance, failing
to couple with the wall waveguide mode, and therefore confining light to the
core region, and b) shows a core mode on-resonance, coupling with the wall
waveguide mode, and attenuating the core mode.
Section 1.2), and are characterised by a core which consists of a central hole surrounded
by a periodic silica cladding structure.
Light is launched into the core in a direction perpendicular with respect to the plane
of periodicity of the cladding microstructure. Outside of the wavelength range of a
given bandgap, a core mode is able to resonate with, and so couple to, the modes of
the periodic cladding with the same β value. The periodic cladding microstructure
effectively behaves as a series of high index waveguides, each surrounded by air. This
coupling between the light in the core and cladding waveguides quickly attenuates the
mode from the core as it leaks out, so that it fails to guide. However, in the case where
the wavelength of the core mode is within the bandgap, there is no corresponding
cladding microstructure mode with the same value of β for it to resonate and couple
to, and therefore the mode is confined to the core. A one-dimensional representation of
this effect is shown in Figure 2.4, where a core region is surrounded by a silica cladding
wall structure on either side, each with a thickness d.
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Figure 2.4 demonstrates how the walls surrounding the hollow core can be considered
to be two silica waveguides surrounded by air, and as with a high index waveguide
which is surrounded by a low index region, they have a number of guided modes, just
as in a solid core fibre as described earlier in Section 2.4. The location of the guided
modes within the waveguide for any given wavelength is therefore defined by the size,
refractive index, and general shape of the waveguide [40, 41, 42]. In a HCPCF, the
core is surrounded by several layers of these waveguides, with the overall anti-resonant
effect being multiplied to result in a core mode which is fully confined and guided.
As previously stated, the wavelength location of these bandgaps is determined by the
thickness of the wall waveguide, and follows the relationship [39]

λresonant =

i1/2
2ncore d h
,
(nwall /ncore )2 − 1
m

(2.15)

where d is the wall thickness, m is an integer for the resonant band number, and ncore
and nwall are the refractive indices for the core and wall respectively. This relationship
assumes that the core diameter is far larger than the guided wavelength (λ/a  1),
and arises from considering each individual wall structure as a slab waveguide. Each
“slab” has an associated V parameter, and forms a resonance for values of V =

mπ/

2.

Equating this with equation 2.11 and rearranging for the resonant coupling wavelength
λresonant produces equation 2.15.
Figure 2.5 is a representation showing the resulting resonant coupling wavelengths,
where light is coupled out of the core. The values have been calculated using equation 2.15 for a one-dimensional anti-resonant waveguide with 3 µm thick silica walls,
which are shown in red. An example of the resulting transmission bands along the core
of the fibre is shown in blue. There are a clear series of anti-resonant regions, getting
narrower for shorter wavelengths, where coupling from an adjacent core mode is not
possible. Each red line represents the cut off of a mode in the waveguide (described
earlier in Section 2.4), until above approximately 4 µm the waveguide guides only a
single mode. The modal cut-off of the wall results in the observed steep edges for each
bandgap.
However, losses in HCPCFs are not completely removed for the guided bands, as scattering off the imperfect silica glass surface of the core walls results in some degree of
loss, especially for higher order modes. This is discussed further in Section 2.7.2.
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Figure 2.5: Calculated resonant wavelengths (shown in red) for an bandgap
waveguide with 3 µm thick walls, and an example of the resulting transmission
along the core of the fibre (shown in blue).
As introduced briefly earlier in Section 1.2, a new class of HCPCF has been developed,
called Negative-Curvature Fibres (NCFs), or sometimes Anti-Resonant Fibres (ARFs).
This type of fibre is characterised by containing only a single layer of anti-resonant
waveguides around the core, rather than an array. This results in a core mode which
does not decay exponentially into the cladding, as in conventional HCPCFs. They
can therefore be described as not possessing “true” guided modes, despite still being
confined by the anti-resonant effect of the single layer of silica walls. As a result, the
core modes in these types of fibre are sometimes referred to as being leaky modes,
although the degree of loss as a result of this can be engineered to be negligibly small.
For example, engineering the shape of the surrounding silica walls to minimise the
resulting overlap with the core mode acts to reduce the loss in NCFs. As their name
suggests, NCFs possess a negative curvature to their core walls, which acts to minimise
the mode overlap and modify the guidance properties of the wall waveguides to reduce
the coupling effect. The effect of the core shape on the core mode overlap is shown
in Figure 2.6, where three NCF-like fibres, with a single layer of bandgap guidance
structure, are shown. Each of the three different cores has a different shape, either a
positive curvature, zero curvature, or a negative curvature, and the mode overlaps are
compared. The negative curvature fibre clearly has the smallest overlap, and therefore
further reduces coupling between the core and the waveguide of the walls. This effect
of minimising the overlap between the core walls and the fundamental guided mode is
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Figure 2.6: A comparison of three HCPCF structures with values of the core
wall curvature that are a) positive, b) zero, and c) negative. The overlap
between the silica walls and the core mode is shown in red, with the negative
curvature demonstrated to possess the smallest overlap.
more effective with increasing degrees of negative curvature.
When operating at longer wavelengths in the mid-IR, where further losses arise from the
high material absorption of silica (discussed later in Section 2.7), a small mode overlap
with the fibre glass is even more desirable, as it can counter the effect of material
absorption.
The first explicit experimental example of a negative curvature fibre was reported in
2011 by Pryamikov et al [15], who used a series of capillaries inside a larger capillary
to form a negative curvature core. This 36 µm diameter core fibre allowed for guidance
of approximately 60% out to just below 4 µm. Later work in 2011 used chalcogenide
glass with a similar structure to achieve guidance out to 10.6 µm [43].
This structure was modified in 2012 for work published by the University of Bath [16],
which achieved a minimum loss of 34 dBkm−1 at 3.05 µm and was able to guide light
out to 4 µm, where the loss in solid silica is several orders of magnitude higher [44]. As
with many fibres which do not possess several rings of cladding structure, bend losses
were observed to become significant for turns with a diameter of less than 40 cm. This
is due to the comparatively large connecting nodes, where the capillaries surrounding
the walls join, which experience an increase in the mode overlap as the mode shifts to
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the outside of the bend. This results in light coupling to the node and surrounding
silica glass, and then being lost from the fibre. The general mechanism behind bend
losses is discussed in Section 2.7.1. It is a version of this fibre that was used in the
research presented later in Chapter 7, where it is described in greater detail.
Even more recently, researchers at the University of Bath have developed a negative
curvature fibre with a higher resistance to bend losses, while preserving the low-loss
guided bands [17]. This allowed it to be bent with a radius of as little as 2.5 cm
and suffer only moderate additional losses. The fibre used a similar structure to that
demonstrated by Pryamikov et al, but now with the internal capillaries fully separated,
creating a “free” core boundary with no connecting nodes. This approach limits the
coupling of light from the guided mode as it shifts to the outside of a bend, by further
minimising the modal overlap and removing the large nodes that were the source of
bend losses in earlier fibres [16, 15]. This fibre is used for the research described later
in Chapter 8, where the structure and characteristics are covered in greater detail.
Subsequent theoretical work has demonstrated that even lower bend losses in this type
of fibre are possible [45], and can be achieved through the addition of smaller capillaries
nested inside the existing structure to multiply the effect, theoretically reducing losses
to under 0.1 dBm−1 between 3 µm and 3.5 µm.

2.6

Chromatic Dispersion

The effective refractive index experienced by light travelling in a medium such as silica
is dependent on the frequency, ω, of that light. For a pulse made up of many different
frequencies, the velocity experienced by each frequency varies, causing the pulse to
spread out in time as some frequencies travel faster than others. This effect is known
as chromatic dispersion, and is a direct result of the frequency dependence of the
refractive index, n(ω).
To understand the behaviour of a pulse travelling along a silica optical fibre, the propagation constant β can be expanded into a Taylor series about a central frequency ω0 ,
giving

β(ω) = n(ω)

ω
1
1
= β0 + β1 (ω − ω0 ) + β2 (ω − ω0 )2 + β3 (ω − ω0 )3 + ...
c
2
6
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(2.16)

where the differential of the propagation constant


βm =

dm β
dω m


m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...

(2.17)

ω=ω0

The first two differential coefficients, β1 and β2 , are both related to the refractive index
of the material through the relations



ng
dn
1
1
=
n+ω
β1 =
=
vg
c
c
dω


1
dn
d2 n
β2 =
2
+ω 2
c
dω
dω

(2.18)
(2.19)

where vg and ng are the group velocity and the group index respectively.
The refractive index of a material, such as fused silica, is a fundamental result of the
absorption resonances of the material structure at different frequencies, and can be
estimated using the Sellmeier equation [46], given as

n2 (ω) = 1 +

m
X
Bi ωi2
ω2 − ω2
i=1 i

(2.20)

where the Bi coefficients are the strengths of the resonances at frequencies ωi . This
equation is empirically derived, with the sets of coefficients for different materials being
determined experimentally. The values of these coefficients can then be used to plot an
expected refractive index curve [47], as shown in Figure 2.7 as a function of wavelength.
Using the data from this refractive index curve along with the relation given in equation 2.18, the group index for silica can also be calculated, and is also shown in Figure 2.7. This means that for the envelope of a pulse travelling with a group velocity,
vg , equal to c/ng , the different frequencies within that pulse will disperse as a result
of β2 . This causes the pulse to broaden as the group velocities are different for each
of the different frequency components of the pulse. This is known as Group Velocity
Dispersion, and is conventionally defined either by β2 (ω), in pskm−1 nm−1 , or by D,
defined as
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Figure 2.7: Plotted refractive index (blue) and group index (green) curves for
pure silica.

D=

dβ1
2πc
λ d2 n
= − 2 β2 = −
.
dλ
λ
c dλ2

(2.21)

The resulting β2 and D curves for fused silica are shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Plotted β2 (blue) and D (green) curves for pure silica.
One notable element is that both β2 and D curves pass through zero at the same wavelength, about 1.27 µm for fused silica glass [21]. This is known as the Zero Dispersion
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Wavelength (ZDW), denoted as λZDW , and arises from the point of inflection in the
refractive index curve in Figure 2.7. The wavelength region where D is positive is
conventionally referred to as the anomalous dispersion regime, while the region where
it has a negative value is referred to as the normal dispersion regime.
In the normal dispersion regime, the lower frequencies (longer wavelengths) travel faster
than higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths), causing a pulse to spread out with the
comparatively redder wavelengths at the front of the pulse.
The behaviour is reversed for the anomalous dispersion regime, where the higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths) travel faster than the lower frequencies (longer wavelengths), causing the pulse to spread out with the bluer wavelengths at the front of the
pulse.
Light travelling close to the zero dispersion wavelength does not experience either
regime significantly. However, it is not completely free of dispersion, and does still
experience some as a result of the β3 term in equation 2.16 [46]

2.6.1

Waveguide Dispersion and Dispersion Engineering

As Chapter 3 describes, much of the nonlinear behaviour in optical fibres is driven
or heavily affected by the dispersion profile of the fibre, such as the location of the
ZDW which separates normal from anomalous dispersive behaviour. In conventional
optical fibres, the size of the refractive index difference between the core and cladding,
defined earlier in equation 2.1, can be chosen to alter the wave-guiding of the fibre,
and therefore engineer the resulting dispersive behaviour. This is most often achieved
through the doping of the core or the cladding to alter the refractive index [48].
This effect from the physical fibre structure on the overall dispersion of the fibre is
referred to as Waveguide Dispersion, and acts separately and in addition to chromatic
dispersion. This is most simply defined as the effect of the waveguide geometry itself on
the propagating wave. In conventional optical fibres, the step in index between the core
and the cladding is relatively small. This means that a propagating mode is not entirely
confined to the core, with an edge element decaying into the cladding of the fibre. This is
minimised for shorter wavelengths, where the mode remains predominantly in the core
of the fibre and consequently experiences an effective index nef f which is close to that of
the core. However, longer wavelengths are more spread out, experiencing an nef f which
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is closer to that of the cladding. This wavelength dependence therefore has an effect
on the dispersion of the fibre through β2 , resulting in shorter wavelengths experiencing
anomalous dispersive behaviour, and longer wavelengths experiencing normal dispersive
behaviour, contrary to chromatic dispersion.
However, the contribution from waveguide dispersion is relatively small in conventional optical fibres, due to the typically small index differences between the core and
the cladding. This nonetheless allows for small amounts of dispersion engineering in
conventional fibres, shifting λZDW along as far as 1.55 µm, where commercial telecommunications fibres operate and silica has a minimum loss [49]. Such fibres are referred
to as Dispersion Shifted fibres.
However, PCFs have the advantage of being able to alter the size of the refractive index
difference, ∆, to a far greater degree than conventional all-glass fibres can, due to the
high air-filling fraction of the cladding. By altering the size d and separation Λ of the
holes in the cladding, the refractive index of the cladding can be significantly lowered,
and the step size ∆ can be customised to a greater degree.
This can then have the effect of significantly altering the effective index experienced
by a mode compared to that of bulk silica, which can in turn have a dramatic effect on
β2 . This shifts λZDW to much shorter wavelengths and can even introduce a second
λZDW at longer wavelengths. Predicting the effect a specific structure will have on
the dispersive behaviour of a fibre is potentially complex, but thanks to empirical approaches such as that demonstrated by Saitoh and Koshiba [50], the required structure
can now be designed relatively simply. With careful design, a PCF structure can even
be fabricated which displays a dispersion profile which remains in the normal regime
over a wide wavelength range [51].
The wide range of potential custom dispersion curves makes PCF ideal for dispersion
engineering, allowing for careful control of the dispersive behaviour of a fibre. This
can then allow for the customisation of certain nonlinear effects, to generate behaviour
which would be unobtainable in conventional optical fibres. The larger ∆ value in
PCFs allows for higher core intensities as the modal confinement is stronger, boosting
the strength of the nonlinearity. Waveguide designs can be chosen which place the ZDW
in the most appropriate spectral location for effects such as broad-band supercontinuum and the phase-matching for four-wave mixing. Both broad-band supercontinuum
generation and four-wave mixing are described in detail in Chapter 3.
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2.7

Fibre Loss

A major factor in the fabrication and use of all types of optical fibres is loss, usually
measured using a logarithmic scale with units of dBkm−1 or dBm−1 . This then affects
the power P propagating in the fibre after a distance L as

P = P0 exp−αL

(2.22)

where P0 is the initial power and α is the loss per unit length, or attenuation constant.
Most often the loss is defined in units of dBm−1 , and the relation

αdB = −

10
log
L



P
P0


= 4.343 α

(2.23)

can be used to convert α to αdB .
The loss in silica glass can be as a result of a variety of different effects, and is strongly
wavelength dependent, as shown in Figure 2.9. As described earlier in Section 1.2,
impure silica glass exhibits high losses across the whole spectrum due to a population of
contaminants or impurities in the glass structure. For example, a common contaminant
is the presence of oxygen-hydrogen (OH) groups, which introduce noticeable losses at
1380 nm, where the inherent losses of the glass are relatively low. This absorption
around 1380 nm is shown as a green dotted curve in Figure 2.9. The pure silica glass
suffers from several fundamental loss mechanisms over the transparency window from
0.2 µm to 2.5 µm, the first of which is Rayleigh Scattering, which becomes relevant
at the short ultraviolet end of the window. This is shown as a blue-dashed curve in
Figure 2.9.
Rayleigh Scattering arises from tiny density fluctuations in the amorphous glass, frozen
into the structure during fabrication, which act to scatter light off the resulting small
local shifts in the refractive index [21], scaling with wavelength as λ−4 . This acts as a
fundamental limit for wavelengths up to about 1.5 µm for low-loss fibres.
At wavelengths longer than 1.5 µm, Material Absorption takes over as vibrational
resonances in the glass start to become increasingly relevant, raising the fundamental
glass loss until it becomes insurmountable beyond about 2.5 µm. This is shown as
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Figure 2.9: Loss spectrum for bulk silica, showing losses from Rayleigh Scatering (blue dashes), material absorption (red dotted-dashes), the absorption
peak from the oxygen-hydrogen (OH) group impurity (dotted green), and the
resulting inherent loss of the pure silica glass (black).
a red dotted-dashed curve in Figure 2.9. The intervening window between these two
mechanisms, around 1.5 µm, is where the loss is at its lowest, and telecommunications
fibres largely operate. The overall inherent loss of the silica glass, without impurities,
is shown as a black curve in Figure 2.9.
However, even when the most care is taken to fabricate silica glass with the fewest
impurities, some still present a problem. The most common impurity in modern optical fibres is the presence of OH groups arising from water molecules present during
fabrication and later during storage. These groups have a fundamental vibrational
absorption at 2.7 µm, which in turn has overtones in the silica low loss region around
1.5 µm, most notably at 1.38 µm [52]. The loss due to OH groups can be limited if
sufficient steps are taken during the fabrication process to keep the local environment
“dry”, or free of water molecules and moisture in the air.
Additional losses from chemical groups in the glass can also be introduced over time as
a result of high power laser exposure. Multiple photon absorptions by strained bonds
in the glass can cause them to break, resulting in higher losses over regions of the
spectrum where the broken bond has a resonance. These broken bonds can also then
become the site of new chemical impurities, such as OH groups. This effect is known
as Photo-Darkening, and is the subject of the theory described later in Chapter 4, and
the research presented in Chapter 5.
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2.7.1

Bend Losses

Losses can also come from the physical treatment of the fibre, such as bending. When
a fibre is distorted into a tight bend with a sufficiently small radius of curvature, the
guided mode can shift towards the outside edge of the core, increasing the overlap with
the cladding modes. This can then be enough to begin coupling light out of the guided
core modes, resulting in a higher loss over the length of the bend [53, 54]. This effect
is more pronounced for longer wavelengths, where the fundamental mode is broader
and overlaps more with the cladding of the fibre. Many of the higher order modes
also suffer from bend losses more acutely, since the points of peak intensity for the
mode are not found in the centre of the core of the fibre. This means that intensity
at the nearest cladding boundary is then higher and the mdoe extends further into
the cladding, worsening the loss effect. This can be harnessed practically to effectively
“strip out” higher order modes by bending deliberately, leaving the fundamental mode
behind as it is the mode least affected.
Bend losses can be positively harnessed to strip light out of higher order modes which,
having a lower value for the propagation constant β, are more sensitive to small changes
in the refractive index contrast than the fundamental mode. In addition, the spatial
distribution of higher order modes generally places higher intensities closer to the core
boundary, boosting the loss from that mode as the fibre is bent.

2.7.2

Loss in Hollow Core Fibres

When first developed, hollow core fibres were theorised to be free of any of the mechanisms which limit the losses in solid glass fibre. This was owing to the fact that the
guided wave was propagating through air, and so was not subject to the same degree of
Rayleigh Scattering or the vibrational absorptions found in silica glass. It was believed
that the lowest achievable loss in hollow fibres could therefore be even lower than that
achieved in solid core fibre.
However, as reported in two papers by Roberts et al. in 2005 [55, 56], the loss in hollow
optical fibres would still be limited. This is due to a scattering effect arising from the
roughness of the air-glass interface. The uneven surface at the interface causes the
light in the guided core mode to be coupled out into the cladding, limiting the loss
to a minimum of about 1.2 dBkm−1 [55], slightly higher than the minimum already
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achieved in solid core fibre.

2.8

Gain in Optical Fibres and Other Media

Just as loss is the process causing light to decrease in intensity at a particular wavelength with propagation, gain is the process causing light to increase in intensity at
a particular wavelength with propagation. The amount by which the intensity at a
particular wavelength is increased as it propagates a given length is defined by the
quantity called the gain. Gain is present in a fibre, or any other media, if a mechanism
is acting whereby this intensity increase with length can occur. This is fundamental
in all types of laser systems, where light is amplified in a gain medium at the chosen
lasing wavelength.
In solid-core optical fibres, the silica of the core is often doped with a high-gain material,
such as ytterbium or neodymium, to introduce a strong optical amplification. This is
the most common basis behind commercial fibre laser systems [57], although nonlinear
effects such as those described in the next Chapter can also be harnessed to serve as
a source of gain, for instance in Optical Parametric Amplifiers (OPAs) and Optical
Parametric Oscillators (OPOs) [58, 59].
This discussion will describe gain in the context of gas discharge laser systems, since
this is directly relevant to the research presented later in Chapters 7 and 8.
Like loss, gain can be expressed in terms of the power at a particular wavelength
propagating along a fibre in the same manner as equation 2.22,

Px = P0 expgL

(2.24)

where the gain g is measured in m−1 , and the distance L is in meters. As with equation 2.23, this value can be converted into dBm−1 using the factor of 4.343.
To understand the behaviour of the gain in laser systems, it is necessary to consider
the relative changes of the populations of the various energy levels in the gain medium.
For a laser to operate, the gain medium requires a population inversion between the
upper and lower excited states. In the context of a gas laser, this means that while the
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atoms in that gas are largely unexcited and in their ground state, the small percentage
which has been excited has a greater number of atoms in the upper lasing level than
the number of atoms in the lower lasing level.
To achieve this population inversion, it is necessary to initially excite the atoms through
pumping, either using an external light source or, in the case of gas discharge lasers,
through an applied current density.
Initially, as the gain medium is first pumped, an electron of an atom in the gain medium
is excited to the upper state at a given rate. It then spontaneously decays at a given
rate defined by the average lifetime of that state, emitting a photon with an energy
equal to the energy difference between the two states, before eventually reaching the
ground state again. The gain is then solely defined by the spontaneous behaviour of the
upper state and the excitation rate from the pump source. The larger the population
inversion, the higher the gain, which is referred to in this regime as the small-signal
gain.
However, the gain is adversely affected in the presence of a “seed” source, which acts
to depopulate the upper state through stimulated emissions. The average lifetime of
the upper state is then shortened as a result of these stimulated emissions, reducing
the size of the population inversion and likewise resulting in the gain being reduced
below the initial small-signal gain value. This is called gain saturation.
This seed source in fact originates from the population of photons initially emitted
through spontaneous emission, and is potentially detrimental in terms of the gain.
As the power of the pump source is increased, more atoms are excited to the upper
state and more are spontaneously emitted, contributing to the overall output signal.
Stimulated emissions then become increasingly important, as more and more photons
are emitted and the population inversion is steadily reduced. When the pump source is
relatively weak and relatively few photons are spontaneously emitted, this contribution
to the population inversion from stimulated emissions is small enough to be negligible,
leading to the aforementioned small-signal gain.
The relationship between the small-signal gain and the saturated gain for a given seed
energy can be defined as [60]

gsat (P, λ) =

1+
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gsm
P
( seed/

Pthr )

,

(2.25)

where gsat (P, λ) is the saturated gain for a given emission wavelength at a given seed
power, gsm is the small-signal gain, Pseed is the power of the seed (or the power at
the emission wavelength), and Pthr is the seed threshold power for saturation. This
threshold for the gain to saturate is defined as the intensity at which the population
inversion is halved from its initial small-signal value. As is clear from equation 2.25,
increasing the power of the emission wavelength above the threshold only results in an
ever decreasing output gain.
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Chapter 3

Nonlinearity in PCF
3.1

Introduction

This Chapter concerns optical nonlinearities and their role in optical fibres. As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, the ability to enhance the strength of nonlinear processes
through tighter modal confinement is an advantage of PCF over conventional fibres.
This has allowed for a wide range of devices to be developed which rely on nonlinear
wavelength conversion processes to produce a desired output. However, the presence
of nonlinearity is not always desired, and can act as an unwanted “leeching” effect in
some systems. When this is the case, careful design of the PCF-based devices can
act to minimise or screen out the unwanted processes. For example, the research presented later in Chapter 5 relies on a wide range of nonlinear processes to produce a
supercontinuum, but evidence of unwanted Raman effects were also observed.
This Chapter begins by exploring the source of the nonlinear response in silica, with a
description of the Kerr effect and how this gives rise to most nonlinear processes.
Some specific major processes are then described that are relevant to the research
detailed in Chapter 5, including Four Wave Mixing, Raman Generation, and the behaviour when multiple effects combine in the fibre, resulting in the generation of a
supercontinuum.
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3.2

The Source of Nonlinearity in Fibre

As light propagates through a dielectric material, the polarisation response P of the
material’s bound electrons to the electric field E is linear, following the equation

P = ε0 χE,

(3.1)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and χ is the material susceptibility, which varies
with the electric field E. However, as the intensity of the propagating light increases
to a point where the electric field is comparable to that of the inter-atomic electric
field in the material, known as the Schwinger Limit [61], the response of the bound
electrons becomes anharmonic, producing a material polarisation which is no longer
linear with respect to the electric field. The relation can now be better defined as a
Taylor expansion of the earlier linear relation, of the form

P = ε0 (χ(1) .E + χ(2) .EE + χ(3) .EEE + ...),

(3.2)

where χ(j) is a j + 1 rank tensor representing the j th order susceptibility of the material [21, 62]. The linear response is represented by the χ(1) term, and is usually the
dominant, with each subsequent term reducing in strength compared with the last.
The χ(2) term is responsible for the strongest nonlinear responses in bulk crystals such
as PPLN or BBO, while the dominant nonlinear response in PCF is driven by the χ(3)
term. This is because of the fact that silica glass possesses inversion symmetry, meaning that the energy required to displace of electrons in an electric field is symmetric
in all directions, making the even j values of χ(j) always equal to zero. However, in
practice quadrupole and magnetic dipole effects in the silica glass do sometimes allow
for even χ(j) processes to occur, albeit very weakly [21].
Taking this into account, the nonlinear polarisation equation can be rewritten so that it
only applies for silica waveguides such as PCF, and only including the most dominant
χ(3) term;

P = ε0 (χ(1) .E + χ(3) .EEE) = Plinear + Pnonlinear
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(3.3)

which now clearly comprises of a single linear and a single nonlinear term.

3.3

The Kerr Effect and the χ(3) Nonlinearity in PCF

As light propagates through a material like silica, the refractive index can undergo an
instantaneous change as a response to high optical intensities. This intensity-dependent
behaviour of the refractive index is known as the Kerr effect.
The source of the Kerr effect can be derived from equation 3.3 and Maxwell’s equations.
Taking Maxwell’s expression for electric flux density and the usual definition of the
refractive index,

D = ε0 E + P = ε0 n2 E,

(3.4)

and substituting in equation 3.3, results in an equation which links the susceptibility
χj of the material to the total refractive index n. This is given as

n2 = 1 + χ(1) + χ(3) E 2

(3.5)

which can be approximated to be [63]

n≈

q
1
1 + χ(1) + p
χ(3) E 2 .
(1)
2 1+χ

(3.6)

This is now in the form of a nonlinear refractive index [21, 62]

n = n0 + n2 E 2 ,
where n0 =

(3.7)

p
(1 + χ(1) ), represents the linear contribution to the refractive index.

The second term is now intensity dependent, and has a nonlinear contribution to the
refractive index, defined as
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n2 =

3 (3)
χ ,
8n

(3.8)

(3)
where it is assumed
that
n
o the χ element is related to the co-polarised element of the
(3)
tensor by 43 Re χxxxx . This assumes that field is linearly polarised, and therefore only
(3)

a single element of χxxxx contributes to the refractive index [21, 63]. The Kerr effect
is the underlying behaviour for many nonlinear responses, such as four wave mixing,
modulation instability, self phase modulation and cross phase modulation. A typical
value for n2 in optical fibre at a wavelength of 1.064 µm is about 2.7 × 10−20 m2 W−1
for linearly polarised light [64, 65].
In the case of a real nonlinear waveguide, such as a PCF, the nonlinear refractive index
n2 can be incorporated into an expression to quantify the degree of nonlinearity in that
waveguide, known as the Nonlinear Coefficient γ. This expression is

γ=

n2 ω0
,
cAef f

(3.9)

where ω0 is the central frequency of the propagating light, and Aef f is the effective
mode area in the waveguide [63]. As equation 3.9 suggests, a smaller mode area will
increase the degree of nonlinearity observed in a waveguide as the mode intensity
consequently increases, and so engineering such waveguides to have smaller mode areas
is advantageous. The mode area Aef f is defined as

R −∞
R
|E(x, y)|2 dxdy)2
(
Aef f =

∞

R −∞
R

(3.10)
|E(x, y)|4 dxdy

∞

and can be minimised by increasing the difference in the core and cladding indices, and
by minimising the core diameter.
The nonlinear coefficient can itself be used to define the distance over which nonlinear
effects begin to become important, or the distance where the phase shift as a result
of nonlinearity is equal to one radian. This is known as the Nonlinear Length, and is
expressed as
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LN L =

1
.
γP0

(3.11)

This shows that in order to minimise the length of fibre needed for nonlinear effects to
become relevant, either a high nonlinearity coefficient γ is needed, or a higher propagating power.

3.4

Four Wave Mixing

One of the most commonly used and well-understood processes that occur in nonlinear
optical fibres is Four Wave Mixing, (FWM). This process is especially useful for devices
which require wavelength conversion over relatively large spectral distances from the
pump, and was investigated in optical fibres soon after the advent of low loss fibre
systems [66, 67, 68, 69].
As the name suggests, four wave mixing arises from the interaction of four propagating
photons or fields in the silica glass. The origins of the process are seen earlier in
equation 3.3, where four separate fields are present in the nonlinear part of the equation;
three electric field elements E and one from the material polarisation P.
Generally the FWM interaction can be described as being of one of two types. The
first is one where three photons are annihilated to generate a fourth, an example of
which is third harmonic generation, where three identical pump photons combine to
produce a fourth with three times the frequency of the pump [21, 62].
However, this first type of FWM process is difficult to engineer in optical fibres, as
a result of the difficulty in achieving efficient phase-matching, and is therefore less
common than the second type of FWM process; where two pump fields interact to
produce two other fields. This type of FWM is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.1
for both nondegenerate and degenerate cases, where the pump photons are labelled
as ω1 and ω2 . In the nondegenerate case, where the pump waves are of two different
frequencies, the effect is to generate two waves separated by the frequency difference
Ω above and below the highest and lowest pump frequencies respectively. The lower
generated frequency is referred to as the Stokes or Idler wave (ω3 in Figure 3.1), and
the higher generated frequency being the Anti-Stokes or Signal wave (ω4 in Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Example plots of the FWM waves, for both a) Degenerate and b)
Nondegenerate cases. Pump waves are labelled as ω1 and ω2 , while the Stokes
and Anti-Stokes are labbelled as the ω3 and ω4 respectively.
In the degenerate case, where the two input photons are of the same pump frequency,
the two resulting Anti-Stokes and Stokes photons generated are at different frequencies
equally spaced above and below the pump.
The generation of the stokes and anti-stokes waves from the pump photons requires
one of the corresponding electric field elements, from equation 3.3, to be found in
the quantum noise of the material. This starting seed is therefore weak, and so the
addition of even a very low powered seed source at either the Stokes or Anti-Stokes
frequencies results in a larger amplification of the two side bands, as more Stokes or
Anti-Stokes photons are generated with propagation. Without the presence of a seed
source in addition to a pump, the weak seed generated from quantum noise can also
be amplified using a cavity. This allows the initial weak signal to self-seed over many
passes, amplifying to a point where a useful intensity of Stokes and Anti-Stokes fields
can be coupled out.

3.4.1

Phase-matching

Since four wave mixing is a parametric process (or does not have an energetic interaction
with the silica glass), it requires both energy and momentum to be conserved, resulting
in a set of conditions referred to as Phase-Matching. The first of these, concerning the
conservation of energy, is
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ω3 + ω4 = ω1 + ω2

(3.12)

where the pump frequencies ω1 and ω2 are equal for the degenerate case. The second phase-matching condition concerns the momentum of the interaction, and can be
written as

∆k = β3 + β4 − β1 − β2 ≈ 0

(3.13)

where each of the βx values are the propagation constants for each of the waves. As
suggested by this second condition, it is a requirement that the interacting waves are
as close to being in phase as possible for the interaction to be efficient and significant
numbers of photons to be generated. Therefore, an ideal scenario is one where the
mismatch in the phase, ∆k, is effectively zero.
In a degenerate pumping case, and when there is an effect on the phase as a result of
self-phase modulation and cross-phase modulation, equation 3.14 can be modified to
an Effective Phase Mismatch, K, given as [21]

K = ∆k + 2γP0

(3.14)

where γ is the nonlinear coefficient defined in equation 3.9, and P0 is the power of the
pump waves.
Around the zero dispersion wavelength, these conditions result in a continuum of smallest possible ∆k/K, which can be plotted in wavelength space. This phase-matching
curve is determined by the dispersion of the fibre, so a specific pump frequency will
generate specific stokes and anti-stokes frequencies, as shown in Figure 3.2. The region
just short of the zero dispersion wavelength produces the largest frequency separation
between the pump and sidebands, and so is most often the chosen spectral area of
operation when conversion over a large spectral range is desired.
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Figure 3.2: Example of a FWM phase-matching plot, showing the pump wavelength, the zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW), and the Stokes and Anti-Stokes
wavelengths.

3.5

Raman Generation

The nonlinear mechanism of Raman generation is exploited in many modern optical devices, including Raman-based amplifiers [70, 71], lasers [72], detection and spectroscopic
devices [73, 74]. First predicted in 1928 by C.V. Raman [75] and then experimentally
demonstrated as a stimulated process in 1962 [76], it is also an important process when
working with nonlinearities in optical fibres [77, 78].
Raman generation is a scattering process whereby light is inelastically scattered, emitting a photon down-shifted in energy, and therefore frequency. The lost energy is
deposited into a vibration state of the material, as an optical phonon. Figure 3.3 shows
the movement of energy between different levels during this process, with the pump
wave and resulting stokes waves marked.
The location of the lower and upper vibrational states is defined by the host material,
and is independent of the frequency of the probe photon. This results in a characteristic
frequency shift, or Raman response, for different materials, making the process valuable
for spectroscopy and detection applications. The strongest vibrational response for
silica glass occurs when the frequency difference between the pump and the Raman
Stokes wave is about 13.2 THz. This means that for a pump at 1064 nm, the first
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Figure 3.3: An example of Raman scattering between a pump wave with an
energy of hυ1 , a stokes wave with an energy of hυ2 , and an optical phonon.
Raman peak would occur at 1116 nm.
In Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), an external Stokes wave above a certain threshold intensity is able to enhance the Raman scattering to create a stronger Stokes peak,
which can then in turn seed a second spectral Raman peak. This can cascade down,
each Stokes wave acting as a pump for the next level, forming a series of peaks in a
“comb” [79, 80, 81], which can broaden through dispersion and contribute with other
nonlinear processes to the generation of a supercontinuum. As in the spontaneous case,
energy is lost to the material in the form of an optical phonon.

3.6

Supercontinuum Generation

A nonlinear system can be designed in such a way as to strongly display a range of different nonlinear processes over the same length of fibre, which can work over that length
with dispersion to form a broad spectral band of light, known as a supercontinuum.
Although first observed in optical fibres as far back as 1976 [82], supercontinuum fibre
sources have only recently become widely available commercially. This is largely as
a result of the advent of PCF [83], which allows for the customisation of the fibre
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microstructure, and therefore the dispersive profile, so the spectrum generated is as
broader than previously achievable [84, 85]. These devices are capable of delivering
any wavelength over many hundreds of nanometres, making them extremely versatile
and successful [86, 87]. While often having a high degree of spatial coherence, their
temporal and spectral coherence for longer pump pulses is often poor, unless great care
is taken [88, 85].
This poor coherence arises from the initial processes involved in the generation of the
supercontinuum; a long pump pulse, in the region of nano or pico-seconds, causes increased amounts of initial FWM, which is seeded from the quantum noise and therefore
inherently “noisy”. The resulting supercontinuum therefore displays increased amounts
of spectral and temporal variation from pulse to pulse. For a shorter, femto-second
pump pulse the dominant initial process is Self-Phase Modulation (SPM), arising as
a result of the higher peak power of the pump. SPM is a manifestation of the Kerr
effect described earlier in Section 3.3, where a pulse causes a shift in its own phase as
a function of the intensity change with time (dI/dt ), resulting in the generation of new
red-shifted frequencies at the front of a pulse and new blue-shifted frequencies at the
trailing edge of the pulse. This

dI/
dt

dependency means SPM is stronger for shorter,

femto-second pulses compared with longer pico or nano-second pulses. Since SPM is
caused by the more stable and deterministic Kerr effect means it results in an overall
more spectrally coherent supercontinuum.
Various experimental approaches and fibre designs have been demonstrated to enhance
the breadth of the supercontinuum spectrum or to reach shorter visible wavelengths
or down into the UV, such as the use of more than one pump [89] or the tapering of
the fibre [90]. Despite these different approaches, the most common is still to use a
length of uniform PCF pumped with a single high peak power pulse just below the zero
dispersion wavelength (ZDW), in the normal dispersive regime. In 2008, researchers at
the University of Bath demonstrated that a uniform-structured supercontinuum fibre
could be designed to generate light from 2700 nm down to 400 nm, producing the first
true broadband “white light” source [91], as shown in Figure 3.4.
Some of the main nonlinear processes that lead to the generation of a broadband supercontinuum have already been discussed in this Chapter, namely the Raman response
and four wave mixing (FWM). However the full process consists of additional effects
that work together to generate the spectrum, including self phase modulation.
The work presented in Chapter 5 concerns the generation of a supercontinuum to use
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Figure 3.4: The “white light” supercontinuum demonstrated by the University
of Bath in 2008, taken from the relevant publication.
as a method of inducing and monitoring defect formation in glass. The pumping laser
used for that work emits pico-second pulses, and therefore the following description of
the generation of a supercontinuum is for a scenario with such a pump source.
As previously noted, the dispersion profile of the fibre is conventionally engineered
so that the pump is close to the zero dispersion wavelength, just inside the normal
dispersion regime. This results in the efficient generation of side bands through four
wave mixing, which in turn become the seed for the formation of optical solitons.
Solitons in optical fibres can be defined as light pulses which propagate unchanged
along an optical fibre. A “fundamental” soliton is one which undergoes no evolution
at all as it propagates, while a “higher order” soliton is one which undergoes a cyclical
evolution as it propagates along a given length of fibre. Solitons arise as a solution to
the Nonlinear Schroedinger Equation (NLSE) [63], and are the result of SPM balancing
the dispersion effects of the fibre. While SPM works to generate new red frequencies at
the front of the pulse, dispersion acts to accelerate blue wavelengths to the front of the
pulse. The result is that the two processes balance, and the soliton is left unchanged.
However, these solitons are then subject to the conditions of a real fibre, experiencing
noise and small non-uniformities in the fibre microstructure, which results in the break
up of the higher order solitons into a series of fundamental solitons, a process which is
sometimes referred to as “soliton fission” [92]. The resulting population of fundamental
solitons then experience stimulated Raman scattering, as the short wavelength blue
edge of the soliton serves as a pump for the red leading edge. As a result the soliton
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spectral packet shifts to longer wavelengths, in what is called Soliton Self-Frequency
Shifting (SSFS) [93, 78, 94, 95], and pushes the supercontinuum spectrum as a whole
out to longer wavelengths.
The short wavelength edge of the continuum, which has been generated through dispersive wave generation [91, 96], FWM, and SPM then experiences a trapping effect,
as light in that region spatially and temporally overlaps with the SSFS solitons. While
initially the group velocity of the light at shorter wavelengths was lower than that of
the solitons, as the solitons propagate to longer wavelengths they experience an increasingly large group index, and consequently their group velocity falls. As the light at
short and long wavelengths overlap and the group velocities reach a point where they
match, the short wavelength light experiences the Kerr-driven refractive index change
from the soliton, and shifts to shorter wavelengths through FWM.
This continues as the solitons self-frequency shift out to longer wavelengths, until they
are attenuated by material absorption and lost. The breadth of the supercontinuum
then depends on how far the solitons have propagated spectrally, and the location
where the group velocity matches at the short wavelength end of the spectrum.

3.6.1

Group-Index Matching

Since the group velocity can be described in terms of the group index (equation 2.18),
the importance of the material group index now becomes apparent in the engineering
of the supercontinuum. Figure 3.5 shows three group index curves, one for bulk silica,
one for an endlessly single mode PCF, and one for a silica wire with a diameter of
5 µm. The resulting group index curves for the PCF structures can be calculated
from equation 2.18, and are observed to form a steeper long wavelength edge for an
increasing air-filling fraction.
This means that as the solitons self-frequency shift up to the longer wavelengths and
experience a larger group index, their matching short wavelengths get progressively
shorter as the air-filling fraction increases, as shown in Figure 3.5. This ultimately
means that the maximum wavelength of the soliton before it is attenuated matches with
a group index at a shorter wavelength than previously, allowing the supercontinuum
to extend further into the blue to as short a wavelength as 400 nm [91].
The fibres used in Chapter 5 have a high air-filling fraction such as described here,
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Figure 3.5: Three group index curves, one for bulk silica (blue), one for a
endlessly single mode PCF (red), and one for a silica wire with a diameter
of 5 µm (green). The matched wavelengths between the end of a typical
supercontinuum at 2500 nm, and the progressively shorter blue wavelengths
for each curve is shown.
allowing for a broad supercontinuum to be generated down to 400 nm, and so were
instrumental in the investigation into photo-darkening effects in silica over a broad
wavelength range.
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Chapter 4

The Theory Behind
Photo-Darkening in Optical
Fibres
4.1

Introduction

Fibre optics have proven to be an ideal technology in the miniaturisation of laser
systems, most famously through the development of fibre lasers [97]. In their most
simple configurations, these devices carry an active lasing element, such as ytterbium,
in the core of the fibre in the form of a dopant, and often use fibre Bragg gratings as
mirrors to form potentially high power all-fibre laser sources [98]. Fibre lasers are now
available that cover a wide range of specifications, and employ a number of different
methods to meet commercial needs.
However, high power fibre lasers suffer from performance issues not present in other
types of laser systems, due to the strong confinement of light, and consequently the
high intensities, in the fibre core. One such issue is photo-darkening, where defects
in the glass are formed as a result of the propagating light itself, in turn inducing
increased losses over certain wavelength bands in the transmission spectrum of the
fibre. This effect is particularly undesirable for several optical fibre based applications,
including supercontinuum fibre laser sources, which provide a high power broadband
“white light” output that can be filtered down to any wavelength as needed [99, 100].
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4.2

Defect Formation in Silica

Damage to the silica glass arises as a consequence of the chemical structure of the silica
and the flux of the high energy photons absorbed. Silica, SiO2 , is an amorphous solid
containing a silicon atom bonded to four oxygen atoms in an approximately tetrahedral structure [101], sharing two oxygen atoms with a neighbouring structure in the
same configuration. The natural angle of the O-Si-O bonds lies between 120◦ and
180◦ [102, 103], with an average at around 144◦ [104]. When the glass is drawn down
to a fibre through a furnace, the silicon and oxygen atoms form chains which, due to
heat and tension, become held at abnormal angles as the glass cools below the fictive
temperature. These chains can link up to form rings of Si and O atoms, which puts
a strain on both the bonds and the wider glass structure, so that any excitations of a
sufficiently large energy can break those bonds. An example of both a complete Si-O
ring in silica glass and a broken ring is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: SiO2 rings in fused silica glass, showing one complete ring with
strained bonds, and a second that has been broken, forming a NBOHC and
an E’ centre.
Defects are known to be formed from the absorption of high energy particles [105] and
single photons, such as gamma rays [106, 107], with the bond breaking energy being
close to 8 eV [108]. Previous work has recently demonstrated that the absorption of
multiple photons with lower individual energies can also create these defects, provided
the photon flux is high enough [109]. Research at the University of Bath has recently
shown that multi-photon absorption at 1064 nm can cause significant defects in silica
glass [110].
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A fibre laser that operates using a 1064 nm pump source has an individual photon
energy of approximately 1.2 eV. When the photon flux increases to a point where the
absorption of 8 photons in quick succession by a single bond becomes probable, the
combined absorbed energy then exceeds the strained SiO2 bond energy of 8 eV. The
strained bond then breaks, forming a defect in the glass, which can have vibrational
resonances which introduce unwanted additional absorptions within the transmission
window of the glass.
The resulting glass defect is known as a Non-Bridging Oxygen Hole Centre (NBOHC) [111,
112, 113] or sometimes a Colour Centre [8, 114], and consists of an oxygen atom bonded
to only one silicon atom, as shown in Figure 4.1. The resonances of the oxygen atom
cause the defect to have a strong absorption band at 258 nm, and a weaker one at
630 nm [115, 116, 114]. Despite being weaker, the 630 nm band is potentially problematic for a device where transmission over this part of the visible spectrum is important.
The defect also leaves a free-floating silicon bond, known as an E’ Centre, which has a
strong absorption at 213 nm [115].
The production of NBOHC sites and E’ centres in silica glass usually occur in pairs,
forming from the breaking of strained bonds in a Si-O ring, and can be described using
the equation [113, 117, 118]

≡ Si—O—Si ≡→≡ Si—O • + • Si ≡,

(4.1)

where ≡ represents a trio of bonds between a Si atom and three O atoms, ≡ Si—O• is
a NBOHC, and •Si ≡ is an E’ centre. There are a few other mechanisms by which an
NBOHC site can be formed which does not also form an E’ centre, but these are not
relevant to the research presented in Chapter 5, and therefore are not described here.

4.3

Treatment Techniques

Techniques have been developed to treat or prevent the formation of defects like NBOHCs in optical fibres. These include doping the core with fluorine, which acts to break
the stressed molecular rings and terminate them [119, 110] with the F atoms. This
alters the vibrational resonances of the defect, and places the resulting absorption outside the transmission window of silica. Another approach is to thermally anneal the
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glass after initial fabrication, allowing the molecular rings to reform and relax naturally, removing the population of strained bonds which could potentially be broken to
form NBOHCs [120, 121, 122].
A third technique is to load the glass of the fibre with a population of molecules such as
hydrogen, H2 [123, 124, 125, 126]. These methods of gas delivery involve surrounding
the fibre with H2 at high temperatures or high pressures of up to 100 bar [127, 128, 129]
or more, causing the gas to diffuse deep into the core of the glass fibre. If exposure to
a high flux of photons is carried out soon after H2 treatment [127, 128, 129], enough
H2 will still be present in the glass as it photo-darkens to immediately terminate the
NBOHC sites with hydrogen as they are created, forming OH groups. This can also
occur naturally over time in a fibre left exposed to the local atmosphere, where water molecules in the air provide the hydrogen. The resulting OH group does remove
the NBOHC absorption around 630 nm, but unfortunately introduces a strong absorption around 1380 nm, which is the first overtone of the fundamental OH absorption
at 2.7 µm [130]. The location of this first overtone is close to where silica is at its
lowest intrinsic loss, and therefore adds an additional detrimental effect to the fibre
transmission.
Research by Henschel et al. in 2002 [128] first suggested replacing hydrogen with
deuterium, D2 , as the molecule for the loading process. The dynamics of the diffusion
of deuterium into silica glass has been previously shown to be comparable to that of
hydrogen [131, 132], and research has shown that this results in the same termination
of the oxygen atoms at NBOHC sites, only now OD groups are formed [128]. Because
deuterium has an extra neutron compared to hydrogen, the reduced masses of the two
atoms are different, which in turn causes the vibrational resonant frequencies of the
OD and OH groups to vary. This results in the OD groups having absorption bands
at different wavelengths from the OH groups, and mostly lying in regions outside of
the silica transparency window, and are therefore generally less detrimental to high
power fibre systems. The fundamental absorption for OD groups is at 3.7 µm, and the
overtones are likewise also at longer wavelengths compared to those of OH groups. The
first OD overtone is located around 1880 nm, with a second overtone around 1265 nm.
However, this second overtone is known to be much weaker, being around 1/60 of the
strength of the first [133].
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4.3.1

The OH *
) OD Exchange Mechanism

An effect which is relevant for research on the treatment of silica fibres with D2 is
the OD *
) OH exchange mechanism. This is a well known effect whereby established
OH groups in the glass can be converted to OD groups when exposed to free D2
atoms [134, 135, 133]. The exchange can be written as

2Si : OH + D2 (g) *
) 2Si : OD + H2 (g),

(4.2)

showing a process where D2 gas diffuses into the silica glass and reacts with OH groups,
releasing the hydrogen and forming an OD site in its place. The resulting hydrogen
bonds with another displaced hydrogen to form a H2 molecule, which then can diffuse
freely through the silica glass. Reaction 4.2 also shows that the exchange is reversible,
since the OH groups have a similar bond energy to the OD groups, and therefore a
population of free H2 could likewise displace the deuterium from the OD groups in the
glass. However, the exchange mechanism is not spontaneous, requiring a population
of H2 or D2 in the glass and some activation energy, such as heat, for the exchange to
occur. As a result, the reaction is heavily dependent on the local temperature [134, 136]
and the free gas populations, or the delivery of the activation energy through a flux of
sufficiently energetic radiation [135].
As described, the formation of NBOHC sites and E’ centres, and the photo-darkening
absorption bands that arise as a result, are a significant problem in high power fibre
laser systems. The treatment of a fibre by loading deuterium molecules into the core
to counter the effects of this photo-darkening is often time consuming and requires
specialist high pressure systems. Chapter 5 describes research carried out to develop a
faster, yet still effective loading treatment using deuterium to prevent photo-darkening
as a result of NBOHC sites and E’ centres.
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Chapter 5

A Deuterium-Loading Treatment
for Photo-Darkening in
Fibre-Based Laser Sources
5.1

Introduction

This chapter describes research carried out on the topic of treatments to prevent photodarkening in silica photonic crystal fibres. As described in Section 4.2, this process
causes irreversible damage to the silica of the fibre in the form of defects when exposed to high intensity laser light, creating a population of Non-Bridging Oxygen Hole
Centres (NBOHCs), resulting from the breaking of stressed bonds in the glass. These
NBOHCs introduce potentially detrimental absorption bands at certain wavelengths located in the visible spectrum. These sites can be terminated by hydrogen atoms in the
glass, forming OH groups with a strong absorption at 1380 nm, which are themselves
detrimental in telecommunications devices and supercontinuum fibre lasers.
Any approach to preventing the formation of stressed bonds, and therefore the NBOHC
sites and the resulting absorption bands, would involve alterations to the fabrication
process, which can be complex and difficult. However, it would be simpler to treat
the glass with a chosen gas, allowing the broken strained silica bonds to be terminated
with new groups made up of that chosen gas. The gas would need to be selected in
order to form new groups that do not produce absorption bands in critical areas. The
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absorption bands of these groups could instead be chosen to be located in unused parts
of the transmission spectrum, where they could be effectively ignored.
As outlined in Section 4.3, one treatment for NBOHCs previously suggested is to expose
the fibre to deuterium gas, D2 [128]. The resulting oxygen-deuterium (OD) groups
in the silica glass work to occupy many of the potential NBOHC sites that cause
unwanted absorptions, making the fibre largely immune to the photo-darkening effect
from high power lasers, and muting the OH group absorption bands. Instead, OD
group absorption bands are introduced at longer wavelengths, compared to those of
the usual OH groups which occupy the low loss transmission window of silica.
The primary aim of this research was to assess the effectiveness of a new technique for
loading a PCF with deuterium gas. The current state of the art for deuterium loading
involves submerging a silica fibre in the chosen gas at very high pressures of 100 bar
or more [127, 128, 129], and can take several days to several weeks to achieve full
loading [124, 128]. This is time consuming and requires specialist equipment, making
it difficult to carry out. The technique presented here exploits the microstructure of
PCFs, delivering the gas directly to within a few microns of the fibre core, resulting
in a method which does not require high pressures or temperatures, and can be done
with simple lab equipment in a few hours.

5.2

Approach

The approach for this work was to fabricate some supercontinuum fibre similar to one
previously produced by the University of Bath [91], which is capable of generating light
down to approximately 400 nm and up to approximately 2500 nm from a 1064 nm
picosecond laser pump source. Two fibres were fabricated; one that was used for
supercontinuum generation and remained untreated, and one which was annealed with
deuterium during fabrication and prior to any supercontinuum generation [137, 138,
139, 140]. This annealing during fabrication of the second set of fibre allowed stressed
silica rings in the glass to relax and terminated potential NBOHC sites with OD groups.
Short lengths of these two fibres were then spliced to a high power fibre laser which
acted as a pump for the supercontinuum, and left over many hours of exposure to
induce photo-darkening and the formation of NBOHC sites and E’ centres in the glass,
until such a point that the process was observed to have saturated. A length of the
untreated fibre was then loaded with deuterium using the new technique, at a few bar
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of pressure and at room temperature, before also being exposed to the pump laser to
generate a supercontinuum and induce photo-darkening.
The loss of these photo-darkened fibres was then assessed by carrying out a series of
measurements using the “cut back” method, to confirm the location and strength of
the absorption bands. It could then be verified that the OH bands were present in
the untreated control fibre and were muted in the fibre that had been annealed with
deuterium before splicing to the high power fibre laser. The D2 loaded fibre loss was
then compared with the annealed fibre to assess the extent of the photo-darkening,
and hence the effectiveness of the D2 loading technique in suppressing photo-darkening
losses over the visible wavelength region and at 1380 nm.
Finally, the recorded losses for each measurement along the length of the fibres was
compared. This allowed for a numerical estimate of the loss along the fibre length for
each of the absorption bands at 630 nm, 1380 nm, and 1880 nm, and therefore a better
understanding of the photo-darkening behaviour in each of the fibres.

5.2.1

Expectations

As described in Section 4.3, the vibrational modes of both OD and OH groups are well
known [123, 130, 141], and so the location of attenuation peaks in a fibre with a high
population of OH and OD groups can be predicted. The expected loss behaviour for
untreated, annealed, and D2 loaded fibres is shown in Table 5.1.
Detecting high losses around 630 nm indicates the presence of NBOHCs sites, as the
oxygen atoms at the end of the broken SiO2 rings have a strong and broad absorption
around that wavelength. High losses at 1380 nm indicate the presence of OH groups,
corresponding to the first overtone of the fundamental oxygen-hydrogen vibrational
mode at 2.7 µm. A high loss at 1880 nm indicates the presence of OD groups in
the glass, corresponding to the first overtone of the oxygen-deuterium fundamental
vibrational mode at 3.7 µm. A second overtone of the OD groups is found at 1265 nm,
albeit much weaker than the first.
Initially, the untreated fibre was expected to contain strained bonds within the glass
structure, but relatively few NBOHCs and OH groups, resulting in consistent and flat
loss values across the 630 nm and 1880 nm regions. A peak at 1380 nm was expected,
since the glass contained a population of OH groups picked up during fabrication.
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Fibre
Untreated fibre
(non photo-darkened)
Untreated fibre
(photo-darkened)
D2 Annealed fibre
(non photo-darkened)
D2 Annealed fibre
(photo-darkened)
D2 Loaded fibre
(non photo-darkened)
D2 Loaded fibre
(photo-darkened)

Loss at 630nm

Loss at 1380nm

Loss at 1880nm

None

Low

None

High

Moderate

None

None/Low

None/Low

High

None/Low

None/Low

High

None/Low

None/Low

High

None/Low

None/Low

High

Table 5.1: The expected loss at certain spectral regions for untreated, D2
annealed, and D2 loaded fibres.
After photo-darkening, the loss around 630 nm was expected to rise as the NBOHC
population increased, and the 1380 nm peak was expected to increase moderately as
some OH groups were formed from the NBOHC population, while the OD reference
peak was expected to remain absent.
The D2 annealed fibre was expected to behave differently, having initially possessed a
large population of OD groups formed during the D2 annealing process. This causes a
strong absorption peak in the 1880 nm region, while the 630 nm region was expected
to exhibit flat, normal loss values due to the glass being purged of potential NBOHCs
during annealing. The 1380 nm peak was still expected to be present, although potentially lessened as a result of the high population of OD groups. After exposure to
a high power laser, it was expected that this fibre would show little or no evidence of
photo-darkening, as there would have been very few strained bonds remaining in the
glass, inhibiting any sort of photo-darkening effects.
If the D2 loading treatment process was successful, the resulting fibre was expected
to exhibit low loss in the 630 nm region, and an OH peak at 1380 nm similar to
that measured in an untreated, non photo-darkened piece of fibre. The 1880 nm peak
was expected to be present and comparable in strength to that of the annealed fibre,
showing that the population of OD groups in the D2 loaded fibre was near to that of
the D2 annealed fibre, and had not been lessened by the exposure to high intensity
photons.
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5.3

Fabricating Supercontinuum Fibre

The fibre design chosen for this work was first produced at the University of Bath in
2008 [91]. As described earlier in Section 3.6, group index matching is used to generate
a supercontinuum with a lower wavelength edge of approximately 400 nm, and an upper
wavelength edge of around 2500 nm. This wide supercontinuum spectrum is ideal for
investigating the location and strength of absorption bands in the silica glass as a result
of OH and OD groups, particularly the region around 630 nm for NBOHCs, the area
around 1380 nm for OH groups, and the region around 1880 nm for OD groups.
The two final fibres were fabricated from pure silica glass (Heraeus f300) using the
stack and draw technique, as described previously in Section 1.4, and were designed
with a solid core surrounded by 3 rings of capillaries. Both of the final fibre cladding
microstructures had the same dimensions, each with holes with an average diameter of
4.5 µm, a pitch of 5 µm, and a core diameter of 4.5 µm. The stack was drawn to six
usable canes, two of which were used to draw to the final fibres, each with a diameter
close to 125 µm. A microscope image of the untreated fibre and the fibre annealed
with D2 is shown in Figure 5.1, where it is clear that the structures are very similar.
This is significant because the generated supercontinuum must be as spectrally similar
as possible in each fibre when pumped with the same 1064 nm laser source in order to
maintain the comparability of the experiments. Since the supercontinuum generated is
a direct consequence of the fibre dimensions, it is necessary that those dimensions are
verified to be as similar as possible to ensure this.
The canes used to draw the untreated and D2 annealed fibres both came from the
same stack, ensuring the maximum possible similarity in the physical dimensions and
characteristics of the two preforms as a result of the prior drawing phases.
Previous research has suggested that the OH groups present in a silica glass preform
can be removed from the glass prior to the final fibre drawing phase by annealing with
nitrogen [122], known as nitrogen baking. This nitrogen baking involves passing nitrogen
gas through the preform as it is fed into the 1800◦ C furnace at a speed of 40 mm min−1 ,
and has been shown to be an effective method of significantly suppressing the 1380 nm
loss peak in the final fibre [122]. Incorporating this element into the fabrication process
for both the untreated fibre and the D2 annealed fibre helped to further ensure that
the two fibres were as close to identical as possible.
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a)
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Figure 5.1: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated supercontinuum fibres. a) shows the untreated fibre, and b) shows the D2 annealed fibre.
As previously, the parameters used at this stage of drawing the two preforms to fibre
was also kept the same. The speed that the preforms were fed into the furnace at were
also kept constant at 4 mm min−1 , and the speed at which they were drawn down onto
a spool was 25.9 m min−1 . The tension in the fibre was kept around 1.34 N by adjusting
the furnace temperature. This ensured the preforms were both drawn at nearly the
same “true” furnace temperature.
An additional consideration regarding the desire to use the same parameters for both
fibres is the effect of the drawing process on the molecular structure of the glass.
While other drawing parameters might produce the same fibre on a micro-scale, the
population of strained Si-O bonds in the glass would be likely to vary significantly.
When studying photo-darkening, it is desirable to maintain a similar population of
potential NBOHC sites in the glass, so that a studied treatment can avoid appearing
more effective than it is in reality as a result of a low population of strained bonds, and
vice-versa. Maintaining the same parameters for both fibres ensures more than just
matching their microstructures, and hence their nonlinear behaviour, and their loss,
but also the number of potential NBOHC sites present in the glass.
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5.4

Untreated Fibre

This section outlines the results for the inherent loss in the untreated fibre, the experimental method in exposing the fibre to a high power laser for an extended period of
time, the experimental method for the measurement of the loss and the resulting loss
data for the fibre after exposure.

5.4.1

Loss of Untreated Fibre

The inherent loss of the untreated fibre was measured prior to any photo-darkening
to establish a baseline for subsequent data to be compared to. The cut back method
was used to measure the loss, using a broadband xenon discharge lamp (Energetiq Inc.,
EQ99) as a source.

Xe
Lamp
50cm

20cm 20cm 20cm

Spectrometer
(Bentham/OSA)

Figure 5.2: The setup and procedure for carrying out a loss measurement.
This method of measuring loss involves recording a broadband signal transmitted
through a long piece of fibre, before cutting a length from the output end and measuring the transmitted signal again from the remaining piece. The difference between the
two signals then represents the loss over the length of fibre that was removed, since the
input end has not been moved and therefore the input coupling should be the same.
The experimental setup and procedure for the loss measurement is shown in Figure 5.2.
The transmission data was recorded using an Optical Spectrum Analyser (OSA)(Ando)
for wavelengths from 400 nm up to 1700 nm, with longer wavelengths up to 2700 nm
being recorded on a second spectrometer (Bentham, DTMc300).
Cut backs were taken using longer fibre samples of 301 m in length, and shorter fibre
samples of 46 m in length. Each length was removed from the spectrometer, re-cleaved,
and re-measured up to 5 times, allowing any fibre-to-spectrometer coupling losses to
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be averaged out, and so increasing the accuracy of the measurement. The resulting
loss data is shown in Figure 5.3, where data for different wavelength bands are shown
in different colours and have been plotted together to form the full loss spectrum. The
Bentham spectrometer measurements were all recorded at a resolution of 5 nm, with
the 350 nm to 400 nm (shown in green) and 1700 nm to 2000 nm (shown in blue) sets
taken over 46 m long cut backs, and the 800 nm to 1200 nm (shown in purple) and
1500 nm to 1700 nm (shown in yellow) were taken over 301 m long cut backs. The
OSA spectrometer measurements were all recorded at a resolution of 10 nm, with the
400 nm to 800 nm (shown in red) and 1200 nm to 1500 nm (shown in orange) taken
over 301 m long cut backs.
The loss below 1 µm is observed to be approximately 13 dBkm−1 ± 0.2 dBkm−1 . A
peak at 1380 nm is clearly visible, and is characteristic of absorption by OH groups in
the silica. With a maximum at around 40 dBkm−1 , the magnitude of this OH peak can
be considered to be low enough so as to not disguise any other possible characteristics
near that wavelength, such as the absorption by OD groups at 1265 nm, which would
be expected to potentially appear after D2 loading. This is the result of the nitrogen
baking carried out to minimise OH content in the glass prior to drawing the final fibre.
Any subsequent OH absorption can be compared to this starting value. The general
loss curve is seen to behave as expected and as described earlier in Section 2.7, with
higher loss at the short and long wavelength edges due to Rayleigh scattering and
material absorption respectively. The loss around 1550 nm, which is expected to be
close to the lowest over this window for silica, is around 4 dBkm−1 ± 0.2 dBkm−1 .

5.4.2

Photo-Darkening Exposure

For each of the laser exposures carried out to induce photo-darkening, 2.5 m to 3 m of
fibre was spliced to the output of a high power fibre laser (Fianium ltd, 1064 nm, 5 ps,
20 MHz, maximum of 6W average power, 60 kW peak power). The configuration of
the fibre and spectrometer for the photo-darkening exposure is shown in Figure 5.4.
A splice was considered to be of sufficiently high quality if it supplied a minimum power
of 200 mW to the visible region of the supercontinuum spectrum (considered to be from
400 nm to 750 nm), out of a total average power in the supercontinuum of approximately
2.5 W. This value of 200 mW corresponded to a spectrum over that wavelength range
which was of a sufficient intensity to clearly detect any photo-darkening effects. The
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Figure 5.3: The loss curve for the untreated fibre. Loss was recorded from
350 nm to 400 nm (green), 400 nm to 800 nm (red), 800 nm to 1200 nm
(purple), 1200 nm to 1500 nm (orange), 1500 nm to 1700 nm (yellow), and
1700 nm to 2000 nm (blue), with cut back lengths of either 301 m or 49 m.
Data was recorded using both the OSA and the Bentham spectrometer, at
resolutions of 5 nm or 10 nm.

1064nm
5ps 20MHz

2.5 - 3m
of PCF

Spectrometer
(Bentham)

Splice

Figure 5.4: Experimental setup for the photo-darkening of the untreated, D2
annealed, and D2 loaded fibres.
power in the visible region was measured using four dichroic mirrors to separate the
400 nm to 750 nm range. This ensured that there was a sufficiently strong signal in the
region around 630 nm to clearly discern any decrease in signal generation over time.
In order to prevent damaging back reflection into the fibre laser, the supercontinuum
fibre output end face was melted to produce a rounded edge.
Prior to exposure the spectrometer was fully calibrated using a standard bulb source.
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a)
b)

Figure 5.5: The change in the generated supercontinuum over time in the untreated fibre. a) shows the first (blue) and last (red) scans, with a noticeably
different amount of generated signal around 630 nm. The observed discontinuity at 1600 nm for both data sets is the result of a change in detector, and
is not a real change in intensity. b) shows the signal around 630 nm in 12 hr
steps, highlighting the speed of photo-darkening over the first 36 hrs. The
spectrometer resolution was 5 nm.
The fibre was then coupled into the Bentham spectrometer using an integrating sphere,
and left for over 100 hours with the laser running continuously, with the spectrometer recording the supercontinuum generated every 30 minutes. This allowed for the
damage and absorption in the fibre due to photo-darkening to be recorded over time.
Figure 5.5 a) shows the first and last data scans for an untreated fibre under exposure.
Clearly the greatest change over the 100 hours of exposure is to the broad region around
630 nm, where the power has nearly halved. Figure 5.5 b) shows this in more detail,
where each curve shows the generated supercontinuum in 12 hour steps. Most of the
damage to the fibre appears to occur in the first 36 to 48 hours, after which the rate
of damage slows and there is less change with each new scan.
The shape of both of the supercontinua include additional peaks in the region beyond
the 1064 nm pump up to about 1200 nm. These peaks are due to Raman generation
in the output fibre from the laser, prior to the splice to the PCF. Although they are
unwanted and present a drain on the total power of the 1064 nm pump, they clearly
do not reduce the pump to such an extent as to affect the breadth or quality of the
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supercontinuum, which is clearly generating light at a short enough wavelength to be
able to detect changes around 630 nm. For this reason their presence can be ignored.
Other noticeable differences between the two supercontinua in Figure 5.5 a) can be
attributed to small changes in the pump laser output power over time, which in turn
has a resulting effect on the supercontinuum that is generated.

5.4.3

Untreated Fibre Loss After Photo-Darkening

After photo-darkening, the loss of the untreated fibre was measured. As with the
earlier samples of untreated fibre, the measurement was carried out using the cut back
method, again with a xenon lamp acting as the light source and two spectrometers to
cover the full wavelength range from 350 nm to 2700 nm.
It was also desirable to know where in the fibre the most photo-darkening was occurring.
To achieve this, three cut backs of 20 cm sections were taken from the spliced end of the
fibre, followed by a cut back of 50 cm. Measurements were concentrated on wavelength
regions known to have characteristic absorptions due to NBOHC sites, and OH and
OD groups, starting with the 400 nm to 800 nm range, the OH peak at 1380 nm, and
the OD peak at 1880 nm.
Unfortunately, the variation in the coupling efficiency to the spectrometer was comparable to the changes in transmission over such short lengths of fibre, which resulted in
a mildly wavelength-dependent increase or decrease in the magnitude across the whole
of the loss curve. The solution was to offset the loss in each data set to match the
known background loss values of the fibre, shown earlier in Figure 5.3. The wavelength
at which the data sets were offset to match with the known loss was chosen to be in
an area known to be unaffected by photo-darkening. The result still clearly highlights
the changes in the fibre loss brought about by photo-darkening in the fibre.
Figure 5.6 shows the loss measured over the 350 nm to 750 nm range using the Bentham
spectrometer and the OSA, combined and averaged with error bars. The wavelength
range recorded using the OSA was from 400 nm to 750 nm, resulting in a discontinuity
below this wavelength.
The plot clearly shows a rise in the attenuation around 600 nm for the first 20 cm
of fibre through which the pump pulse propagated (shown as the first 20 cm from
the spectrometer in Figure 5.2), peaking at approximately 2 dBm−1 with an error of
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Figure 5.6: The loss of the untreated fibre over the 350 nm to 750 nm range
after photo-darkening, for cut backs over the first 20 cm (blue), second 20 cm
(red), third 20 cm (green), and the final 50 cm (purple) of fibre. Data was
recorded by both the Bentham spectrometer (350 nm to 750 nm, resolution
5 nm) and the OSA (400 nm to 750 nm, resolution 1 nm), before being combined into one data set.
approximately 0.57 dBm−1 . This loss falls with each of the subsequent 20 cm sections
of fibre, until there is very little evidence of photo-darkening in the final 50 cm, (the
60 cm to 110 cm section, shown in purple). This loss is most likely due to photodarkening, since it is expected that the first 20 cm of fibre would contain the largest
proportion of NBOHC sites, before steadily falling with fibre length until the final 50 cm
cut back. The error bars are observed to become steadily smaller for each subsequent
length of fibre, as the degree of photo-darkening decreases. This could be caused by
a relatively large change in the density of NBOHC sites between cleaves taken during
the measurement. The measurements taken further along the fibre show progressively
smaller error bar values as the density of NBOHCs falls, until the final 50 cm, whilst
also being a longer cut back and therefore more accurate, has the lowest density of
defect sites.
The short wavelength edge below the 400 nm discontinuity, recorded solely using the
Bentham spectrometer which is more sensitive than the OSA at this wavelength and
therefore the cause of the discontinuity, is seen to rise steadily in the data, and is also
strongest in the first 20 cm. This may be indicative of the absorptions at 213 nm and
258 nm from E’ centres and NBOHC sites respectively, since it is clear from the 600 nm
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to 630 nm loss peak that a population of NBOHC sites is present in the fibre. These
absorptions at 213 nm and 258 nm are also known to be stronger than the 630 nm
absorption, explaining the steepness of the 20 cm curve for shorter wavelengths.
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Figure 5.7: Graph of the loss of the untreated fibre at 1380 nm after photodarkening, showing the first 20 cm (blue), second 20 cm (red), third 20 cm
(green), and the subsequent 50 cm (purple) of cut back fibre with error bars.
Data was recorded using the OSA, at a resolution of 10 nm.
The magnitude of the OH peak at 1380 nm is shown in Figure 5.7, and has clearly
increased from the initial estimated loss value of 40 dBkm−1 , to an value closer to
700 dBkm−1 after photo-darkening. However, unlike the 630 nm absorption band, the
loss due to OH groups is approximately constant along the full length of the fibre,
measuring around 0.7 dBm−1 with an error of ± 0.3 dBm−1 . Any variations in the
average which might suggest the loss is not constant, such as the third 20 cm cut
back (shown in green) being lower than the final 50 cm (shown in purple) around
1400 nm, still have error bars which overlap, showing the variation is not significant.
This indicates that this higher population of OH groups formed in the glass during the
period of time between the fabrication of the fibre and the photo-darkening exposure,
and was due to the local environment rather than the photo-darkening. Moisture in
the air where the fibre was stored could have diffused into the glass during the period
between fabrication and measurement, forming OH groups and increasing the size of
the 1380 nm absorption peak. This is supported by the observed second peak around
1370 nm, which is known to be caused by OH groups at the surface of the holes around
the fibre core [131], which have marginally different vibrational resonance to the OH
groups in the bulk of the glass.
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In contrast to the data shown in Figure 5.6, the error bars at 1380 nm are seen to
be relatively consistent along the full fibre length (except for the final 50 cm cut back,
which is expected to have less variation compared to the 20 cm lengths). Since it is clear
from the overall magnitude of the 1380 nm peak that the density of OH groups in the
fibre is relatively consistent, despite the presence of NBOHC defect sites where more
OH groups could form. This supports the previous hypothesis concerning NBOHC
density variations between cleaves theorised when discussing Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.8: Graph of the loss of untreated fibre at 1880 nm after photodarkening. The first 20 cm (blue), second 20 cm (red), third 20 cm (green), and
the subsequent 50 cm (purple) are shown with error bars. Data was recorded
using the Bentham spectrometer, at a resolution of 5 nm.
Finally, the loss in the region around 1880 nm is still found to be flat, having a value
of around 0.7 dBm−1 with an error of ± 0.2 dBm−1 , as shown in Figure 5.8. This
therefore verifies that there are still no OD groups present in the untreated fibre, and
is expected given that the fibre has not been exposed to deuterium at any point in the
measurement process.

5.5

D2 Annealed Fibre

This section outlines the results for the inherent loss in the fibre annealed with D2 , the
transmission data taken whilst the fibre was photo-darkened under high power laser
exposure, and the resulting loss data for the fibre after exposure.
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5.5.1

Loss of D2 Annealed Fibre

As with the untreated supercontinuum fibre, the inherent loss of the annealed fibre
was measured using the xenon lamp and the two spectrometers, taking cut backs of
150 m and 0.70 m in order to achieve good estimates of the loss over the wavelength
window from 350 nm to 2000 nm. The resulting loss curve is shown in Figure 5.9. The
Bentham spectrometer measurements were all recorded at a resolution of 5 nm, with
the 350 nm to 400 nm (shown in green), the 800 nm to 1200 nm (shown in purple),
and the 1500 nm to 1650 nm (shown in yellow) sets taken over 150 m long cut backs,
and the 1700 nm to 2000 nm (shown in blue) taken over a 0.7 m long cut back. The
OSA spectrometer measurements were all recorded at a resolution of 10 nm, with the
400 nm to 800 nm (shown in red) and 1200 n to 1500 nm (shown in orange) both taken
over 150 m long cut backs.
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Figure 5.9: The loss curve for the fibre annealed with D2 . Loss was recorded
from 350 nm to 400 nm (green), 400 nm to 800 nm (red), 800 nm to 1200 nm
(purple), 1200 nm to 1500 nm (orange), 1500 nm to 1650 nm (yellow), and
1700 nm to 2000 nm (blue), with cut back lengths of either 150 m or 0.70 m.
The OH absorption peak is visible at 1380 nm, and the absorption peaks
resulting from the presence of OD groups are seen at 1265 nm and 1880 m.
Data was recorded using both the OSA and the Bentham spectrometer, at
resolutions of 5 nm or 10 nm.
The attenuation in the wavelength window below 1 µm is comparable to that recorded
for the untreated fibre in Figure 5.3, with generally a slightly higher background loss in
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the D2 annealed fibre of approximately 21 dBkm−1 ± 0.5 dBkm−1 across this window,
compared with approximately 13 dBkm−1 in the untreated fibre. The OH peak is
clearly visible at 1380 nm and is also around 3 times higher than that measured in the
untreated fibre, being about 115 dBkm−1 compared with approximately 40 dBkm−1
in the untreated fibre. This increase in the OH groups present in the annealed fibre
directly after fabrication can be interpreted as being due to the local environment
during the fibre draw and variations in the effectiveness of the nitrogen baking.
In addition to the 1380 nm OH peak, there is a significant absorption band at approximately 1265 nm of approximately 85 dBkm−1 . As described in Chapter 4, this arises
from the second overtone of the OD groups present in the fibre, and is usually around
1/60 of the strength of the first overtone at 1880 nm. This is an early indication that
there is a strong population of OD groups in the fibre, as desired.
Around 1550 nm, the loss is noticeably higher than in the untreated fibre, being around
15 dBkm−1 ± 0.2 dBkm−1 , compared with around 4 dBkm−1 in the untreated fibre.
This is likely to be due to the D2 annealing, with the very strong absorption around
1880 nm likely to be raising the loss across the region around that wavelength.
At longer wavelengths, the loss is observed to rise sharply, resulting in noise over a
cutback of 150 m. Taking a much shorter cutback of 0.70 m allows for the loss in
this region to be quantified, as seen in Figure 5.9. The gap in the data sets seen from
1650 nm to 1700 nm is as a result of a fault in the spectrometer at the time of recording,
where no useful data over this range was recorded. However, the trend over this range
is clear, and there are no expected absorption peaks over this 50 nm window. The
peak at 1880 nm, resulting from the first overtone of the OD groups, is significantly
higher than any of the other absorption bands in the chosen window from 350 nm to
2000 nm, with a maximum between 5000 dBkm−1 and 6000 dBkm−1 . It is notable
that the strength of the 1880 nm peak is approaching exactly 60 times the strength
of the 1265 nm peak, which is consistent with the theory developed from previous
research into OD groups in silica glass [133]. This shows the D2 annealing of the fibre
was successful, a large population of OD groups now being present in the glass, and
therefore few strained SiO2 rings should remain, giving it protection from damage due
to photo-darkening.
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5.5.2

Photo-Darkening Exposure

As with the untreated supercontinuum fibre, the D2 annealed fibre was spliced to the
output of the high power fibre laser using an intermediate piece of ultra high NA fibre.
As before, the quality of the splice was considered adequate once 200 mW or more of
power was detected in the visible window of the spectrum from 400 nm to 750 nm, out
of a total average power of approximately 2.5 W. The fibre end was again melted to
prevent back reflection.
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Figure 5.10: The supercontinuum generated over time in the fibre annealed
with D2 , for the start (blue) and end (red) of the 100 hour exposure. Data
was recorded using the spectrometer, at a resolution of 5 nm.
The fibre laser was then left to run continuously for 100 hours, with the spectrometer
recording the supercontinuum generated every 30 minutes. The first and last scans
of the supercontinuum are shown in Figure 5.10. Despite being stronger than in the
untreated fibre, the absorption peak at 1380 nm is not visible in the supercontinuum
spectrum. However, the very strong absorption peak at 1880 nm is observable as a
slight dip in emission at this point. The strength of this high loss peak is potentially
detrimental to the solitons generating the supercontinuum, as the intensity at wavelengths beyond this 1880 nm dip appears to fall when compared with the spectrum
from the untreated fibre. However, the full extent of the spectrum is still preserved,
with enough detectable light still present at the 400 nm and 2500 nm edges, and enough
light is still visible at 630 nm to identify any photo-darkening effects. Relatively small
additional variations in the general transmission strength across the whole supercon80

tinuum can be observed, and are interpreted as small fluctuations in the pump power
over time. Finally, after 100 hours of high power laser exposure, the transmission at
630 nm remains high in this fibre, suggesting there is little or no photo-darkening.

5.5.3

D2 Annealed Fibre Loss After Photo-Darkening

After photo-darkening, the loss of the D2 annealed fibre was measured to verify that
little or no photo-darkening had occurred, again using the cut back method in the same
manner as the untreated fibre in subsection 5.4.3, with three 20 cm cut backs followed
by a 50 cm cut back.
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Figure 5.11: The loss of the D2 annealed fibre over the 350 nm to 750 nm
range after photo-darkening, for cut backs over the first 20 cm (blue), second
20 cm (red), third 20 cm (green), and the final 50 cm (purple) of fibre. Data
was recorded by both the Bentham spectrometer (350 nm to 750 nm, resolution 5 nm) and the OSA (400 nm to 750 nm, resolution 1 nm), before being
combined into one data set.
As before, the very short cut backs of 20 cm resulted in curves that suffered from a
degree of variation due to coupling dependent losses. However, these variations were
relatively small, and could be removed by point-matching each curve at a wavelength
where the loss was expected to be unaffected by any photo-darkening and be at the
noise level at around 0.2 dBm−1 . This resulted in an effective overlaying of the loss
curves for each data sets, allowing for a direct comparison. Data was recorded using
both the Bentham spectrometer and the OSA, before being combined and averaged
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with error bars. Once again, a discontinuity is observed at 400 nm due to the shorter
wavelength window of the OSA.
The loss curves for the 350 nm to 750 nm range are shown in Figure 5.11. The loss is
significantly lower compared with that of the untreated fibre in Figure 5.6, although
some evidence of photo-darkening is still present. The first 20 cm of fibre shows a
maximum loss of approximately 0.6 dBm−1 ± 0.01 dBm−1 above the background noise
level of around 0.2 dBm−1 at 630 nm, almost a factor of 3.5 lower than that of the
untreated fibre. The loss curves for the two subsequent 20 cm sections and the final
50 cm cut back quickly become flat around the noise level of approximately 0.2 dBm−1 ,
suggesting that very little photo-darkening has taken place beyond the first 20 cm.
However, there is again evidence of loss at the short wavelength edge of the data
recorded by the Bentham spectrometer below 400 nm. This is approximately 2.5 dBm−1
to 3 dBm−1 lower than the similar curve seen in the loss for the untreated fibre at
350 nm. This again could be due to the absorption bands at 213 nm and 258 nm from
the comparatively smaller population of NBOHCs and E’ centres.
The error bars for this data are observed to be relatively consistent over the fibre length,
in contrast to the data over over the same rage in Figure 5.6. Again, this indicates
that the variation in the size of the error seen in the untreated photo-darkened fibre
was as a result of the large population of NBOHC sites. The error precisely at 630 nm
is observed to be particularly small, and could simply be a result of coincidently very
similar values at that narrow range of wavelengths over the multiple measurements.
The loss curve for the region around 1380 nm is shown in Figure 5.12. The OH peak
is seen to have increased from approximately 115 dBkm−1 in Figure 5.9, to closer to
900 dBkm−1 to 950 dBkm−1 , with an error of approximately 190 dBkm−1 for all cut
back lengths. The only way this could be attributed to photo-darkening is over the
first 20 cm of cut back fibre, since that length is the only one to show any evidence of
increased loss over the 630 nm range. Therefore, as in the equivalent loss data for the
photo-darkened untreated fibre, a likely explanation for the increase in the 1380 nm
absorption is that during the time between the two loss measurements the glass has
been exposed to a significant amount of moisture in the air. This could result in some
OH groups being formed through diffusion into the glass. This is also again supported
by the presence of the previously unseen second absorption peak near 1380 nm.
The 20 cm error bars over this wavelength range are observed to be relatively consistent,
as seen previously in the untreated photo-darkened fibre. Once again, this is expected
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Figure 5.12: The loss recorded for the fibre D2 annealed at 1380 nm after
photo-darkening. The first 20 cm (blue), second 20 cm (red), third 20 cm
(green), and subsequent 50 cm (purple) cut backs are shown. Data was
recorded using the OSA, with a resolution of 10 nm.
considering the density of OH groups should remain approximately the same along the
fibre length.
A notable absence from Figure 5.12 is the second overtone peak from the OD groups
detected at 1265 nm earlier in Figure 5.9. This is because the strength of that absorption was measured to be around 85 dBkm−1 , which is equivalent to about 0.09 dBm−1 ,
which therefore falls well into the noise level around 0.2 dBkm−1 for the later measurement, and so is effectively undetectable over a cut back of only 20 cm.
The population of OD groups still present in the fibre can be verified from Figure 5.13.
Here the peak from the first OD overtone is clearly still observable, with a strength of
around 5 dBm−1 and an error of around 0.02 dBm−1 , distributed effectively uniformly
along the full length fibre. This is the same as measured earlier in Figure 5.9, and
shows that there was no significant change in the population of OD groups in the D2
annealed fibre during the high power laser exposure. This is further confirmed by the
observation of the error bars being of a similar magnitude for all 20 cm cut back lengths.
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Figure 5.13: Graph of the loss of D2 annealed fibre at 1880 nm after photodarkening. The first 20 cm (blue), second 20 cm (red), third 20 cm (green),
and the subsequent 50 cm (purple) are shown. Data was recorded using the
spectrometer, at a resolution of 5 nm.

5.6

D2 Loaded Fibre

This section describes D2 loading of the untreated supercontinuum fibre with deuterium, detailing the method of loading and the justification for that approach, followed
by the data recorded during the exposure of the fibre to the high power laser, as carried
out for previous untreated and D2 annealed fibres. The loss of the D2 loaded fibre is
then measured in the same manner as for previous fibres.

5.6.1

The Post-Treatment Methodology

The method chosen for the deuterium D2 loading was similar to the method used in
industry, as described earlier in Chapter 4. However, the methods of gas treatment of
optical fibres through diffusion used in industry most often employ all solid silica fibres,
not PCF. When treating a fibre it is most important for the gas to be present in the core
in a sufficiently high concentration, since this is the region of highest optical intensity.
For an optical fibre with a diameter of 125 µm, a gas molecule diffusing to the core has
to travel around 62.5 µm. In addition, this diffusion process must occur on a relatively
short time scale in order to be practical. The combination of these requirements, the
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distance a molecule needs to diffuse, and the need for a sufficiently high concentration
at the core, results in the high pressure of 100 bar and long treatment times of several
days usually used in industry [129].
However, PCF has the advantage of having an air-filled cladding, providing channels
along which gas can be pumped. This places the gas much closer to the core, therefore
for a typical PCF with a core diameter of 4 µm to 5 µm the required diffusion depth
is now only 2 µm to 2.5 µm. This makes the diffusion time much shorter, increasing
the speed at which the concentration in the core rises, and reducing the need for very
high temperatures and pressures.

5.6.2

Modelling Diffusion

A simple model of diffusion was employed in order to choose appropriate pressure,
temperature and time parameters for the D2 loading. Assuming a constant and uniform
temperature, and a constant concentration of deuterium gas at the silica surface, Fick’s
second law for the concentration of a gas over time at a certain depth is

c(x, t)
= 1 − erf
cs



x
√
2 Dt


,

(5.1)

where cs is the surface concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient of the gas, and t
is the diffusion time. The diffusion coefficient for deuterium at room temperature is
7.36 × 10−12 cm2 s−1 [131], and is calculated for a given temperature using

D = 5 × 10−4 exp(−10.5/RT ),

(5.2)

where R is the gas constant in kcal mol−1 , and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The
values of -10.5 and 5 × 10−4 are both unique to deuterium, and originate from empirical
data recorded by Lee et al. [136].
To estimate an appropriate temperature for the D2 loading, the concentration at a
depth of 2.5 µm over time was calculated for a range of temperatures from 293 K to
393 K. The result is shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Graph of the concentration against time for a depth of 2.25 µm
for several temperatures. Temperatures curves for 293 K (blue), 303 K (red),
and 313 K (green) are plotted.
The calculated curve in Figure 5.14 for room temperature (shown in blue) shows the
required time for the concentration in the PCF core to reach 80% of the concentration at
the surface is around 18.4 hours. This time is significantly shortened as the temperature
is increased, so that at a temperature of 313 K the calculated time taken for the core
concentration to reach 80% is approximately 4.75 hours.
This is significantly faster than the usual diffusion times used in industry, which can
take between several days and several weeks depending on the system [127, 128, 129].
Conventionally, such as in the writing of fibre Bragg gratings, pressures of up to 100 bar
or more are needed, where the fibre is placed in an atmosphere of the gas, the molecules
of which need to diffuse through the full radius of the fibre to reach the core. This all
requires large pieces of specialist equipment, and can take a long time to carry out.
Figure 5.15 shows the gas concentration build up over time at room temperature for
a depth of 2.25 µm, compared with more the conventional 62.5 µm depth needed for
loading an all solid 125 µm fibre in industry. The 2.25 µm curve reaches high concentration values within only a few hours, whereas the 62.5 µm curve has barely reach 0.01%
after 50 hours of diffusion. The need to accelerate this process is what drives the use
of such high pressures and temperatures in industry, and this comparison shows why
high pressures and temperatures were not necessary when D2 loading a length of PCF
that has a 2.25 µm radius core. Also, because the gas could be introduced through the
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between the concentration build up over time at
room temperature for a depth of 2.25 µm (blue), and a depth of 62.5 µm
(red). 2.25 µm is analogous to the PCF fibre, loaded with D2 through the
microstructure holes, and 62.5 µm is analogous to an all-solid silica fibre,
loaded from the outside as in industry.
holes of the microstructure, there was no need to immerse the fibre completely in a gas
atmosphere, making the equipment needed much simpler.
Despite the high temperature dependence of the diffusion, as seen in Figure 5.14, carrying out D2 loading at room temperature was considered to be sufficient and simpler
than heating the fibre. In addition, it was expected that only a relatively low deuterium
gas pressure in the fibre core would be needed to cover the majority of NBOHC sites,
so achieving core gas pressures of tens of atmospheres would be unnecessary.
It was decided to introduce the deuterium at a pressure of 2 bar for 8.5 hours at room
temperature, after which it was calculated that the deuterium gas pressure in the core
would be approximately 1.4 bar, or a density of approximately 3.5×1025 molecules m−3
assuming an ideal gas at this pressure. The D2 loading experiment is shown in Figure 5.16.
A length of 3 m of untreated supercontinuum fibre was chosen for loading. Due to the
fact that the free deuterium gas in the fibre core would immediately begin to diffuse
back out of the core after D2 loading, the fibre was spliced to the pump laser prior to
loading. This meant the gas could be introduced from only one end, as the other was
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Figure 5.16: Diagram of the experimental setup for D2 loading 3 m of fibre
with D2 . Fibre was spliced to the output of the 1064 nm laser prior to loading.
then blocked. To verify the gas would load into the fibre in a fluid-like manner, the
mean free path of the deuterium molecules was calculated using the equation

Lmf p = √

kB T
2πm2 p

(5.3)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature in kelvin, m is the molecule
diameter in meters, and p is the pressure in pascals. At 2 bar, this gives a mean free
path of approximately 320 nm, and therefore it is reasonable to conclude that the fibre,
with holes of around 5 µm in diameter, would fill in an even and fluid-like manner.
The deuterium was then introduced at a pressure of 2 bar through a gas cell attached
to the end of the fibre. After 8.5 hours the fibre was removed from the gas cell and
the end face was immediately sealed, since the deuterium would immediately begin
diffusing back out of the fibre core, as described earlier in Chapter 4. The sealing of
the end of the fibre meant that the rate of the outward diffusion of the deuterium gas
would be slowed, maintaining a higher D2 population in the glass for a longer period.

5.6.3

Photo-Darkening Exposure

Prior to exposure, the fibre laser used previously was replaced with one of a higher
power. The formerly used laser had been damaged and was therefore not available
to provide the exposure for the D2 loaded fibre. The new laser, like the old one,
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was a 1064 nm, 5 ps, 20 MHz model manufactured by Fianium Ltd. However, the
maximum power of this model was 6 W, where as the previous model had been 4 W.
However, setting the power level to 4 W on this new model did not reliably reproduce
a supercontinuum broad enough to reach down to 400 nm, and therefore the total
power was kept at the higher 6 W. This resulted in a higher 1064 nm peak in the
supercontinuum, but the spectra were otherwise identical to those generated by the
previous laser. As with the earlier splices, the power in the visible range from 350 nm
to 750 nm was at least 200 mW, while the total average power in the supercontinuum
was kept approximately equal to that of previous exposures.
The pump laser was switched on and left for 100 hours immediately after the D2
loading period to induce photo-darkening in the fibre. The resulting changes to the
supercontinuum over time is shown in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: The generated supercontinuum from the D2 loaded fibre, showing
data from the start (blue) and the end (red) of the 100 hour exposure. Data
was recorded using the spectrometer, at a resolution of 5 nm.
The intensity of the supercontinuum is seen to shift significantly over the 100 hour
exposure time, falling in signal strength over the whole of the spectrum between 400 nm
and 1000 nm, while the region towards the long wavelength edge is also seen to fluctuate
over time. It is unlikely that this is an effect due to photo-darkening in the fibre, and
more likely to be due to some heat-driven changes to the splice connecting the D2
loaded fibre to the fibre laser, as a result of the higher pumping power. Alternatively,
this could result from fluctuations over time in the output power of the fibre laser
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itself. These two conclusions can be justified from the observation that the changes to
the supercontinuum over time are approximately uniform across the whole spectrum,
rather than centring on the development of the known photo-darkening absorption
bands for NBOHC sites, as was seen in the data shown in Figure 5.5 for the untreated
fibre earlier on in the chapter.
Aside from the changes to the whole supercontinuum as a result of suspected damage
to the splice, there is little evidence of photo-darkening in the region from 600 nm to
630 nm.

5.6.4

D2 Loaded Fibre Loss After Photo-Darkening

After exposure, the fibre loss was measured in the same manner as the untreated and
annealed fibres, taking measurements from three 20 cm cutbacks followed by a final
50 cm cut back. The loss over the 400 nm to 800 nm range for both spectrometers is
shown in Figure 5.18, again after having been combined and averaged. Once again, the
small discontinuity observed at 400 nm is as a result of the shorter range of the OSA
spectrometer.
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Figure 5.18: The loss of the D2 loaded fibre over the 350 nm to 750 nm range
after photo-darkening, for cut backs over the first 20 cm (blue), second 20 cm
(red), third 20 cm (green), and the final 50 cm (purple) of fibre. Data was
recorded by both the Bentham spectrometer (350 nm to 750 nm, resolution
5 nm) and the OSA (400 nm to 750 nm, resolution 1 nm), before being combined into one data set.
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The loss over this wavelength range is shown to be almost completely flat, with no
evidence of photo-darkening in the fibre over any of the cut back lengths. Compared
with the loss in the untreated and D2 annealed fibres, the D2 loading shows similarly
low loss to the D2 annealed fibre in Figure 5.11, suggesting a strong presence of OD
groups at generated NBOHC sites. However, the loss is seen to oscillate around the
0.2 dBkm−1 to 0.5 dBkm−1 region, with larger error bars than previously encountered,
between 0.1 dBkm−1 to 0.2 dBkm−1 along the length of the fibre. This potentially as a
result of the D2 loading. While forming OD groups at the newly created NBOHC sites,
the free D2 in the glass may also be causing the increased variation in the measured
loss values and the error. This could be tested by allowing the remaining population
of free D2 to diffuse out over time prior to measuring the fibre loss. Alternatively, the
observed increase in the variation could be the result of an effect from the new laser, or
a small variation in the xenon discharge lamp, both possibilities could be investigated
further with repeat tests.
The data taken by the Bentham spectrometer also shows the same short wavelength
increase in the loss at the 350 nm edge for the first 20 cm as seen in the other fibres.
However, the strength of this loss curve is greater than seen previously, rising to above
3.3 dBm−1 for 350 nm, with an error of 0.5 dBm−1 . This suggests that the cause of
this feature is in fact not the 213 nm and 258 nm absorptions from NBOHC sites and
E’ centres, since no population of NBOHC sites is inferred from the loss at 630 nm. It
is notable that this behaviour was observed for each of the remeasured spectra for the
first 20 cm prior to cutting back (described earlier at the start of Subsection 5.4.1), and
it is therefore unlikely that the behaviour is the result of a single poor fibre cleave. It
is also possible that the cause of this feature is not necessarily the same as that for the
curves seen in the untreated and D2 annealed fibres, since the magnitude of this curve
is so much higher. Alternative explanations include an effect from residual D2 present
in the glass, or a physical change in the configuration of the Bentham spectrometer
between the first 20 cm and the cut back to the second 20 cm. This could be further
investigated by carrying out the same experiment using a different spectrometer, or
by repeated D2 loading experiments at a variety of lower pressures, and observing any
resulting changes in the curve.
The expected location of the peak at 1380 nm is shown in Figure 5.19. However, no
absorption peak is seen at 1380 nm, which would have indicated the presence of OH
groups in the fibre. Instead, a strong peak of approximately 0.9 dBm−1 ± 0.2 dBm−1
is seen around 1265 nm in the first 20 cm of the fibre, which matches the location
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Figure 5.19: Graph of the loss at 1380 nm for the D2 loaded fibre, recorded
using the OSA at a resolution of 10 nm. The first 20 cm (blue), second 20 cm
(red), third 20 cm (green), and the subsequent 50 cm (purple) are shown.
of a known absorption band for the OD group second overtone. Compared with the
peak seen at the same spectral location in Figure 5.9 for the D2 annealed fibre, this
D2 loaded 1265 nm peak in the first 20 cm is around 10.5 times greater in strength,
being around 900 dBkm−1 compared with 85 dBkm−1 for the D2 annealed fibre. This
is strongly suggestive of a large population of OD groups in the glass over the first
20 cm of the fibre. This 1265 nm peak is then observed to be closer to 0.45 dBm−1
± 0.2 dBm−1 over the next 20 cm piece, then falling off completely so that over the
last 20 cm and the 50 cm of fibre the loss is flat, with the only variation being due to
noise.
The error over this wavelength range is observed to be relatively consistent at around
± 0.2 dBm−1 , despite the changing density of OD sites along the fibre length. This
is also a similar value to the error observed in the two other photo-darkened fibres,
suggesting that any greater variation in error brought about by the presence of residual
D2 in the glass seen at shorter wavelengths does not appear to have an effect in this
spectral region.
An explanation for the complete absence of the OH peak at 1380 nm is found in the expected exchange mechanism between OH and OD groups detailed earlier in Chapter 4.
As the population of free D2 in the silica glass was very high during the exposure period,
it is possible that OH groups exchanged with the D2 , freeing up H2 and forming OD
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groups. However, an activation energy is required for the exchange [134, 136, 135, 131],
suggesting either that the temperature was high enough in the fibre, as a result of the
propagating high power pump, or that the high energy photons at the short wavelength
edge of the supercontinuum were providing enough energy to enable the mechanism.
Even though this process is reversible and neither D2 or H2 has precedence over the
other, the far greater population of D2 resulted in a very low final population of OH
groups, placing the strength of the characteristic 1380 nm absorption peak into the
noise band.
Finally, the loss at 1880 nm was measured to confirm that OD groups were now present
in the silica glass structure. The resulting loss curve is shown in Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Graph of the loss at 1880 nm for the D2 loaded fibre, using
the Bentham spectrometer at 10 nm resolution. The first 20 cm (blue), second
20 cm (red), third 20 cm (green), and the subsequent 50 cm (purple) are shown.
Data was recorded using the spectrometer, at a resolution of 5 nm. The y-axis
has been necessarily rescaled compared to previous equivalent graphs for the
untreated and D2 annealed fibres.
The peak indicates the presence of OD groups in very large quantities in the first
20 cm, peaking at about 60 dBm−1 in strength, with an error of around ± 9 dBm−1 .
Compared with that of the D2 annealed fibre in Figure 5.13, this loss is around 12
times stronger, definitively demonstrating that a large population of OD groups have
formed in the fibre during exposure to the high power laser. The 1880 nm peak is also
approximately 60 times greater the strength of the 1265 nm peak, as expected from
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previous research [131].
The second and third consecutive 20 cm sections of fibre and the final 50 cm all show
peaks in the loss at 1880 nm that each decrease in size compared with the first, being
20 ± 2 dBm−1 , 10 ± 1.5 dBm−1 , and 1.2 ± 0.8 dBm−1 respectively. This shows the
OD groups formed were immediately preceded by the formation of NBOHC sites in
the first sections of fibre under exposure to photons from the high power pump, just
as seen earlier in the untreated fibre. The presence of a large population of free D2 in
the glass allowed for these sites to immediately be converted to OD groups, explaining
the observed length dependence of the 1265 nm and 1880 nm peaks, whereas in the D2
annealed fibre the 1880 nm loss peak was homogeneous along the full fibre length.

5.7

Comparing Defect Contents

After photo-darkening and measuring the loss for each of the three untreated, D2
annealed, and D2 loaded fibres, a direct comparison could be made. From this an
understanding of the concentration of NBOHC sites along the length of the fibres
could be developed.
Figure 5.21 shows the loss values at different points along the length of each of the
three fibres around 630 nm, using data shown previously in Figures 5.6, 5.11, and 5.18,
and measured using the Bentham spectrometer and the OSA before being combined
in those Figures. Due to the broad wavelength range of the NBOHC loss band around
630 nm, the data in each case was averaged over several values, from 628 nm to 632 nm.
As expected based on the data in Figure 5.6, Figure 5.21 shows that the average loss
over this wavelength range for the untreated fibre, where there was no population of
D2 to deplete the NBOHC population, is observed to be higher than for either of
the D2 treated fibres, before appearing to decay away. The length data for this fibre
shown in Figure 5.21 appears to follow a trend, and was consequently fitted with an
exponential curve, shown in blue, which appears to correlate quite well. It should
therefore be possible to make a prediction regarding the rate of change of the loss over
this wavelength range.
Figure 5.21 includes an exponential decay curve (shown in blue), chosen to best fit
within the error estimates of the data set. This is a similar form to equation 2.22 given
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Figure 5.21: Loss values along the length for each of the untreated (blue), D2
annealed (red), and the D2 loaded (green) fibres around 630 nm, based on
the averaged data recorded using the Bentham and OSA spectrometers. The
loss and error values used were averaged over 628 nm to 632 nm. Exponential
trend lines are included for the untreated (blue dashed) and D2 annealed (red
dashed) fibres.
earlier in Chapter 2, and is defined as

lx = l0 exp−σL ,

(5.4)

where loss values l are in dBm−1 and lengths L are in meters. From this, the constant
representing the rate of change of loss in the fibre, σ, as a result of the changing density
of NBOHC defects in the untreated fibre, can be estimated to be around 1.2 m−1 , or
an effective “half life” of about 57.7 cm. The initial loss at the start of the fibre, l0 ,
where the population of defects would be expected to be at a maximum, is estimated
to be around 2.1 dBm−1 . However, this value could be an overestimation if the photodarkening exposure caused the NBOHC population, and hence the loss, to saturate at
shorter lengths of fibre.
The data points for the D2 annealed and D2 loaded fibres, shown in red and green
respectively in the plots of Figure 5.21, are observed to be generally lower than those
of the untreated fibre. As in Figure 5.11, the data for the D2 annealed fibre shows a
small increase for the short fibre lengths, suggesting some photo-darkening took place,
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Figure 5.22: Loss values along the length for each of the untreated (blue), D2
annealed (red), and the D2 loaded (green) fibres at 1380 nm, based on data
recorded using the OSA. The loss and error values used were presented earlier
in the chapter, and were averaged from 1377 nm to 1383 nm. The average loss
values for the untreated (blue dashed) and D2 annealed (red dashed) fibres are
also shown.
despite the purging of most strained bonds during the D2 annealing process. As with the
untreated fibre data, an exponential curve was fitted for the D2 annealed fibre (shown
in red). The data point at 110 cm was disregarded, due to there being no evidence of
the OD absorption peak at this length in Figure 5.11 earlier, and was presumably too
weak to appear above the noise floors of the two spectrometers. Using the same analysis
as for the untreated fibre results in an estimated initial loss of 1 dBm−1 with a σ value
of 2.7 m−1 , or a “half life” of 25.7 cm. This is more than half that of the untreated
fibre, and shows that while the D2 annealing process is effective at breaking strained
bonds and replacing potential NBOHC sites with OD groups, it is still imperfect, and
some NBOHC sites are still formed.
In contrast, the D2 loaded fibre shows no evidence of an exponential decay along the
length of the fibre, suggesting a population of NBOHC sites after photo-darkening
exposure which is low enough as to be effectively undetectable using this method.
Figure 5.22 shows the absorption peak at 1380 nm for the three fibres, again plotted
along the fibre length in each case, and using the data recorded on the OSA shown earlier in Figures 5.7, 5.12, and 5.19. The data was averaged over the 1380 nm absorption
peak, from 1377 nm to 1383 nm.
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Figure 5.23: Loss values along the length for each of the untreated (blue), D2
annealed (red), and the D2 loaded (green) fibres at 1265 nm, based on data
recorded using the OSA. The loss and error values used were presented earlier
in the chapter, and were averaged from 1264 nm to 1266 nm. The fitted curve
for the D2 loaded (green dashed) fibre is also shown.
The values for the untreated fibre reflect the trend seen earlier in Figure 5.7, with
the 1380 nm loss staying approximately constant along the fibres length. The average
value of this loss, shown as the dashed blue line, is calculated to be approximately
0.62 dBm−1 , with a maximum error of ± 0.35 dBm−1 . The average loss at 1380 nm
for the D2 annealed fibre is shown as a dashed red line, and is calculated to be approximately 0.46 dBm−1 , with an error of ± 0.16 dBm−1 . As shown earlier in Figure 5.19,
the loss at 1380 nm for the D2 loaded fibre is low enough to be below the noise floor of
the OSA, and therefore any average calculated of the values would be meaningless.
Figure 5.23 shows the loss values around 1265 nm along the length of the three fibres,
also taken from Figures 5.7, 5.12, and 5.19. As discussed earlier, this wavelength is
the expected location of the absorption peak of the second overtone of any OD groups
present in the fibre.
The untreated fibre was observed in Figure 5.7 to not have a population of OD groups,
and so the data point 40 cm, while having a higher average value and large error bars,
can still be regarded as broadly consistent with that conclusion. The D2 annealed fibre
was also seen in Figure 5.12 to have no significant absorption peaks at 1265 nm, the
second overtone of the OD groups being so weak as to fall below the general noise level
of approximately 0.2 dBm−1 over short lengths of fibre. However, the D2 loaded fibre
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did show a significant absorption peak at 1265 nm in Figure 5.19, indicating a strong
population of OD groups. Given that the NBOHC population in an untreated fibre
was observed to decrease exponentially in Figure 5.21, the absorption peak at 1265 nm
could be expected to also follow an exponential decay with fibre length, considering
that OD groups are expected to form in regions where there is a high NBOHC defect
population. The green dashed curve in Figure 5.23 fits the data points at 20 cm, 40 cm,
and 60 cm, confirming this exponential decay trend. As in the earlier case of the D2
annealed fibre in Figure 5.21, the data point at 110 cm was disregarded, since there
was no evidence of the OD absorption peak at this length in Figure 5.19 earlier, and
was likely to be too weak to appear above the noise floor.
The green curve takes the same form as in equation 5.4. Here the estimated rate of
change of attenuation, σ, for the falling concentration of OD groups along the fibre, is
around 4.5 m−1 , or an effective half life of 15.5 cm, with an initial loss l0 of 1.92 dBm−1 .
As in the case of the NBOHC defects, this initial loss estimation could be exaggerated
if the NBOHC population was saturated over the first few centimetres of fibre.
Figure 5.24 shows the loss values along the lengths of the three fibres around 1880 nm,
where the first absorption peak of OD groups is expected to be found. This data was
again taken from Figures 5.8, 5.13, and 5.20, and was originally recorded using the
Bentham spectrometer.
It was previously verified in Figure 5.13 that the untreated fibre showed no evidence at
1880 nm of OD groups anywhere along the fibre. The D2 annealed fibre was shown to
possess an absorption peak at around 5 dBm−1 for all the tested fibre lengths. After
averaging the D2 annealed data from 1875 nm to 1885 nm for Figure 5.24, the average
loss was calculated to be approximately 4.14 dBm−1 , with an error of ± 0.3 dBm−1 ,
and is shown in Figure 5.24 as a red dashed line. The OD population in the D2 annealed
fibre would not be expected to show an exponential decay, as observed in the D2 loaded
fibre, since those OD groups were formed in the glass before photo-darkening, and so
are not linked to the NBOHC defect population.
As seen in the 1265 nm data in Figure 5.23, Figure 5.24 shows a clear exponential
decay relationship for the D2 loaded fibre. The green dashed curve highlighting this
relationship is expected to share the same rate of change of loss constant σ as that
used to fit the 1265 nm data in Figure 5.23, which was approximately 4.5 m−1 . The
initial loss, l0 , at the start of the D2 loaded fibre is expected to be 60 times stronger
than the second OD group overtone at 1265 nm, and so was set to be approximately
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Figure 5.24: Loss values along the length for each of the untreated (blue), D2
annealed (red), and the D2 loaded (green) fibres at 1880 nm, based on data
recorded using the Bentham spectrometer. The loss and error values used were
presented earlier in the chapter, and were averaged from 1875 nm to 1885 nm.
The average loss value for the D2 annealed (red dashed) fibre and the fitted
curve for the D2 loaded (green dashed) fibre are also shown.
115 dBm−1 . This curve is observed to also fit the 1880 nm data well, and therefore the
initial loss values l0 for both 1265 nm and 1880 nm, and the attenuation constant value
of 4.5 m−1 , or a half life of about 15.5 cm, can be considered as realistic parameters for
describing the rate of fall in concentration of OD group population along the length of
the D2 loaded fibre.

5.8

Summary and Conclusions

To summarise and conclude, two structurally identical supercontinuum fibres were fabricated and nitrogen baked. One fibre was left untreated and one was annealed with
D2 to form a population of OD groups in the glass. The loss was measured for both
fibres and it was verified that the fibre annealed with D2 showed evidence of having
OD groups present in the glass through a strong absorption peak around 1880 nm.
Both fibres were pumped by a high power laser at 1064 nm for 100 hours, each generating a wide supercontinuum which was periodically recorded by a spectrometer. Strong
evidence of photo-darkening was observed in the untreated fibre through a drop over
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time in the spectral intensity around 630 nm, while comparatively little evidence of
photo-darkening was seen in the equivalent data for the D2 annealed fibre. This was
verified in both fibres through loss measurements carried out over several short cutbacks. Most photo-darkening was seen to occur in the first 20 cm of both fibres, after
which the loss at 630 nm fell away exponentially, showing that the photo-darkening is
driven by the high flux of photons from the 1064 nm pump [110]. The observed photodarkening in the D2 annealed fibre shows the process was effective, but not completely
able to remove potential NBOHC sites from the glass. The strength of the absorption
peak at 1880 nm in this fibre after high power laser exposure, from the second overtone
of the OD groups, was shown to be unaffected by the laser exposure.
A length of untreated fibre was then loaded with D2 at a pressure of 2 bar for 8.5
hours, before also being pumped by the 1064 nm laser to induce photo-darkening. The
loss was then again measured, revealing a very strong absorption band at 1880 nm of
around 60 dBm−1 , 12 times stronger than in the D2 annealed fibre. No evidence of
photo-darkening was observed in the D2 loaded fibre compared with both the untreated
or pretreated fibre cases. This is interpreted as the result of the population of free D2
atoms present in the glass, binding to the NBOHC sites as they are created, thus
forming the OD groups and their characteristic absorption bands at 1880 nm and
1265 nm. The characteristic OH absorption peak at 1380 nm is absent in the D2
loaded fibre, and is explained as being due to the exchange mechanism between OH
and OD groups in the silica glass (detailed in Chapter 4). It is theorised that the high
power 1064 nm pump laser or the high energy photons in the supercontinuum provided
the energy for the exchange mechanism to occur.
The relative strengths of the 1880 nm OD group absorption peaks in the D2 annealed
and D2 loaded fibres was also observed to be significantly different, with the D2 loaded
fibre displaying 12 to 13 times the loss of the D2 annealed fibre. This could be partially
explained by the exchange mechanism between OD and OH groups, acting to boost
the OD group population in the D2 loaded fibre, whereas the D2 annealed fibre lacked
a large population of free D2 during exposure to harness this effect. In addition, the
D2 annealing process could have also “relaxed” a number of strained bonds from the
glass, as well as breaking strained bonds at potential NBOHC sites and forming OD
groups. This would account for the difference in OD group populations between the D2
annealed and D2 loaded fibres, while still allowing for the D2 annealed fibre to undergo
some photo-darkening, as the final population of strained bonds were broken during
the laser exposure.
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The loss measured for different wavelengths was then plotted for different cut back
lengths for each fibre, allowing for a direct comparison of the loss behaviour. This
confirmed that the D2 loaded fibre was successfully binding to NBOHC sites to form
OD groups, as the photo-darkening behaviour in the untreated and D2 annealed fibres
followed an exponential trend, as did the OD peak at 1880 nm in the D2 loaded fibre.
This data was fitted with a curve and an estimated “half life” for the changing loss
with length was then calculated for the photo-darkened NBOHC sites in the untreated
and D2 annealed fibres, as well as the OD groups in the D2 loaded fibre. It was found
that the loss around 630 nm in the untreated photo-darkened fibre, and presumably
therefore the density of NBOHC sites, fell to half after about 58 cm. This is compared
to the D2 annealed fibre, where same absorption fell to half after about 26 cm. The OD
group density in the D2 loaded fibre, arising from OD formation at NBOHC sites and
measured through the absorptions at 1265 nm and 1880 nm, halved after only about
16 cm. Unfortunately, because the absorption due to a single NBOHC site and a single
OD group are not known, it is difficult to quantify the actual population density for
each.
The difference in the loss “half lives” for the untreated fibre and the D2 loaded fibre
might be surprising, considering it would be expected that the OD groups in the D2
loaded fibre substitute for the NBOHC sites. However, the additional process of the
exchange mechanism between the OD and OH groups would increase the OD population density beyond that of the NBOHC sites. This might also follow an exponential
relationship if the exchange were enabled by photons from the pump source.
The data for the D2 loaded fibre showed that the new technique chosen to load the
fibre with D2 succeeded in suppressing the negative photo-darkening effects due to OH
group formation to a point as being undetectable over the measured fibre lengths. This
was more effective than that of the annealing method, which was unable to completely
suppress the unwanted photo-darkening. The use of PCF allows for a relatively low
D2 treatment pressure of only 2 bar, carried out at room temperature for a relatively
short time of only 8.5 hours, where previously far higher pressures and temperatures
were necessary, over far longer periods [127, 128, 129].
This allows for more practical gas treatments for high power fibre systems to prevent
photo-darkening effects, requiring only a small amount of table top equipment and short
treatment times. A fast and effective method of loading the glass with deuterium is
also particularly attractive for supercontinuum systems. As demonstrated here, a fibre
can be treated after splicing to a supercontinuum device, using the supercontinuum
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laser source itself to enable the formation of a large population of OD groups from
NBOHC sites in the glass. Subsequent performance and supercontinuum bandwidth
was also shown to be unaffected by the resulting strong OD absorptions at 1265 nm or
1880 nm.

5.9

Further Work

Further work that could be carried out on this topic includes a full understanding of
the minimum population of free D2 required to suppress the OH group formation and
remove all NBOHC sites. The strength of the 1880 nm peak for the D2 loaded fibre,
and the suppression of the 1380 nm OH peak, suggests that 2 bar of pressure may be
higher than is actually necessary to achieve the desired effect. Further research could
aim to specify a more appropriate lower treatment pressure.
Research could also be carried out to understand the role of residual D2 in the glass
after loading and photo-darkening. If the excess gas is allowed to diffuse back out of
the fibre over time after exposure to the pump source, does it affect the resulting loss
data. For instance, does the 1380 nm OH peak slowly return, again as a result of the
exchange mechanism between OD and OH groups.
Additional further work could be carried out observing NBOHC site formation during
photo-darkening exposure, only now with a real-time termination of NBOHC sites with
OD groups. This would be achieved by splicing the fibre to the fibre laser output, and
then loading and sealing the fibre with D2 , and immediately exposing the glass to the
high intensity 1064 nm pump laser during the diffusion period. It is expected that
NBOHC sites could then be terminated with OD groups as they are formed, and the
resulting spectral behaviour directly recorded in the same manner as carried out in the
research described here.
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Chapter 6

The Theory Behind Gas
Discharge Lasers in Optical
Fibres
6.1

Introduction

This Chapter concerns the theory behind gas discharge lasers, with a particular focus
on systems using discharge tubes with internal diameters of less than 1 mm, where the
gain in such lasers is expected to be higher than for tubes with larger internal diameters.
The higher gain in these systems makes them ideal for harnessing lasing lines which
are otherwise difficult to access, as well as the practical advantages offered through
miniaturisation. This could prove to be useful for commercial applications where the
inherently narrow linewidth of gas lasers is required. This is directly relevant to the
research presented in Chapters 7 and 8.
The content of the Chapter covers the descriptions of the different mechanisms and
processes that occur within the discharge, and the balance required between those processes to maintain the stability of a discharge over long periods of time. The importance
of the electron temperature and gas pressure in discharge tubes with a sub-millimeter
diameter, and how these values vary for different choices of gas, are described. Two
different regimes of gas excitation are then explored; direct current (DC) and radio frequency (RF) field excitation, including the mechanisms, advantages and disadvantages
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of each. Finally, the details of lasing for specific gas mixtures of helium neon (HeNe)
and helium xenon (HeXe) are considered, again in the context of discharge tubes with
a sub-millimeter internal diameter.

6.2

Previous Research

The concept of using an electrical discharge to achieve population inversion in a gas was
first proposed by Fabrikant in 1939 [142], and later proposed as a method of building
a laser in 1959 and 1960 [143, 144]. This was not achieved practically until 1961, when
Javan, Bennett and Herriott [145] demonstrated an RF electrical discharge laser using
a HeNe gas mixture. This laser operated at 1.15 µm, and used a discharge tube with
a diameter of 1.15 cm and a length of 80 cm.
Since then, it has been recognised that gas discharge lasers with narrower tube diameters possess a higher gain [146, 147, 148, 149], and so one strand of gas laser research
concentrated on achieving narrower discharge tubes. In 1971 Smith demonstrated a
HeNe laser operating at 633 nm [150], with an inner discharge tube diameter of 430 µm,
made from a specially straightened glass capillary. Due to instabilities encountered
when using only a DC source as the excitation, this system used a combination of
DC and RF to maintain the discharge. The difficulty in achieving stable discharges in
narrow discharge tubes, and the increasing loss for narrower waveguides, resulted in
relatively few papers being published in the following years. Smith presented a HeXe
laser operating at 3.5 µm in 1973 [151], again using a combination of DC and RF excitation, inside a discharge tube of 250 µm. Other research achieved laser oscillation
in tubes with inner diameters of 510 µm in 1975, and 490 µm in 1976 [152, 153]. In
2008, Shi et al. demonstrated stable discharges in straight discharge tubes of 260 µm
in diameter and 26.2 cm in length, as well as flash discharges in tubes with smaller
diameters [154, 155]. Their work also showed that DC excitation could be achieved
with breakdown voltages of the order of tens of kilovolts.

6.3

Dynamics of a Gas Discharge

The breakdown of a gas into a gas discharge, sometimes referred to as a glow discharge,
is most simply defined as the partial ionisation of a population of atoms in the gas by
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an applied electric field. This occurs first through the production of a population of
primary electrons by the applied field, either emitted from partially ionised atoms in the
gas or from a cathode plate. The electrons are then accelerated by the field, colliding
with neutral atoms to both produce a population of secondary electrons and excite the
atoms to a higher energy state.
In a sufficiently excited gas discharge, these atoms can achieve a population inversion at
certain metastable energy levels. The atoms then emit photons as electrons transition
from those states to lower energy states, allowing the gas in the discharge to lase.
Systems such as this can harness either the neutral or ionised atomic populations to
lase, depending on the fraction of ionised atoms in the gas compared to the remaining
neutral atoms.

6.3.1

Collisions in a Gas Discharge

Collisions in a gas discharge are responsible for the transfer of energy between electrons
and atoms in the gas, as well as the production of the free electron population through
ionisation. There are many different collision processes that can potentially participate,
depending on the atomic species present and the electron energy distribution, and these
can generally be broken down into several types; elastic collisions, inelastic collisions,
and superelastic collisions.
Elastic collisions between electrons and atoms occur throughout the discharge, as the
electrons (having a far lower mass than the atoms) move with a greater random velocity,
occasionally encountering an atom and interacting with it to alter its kinetic energy
and direction of motion. While there is a transfer of kinetic energy as a result of
this type of collision, there is no change to the internal energy state of the atom, and
so elastic collisions are not directly responsible for the excitation or ionisation of the
atomic species.
Inelastic excitations occur through collisions between fast (high energy) electrons and
atoms, as well as collisions between atoms. In the case of collisions between electrons
and atoms, the energy is transferred from the fast electron to excite the atom into a
higher energy state, lowering the energy of the electron. Inelastic collisions between
fast electrons and neutral atoms can also ionise atoms as well as excite them, adding
to the overall electron population and serving as a source of free electrons to counter
the electron loss processes in the discharge.
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In the case of collisions between atoms, the energy is exchanged from an excited atom
to another atom of the same or different species, leaving the second atom in an excited
state. An example of an inelastic energy transfer between atoms would be

A0 + B *
) A + B 0 ± ∆E∞ ,

(6.1)

where ∆E∞ is the energy difference between the excited states of atoms A and B.
In order for exchanges of this type to occur frequently in a gas discharge, the energy
difference needs to be small, as in the exchange between the Helium 23 S1 level and the
Neon 3S2 level in a HeNe laser (discussed further in Subsection 6.5.1).
Collisions between atoms can also be a mechanism for ionisation and electron production, through the Penning effect [156]. This occurs when an atom in an excited
metastable state collides with unexcited atom, transferring energy and ionising that
atom, releasing an electron. This effect can be described as

0

A∗ + B −→ A + B + + e− ,

(6.2)

and becomes possible in systems where the ionisation energy of atom B is less than the
excited metastable energy of A∗ , such as in a HeHg gas discharge [157], and to some
extent in HeXe gas discharges [158].
Superelastic collisions are a further type of collision process present in a gas discharge.
In this case a free electron collides with a neutral atom which is currently in an excited
state, de-exciting the atom and transferring energy to the electron. This can potentially
be a problem for the discharge dynamics of a gas laser. If the de-excited energy state is
the metastable upper level in the desired lasing mechanism, then the superelastic collisions act to deplete that upper level, damaging the population inversion. Conversely,
superelastic collisions can be favourable if they act to de-populate the lower energy
levels in a lasing mechanism, acting as a boost to the population inversion.
The wide variety of collision processes that can occur in gas discharges is increased
further still in the presence of molecules, such as in CO2 gas lasers, although they are
not relevant to this work and so are not described here.
The mean free path of an electron in a gas discharge is defined as the average distance
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travelled by the electron between collisions. This can be defined mathematically for
a gas mixture containing two species of particle, usually electrons and atoms or ions,
using [159, 160]

λ=
N π (r1 + r2 )

1


2

1+

v22/ 2
v1

(6.3)

1/2

where N is the total number of particles cm−3 , r1 and r2 are the radii of the two types
of particle, and v1 and v2 are their random velocities. This can be simplified when
applied to electrons in a gas, so r1 = re  r2 = ratom and v1 = ve  v2 = vatom ,
reducing equation 6.3 to

λe =

1
1
,
=
2
N σe
N πratom

(6.4)

where σe is the electron-impact cross-section of the atom. The cross-section σe is
actually energy dependent, due to the interaction between the electrons and the electron
cloud and nucleus of the atom. As a result, the cross-sections for elastic, inelastic, and
superelastic collisions in different atomic species vary with the average free electron
energy. Figure 6.1 shows this curve for several noble gases, taken from research carried

σe x 10 -19m2

out in 1933 by Brode [161].

Square root of electron energy

eV

Figure 6.1: The curve of σe for changes in the square root of the electron
energy, and therefore Te , for each noble gas [161].
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The mean free path of the electrons in the gas, as linked to the impact cross-section σe
in equation 6.4, can be used to find the electron collision frequency fe . The collision
frequency is defined as

fe = N σe ve ,

(6.5)

where ve is the random velocity of the electrons, and is defined by the average energy
of the electrons, or the electron temperature. Practically calculating fe is difficult
however, due to the energy dependence of the electron impact cross-section.

6.3.2

The Electron Temperature, Te

The mechanisms and processes present in a gas discharge rely strongly on the size
and properties of the free electron population. Therefore to understand the physics
behind a gas-discharge laser, it is necessary to understand the electron behaviour. The
stability of the discharge is heavily reliant on the production and depletion rates of the
free electron population, as well as on the average kinetic energy of the free electrons,
known as the Electron Temperature, or Te . High electron temperatures generally result
in a greater degree of instability in a discharge, as it can result in higher depletion rates
as fast electrons can reach and collide with the walls from a greater distance into the
bulk gas, ultimately causing the discharge to fail. The higher energy of the electrons
can also contribute to significant heating of the gas envelope as increasing amounts of
energy are deposited into the material, potentially resulting in damage. High values of
Te are determined by the type of applied electric field, the electric current through the
discharge, the pressure of the gas, and the different atomic species present in the gas.
The electron density and temperature of a stable glow discharge is most often in the
range from 1016 m−3 to 1020 m−3 and 10,000 K to 100,000 K [148]. It is necessary
for stability that the discharge maintains a quasi-neutral charge, meaning that the
population density of the free electrons is approximately equal to the population density
of the ionised atoms, and is distributed evenly throughout the RF driven discharge,
and in the positive column section of the DC driven discharge. The various regions
of and the functional differences between RF and DC driven discharges, such as the
positive column, are discussed later in Section 6.4.
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When the electron population is high, usually above 1016 m−3 , and in thermodynamic
equilibrium, the electron temperature can be defined by applying a Maxwellian distribution to the electron velocities, leading to

me v22
3kTe
=
,
2
2

(6.6)

where v22 is the mean square velocity of the free electrons, me is the electron mass,
and Te is given in degrees kelvin. The effect on the electron velocity from the applied
field is small, meaning the thermal energy dominates and electron motion is therefore
predominantly random in direction rather than directed towards the anode.

6.3.3

The Debye Length

An issue relevant when considering discharges in discharge tubes with small diameters
is the Debye length, λD . This is defined as the distance from the walls of the discharge
tube over which effects from the walls of the cell are important, affecting the local quasineutrality of the discharge in that region. Beyond this distance the charged particles
in the gas discharge are effectively screened from the walls by the other charges in
the gas, maintaining a quasi-neutrality. In cells with larger diameters of more than
1 mm, this effect near the walls is largely irrelevant since the bulk volume of the gas
is so much larger than the volume within one Debye length of the walls. However, in
systems where the cell radius is small enough for the volume within the Debye length
to be comparable to the volume of the bulk gas, the effect at the cell walls becomes
more important. Using a few assumptions about the behaviour of the gas [162], the
Debye length can be obtained from Poisson’s equation;


λD = 

k 
h B o
ne2 T1e +

1

2

1
T+

i ,

(6.7)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T+ is the ion temperature, or average kinetic energy
of the partially ionised atoms, and n is the total density of particles. If it is assumed that
the more massive ions in the gas are moving very slowly or are effectively stationary,
then their contribution can be removed and the expression can be simplified to [163]
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1

r

2

= 69

Te
meters
ne

(6.8)

which, given the aforementioned ranges of electron temperatures Te and electron densities ne , results in values of λD over a range from approximately 500 nm to several
hundred microns. If the Debye length is comparable to or larger than the radius of the
discharge tube used, which is possible in small bore systems, then the bulk discharge
is unable to screen the effects of the discharge tube walls, and they start to change the
behaviour of the discharge.

6.3.4

The Electron Temperature and the pd Product

As mentioned earlier, the average electron temperature Te , and thus the average velocity
of the electrons in the discharge, is linked to the dimensions of the discharge tube and
the gas pressure, in addition to the applied field and choice of atomic species. This
can be shown by equating the rate of free electron production through ionisation in
the discharge to the rate of free electron loss through diffusion, for the dimensions of a
given discharge tube.
It is assumed that there is net charge neutrality in the discharge, that the mean free
paths of the electrons and ions are less than the radius of the discharge tube, and that
the discharge tube has a radius which is larger than the Debye length. The number of
ions produced per cm3 per second is equal to

q = αne ,

(6.9)

where α is the ionisation rate per electron and ne is the electron concentration per cm3 .
If the discharge tube is assumed to be cylindrical, and the rate of production is equal
to the rate of diffusion loss, meaning that the discharge is stable, then

kTe
e



d2 ne 1 dne
+
dr2
r dr


+

α
ne = 0
b+

(6.10)

where r is the radius of the discharge tube, and b+ is the ion mobility [146]. The
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solution to this equation is a zero-order Bessel function with boundary conditions of
ne = 0 at r = R, which gives

α
kTe
=
b+
e



2.405
R

2
.

(6.11)

The rate of ionisation α is described as being dependent upon the gas pressure p, the
electron temperature Te , the ionisation potential Vi (in volts), and the initial slope of
the ionisation mean free path curve a (in volts−1 ). Work by von Engel [146] states that
α is approximately equal to

 1 

1
1
3
2 2
kTe 2 −eVi/kTe
e 2
2
α ≈ 600
,
apVi
e
π
me
eVi

(6.12)

and can therefore be substituted into equation 6.11 and simplified, so



kTe
eVi

1
2

eVi/
kTe

e

aV

1
2

= 1.2 × 107 (CpR)2 ,

(6.13)

1

where C is a constant equal to | b+ip | 2 . The values of Vi , a, and p are in volts, cm,
and Torr respectively. For simplicity when applying this to experiments, the radius
R can be converted to the internal diameter d of the gas discharge tube, and so will
be referred to as such for the remainder of this work. This relationship can then be
plotted, showing how the electron temperature per volt of ionisation potential Te /Vi
generally changes with Cpd, and is shown in Figure 6.2.
The curve in Figure 6.2 shows that the electron temperature becomes increasingly high
as the values of p and d get smaller. It is notable that reducing a discharge tube
diameter from a value of the order of a few centimetres to one of the order of a few
microns results in approximately a factor of ten increase in the value of Te /Vi . This
is because of the increased rate of loss of ions in smaller-bore discharge tubes due to
the cell walls, resulting in fewer collisions between free electron and atoms, higher free
electron velocities, and therefore a higher average value of Te .
As the value of pd gets smaller, equations 6.4, 6.8, and 6.13 show that the electron mean
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Figure 6.2: The curve of Te /Vi for changes in Cpd, calculated from equation 6.13. Values have been converted from equation 6.13 so the plot is for the
diameter d of the tube and pressure p is in mbar rather than Torr.
free path, the Debye length, and the electron temperature all get larger, resulting in
a discharge tube diameter below which the electron temperature is so high and the
Debye length so large that the discharge dynamics can no longer be predicted with any
certainty. This is because, as stated earlier, the bulk of the discharge can no longer
maintain quasi-neutrality within one Debye length of the discharge tube walls, and
the average electron energy is so high that the electron mean free path approaches
the discharge tube radius, and unpredictable losses at the walls become a source of
instability across the discharge as a whole.
When designing gas laser systems with diameters of less than 1 mm, it is necessary
to maintain the optimum value of pd in order to set the size of Te such that the
collision cross-section is maximised, as shown in Figure 6.1. Therefore, the pressure p
is increased to compensate for the lower value of d, raising the number of atoms present
and the number of electron collisions, limiting the electron temperature.
Due to the dependence of equation 6.13 on the nature of the gas, through Vi and a,
the value of Te for a given pd can be significantly different for different gases.
Unpublished work by R. T. Young in 1968 [147], shown later by Willett [148] in 1974
and below in Figure 6.3, shows how the electron temperature curve changes against pd
for various noble gases.
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Figure 6.3: The change in Te for changes in pd for He (red), Ne (blue), Ar
(green), Kr (yellow), and Xe (purple), taken from unpublished work by R. T.
Young in 1968 [147].
Ne and He are observed to have the highest Te values for lower values of pd, for example
having approximate predicted electron temperatures of around 112,000 K and 76,000 K
for pure He and Ne respectively at a pd of 3 mbar mm. Xe, Kr and Ar however, are
predicted to have far lower average electron temperatures, with a 5:1 mixture of HeXe
having an approximate predicted value of Te of 25,000 K to 30,000 K for a pd value of
3 mbar mm [147]. Young’s predictions of electron temperature have been found to be
similar to experimental values [164, 165] for pd values of 2.5 mbar mm or above.
The reason for the lower electron temperatures in Xe, Kr and Ar is that the collision
cross-sections for these gases are larger compared to those of He and Ne, as shown earlier
in Figure 6.1 [161]. Higher cross-sections result in a greater frequency of collisions, and
therefore a lower value of Te . Xe, Kr and Ar also have higher ionisation efficiencies
than He or Ne, which also effectively lowers the value of Te through the constant C
in equation 6.13. This implies that a HeNe gas laser operating with a low pd value is
likely to experience a higher electron temperature and potentially more instability as
the electron loss rate at the walls increases.
The gain for different emission lines is linked to the electron temperature, and consequently the operating pressure of the gas. This is due to the Te dependence of the
electron impact cross-section, shown in Figure 6.1, which defines the collision frequency
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and therefore rate of upper state excitation in the atomic species. If Te is itself pressure
dependent, then the alteration in pressure that results in a different value of Te will
also affect the gain.
From the peak values for each gas in Figure 6.1, an estimate for the ideal local electron
temperature, and therefore an ideal value of pd, can be found. The curve for He and
Ne are both essentially flat over the range of electron energies, and therefore there is no
obvious ideal electron energy for these gases. The curve for Xe is more pronounced, with
a clear peak in the collision cross-section at the equivalent of around 6.25 eV, which
can be expressed as an electron temperature of approximately 72,000 K. However,
Figure 6.3 shows that the electron temperature for pure Xe at low pd values is much
lower, at around 20,000 K. Therefore, to achieve the higher electron temperatures
needed to increase the cross-section when using gas cells as small as a hollow optical
fibre, it is likely that the Xe gas would need to be mixed with another gas such as He,
which has a much higher value of Te at low pd values, as shown in Figure 6.3. The
electron temperature would then be largely determined by the He content, although
the presence of Xe is expected to lower the value of Te from the pure He value [166].
Therefore, to reach 72,000 K on the He curve in Figure 6.3, the pd would need to be
a maximum of approximately 4 mbar mm, but ideally lower. This value then serves
as an estimated upper limit for the ideal pd values in HeXe, with lower values being
preferable.

6.3.5

The pd product and the Gain

As mentioned earlier, the measured gain values of several laser systems have previously
been observed to increase for decreasing discharge tube diameter for a given value of
pd [167, 147, 148, 149]. This has been a large motivator in the research towards gas
lasers that operate in small discharge tubes. The mechanism which causes this increase
in the gain has been contested by different research groups since the early 1970s, largely
falling into one of two explanations.
The first was proposed by Bennett in 1965 [168], stating that the increased gain is
due to an increase in the de-excitation rate of the lowest metastable energy level in
the lasing mechanism. This state often has a long lifetime due to the sharing of an
angular momentum quantum number with the ground state, and therefore de-excitation
is forbidden from occurring spontaneously. The de-excitation then requires a collision
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with an electron or the wall of the discharge tube in order to occur. Bennett proposed
that in smaller discharge tubes, the diffusion rate to the walls is higher and consequently
the rate of de-excitation is higher, freeing the de-excitation of the upper energy levels
and raising the gain.
The second mechanism was proposed by Willett in 1971 [169, 148]. He argued that
the population of metastable states in narrow discharge tubes would be the same as in
larger tubes, and gain was not as a result of this de-excitation mechanism. Instead, he
proposed that the increased gain was simply the result of the raised pressure necessary
to compensate for the lower diameter and still maintain the same pd value. A greater
density of atoms directly leads to a higher electron population, which results in larger
populations for all states in the lasing mechanism, which in turn raises the gain. This
explanation of Willett’s, rather than Bennett’s, is currently considered to be the most
likely description of the physical process occurring.

6.4

Types of Excitation Process

The methods of applying an electric field to the discharge tube generally fall into one
of two approaches: a direct current (DC) field, or a radio frequency (RF) field. An
excitation by a DC field requires the electrodes to be directly exposed to the gas in the
cell, and is generally easier to achieve experimentally in discharge tubes with a large
internal diameter. It is for this reason that most commercial gas lasers utilise a DC
field as the excitation source. As a result many systems with discharge tubes that have
narrow internal diameters use the alternative RF excitation method in order to avoid
having to directly expose the gas to the electrodes in such a small space.

6.4.1

RF Excitation

The biggest practical advantage gained by RF excitation is from the electrode configuration. DC excitation carries the risk of contamination of the gas with atoms ablated
from the electrodes over time, which is not a problem encountered in RF driven systems, having the advantage of being able to couple energy to the gas without any direct
electrode exposure. However, it is true that careful choice of the electrode material in
modern DC-excited gas laser systems can remove the danger of gas contamination. RF
excitation also does not suffer from cataphoretic effects like some DC systems.
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The RF excitation method does have some disadvantages, including the need for specialised electrical circuitry to produce the RF signal, the difficulty in specifying the
electrical parameters of the excitation, such as the current, and the reported increase in difficulty of maintaining a discharge over time for narrow-bore discharge
tubes [148, 170, 149].
Excitation using an RF field was common in early work on gas lasers, particularly in
gas discharge systems with smaller discharge tube diameters, where direct exposure of
the electrodes to the gas proved difficult to achieve.
Several basic characteristics of the RF discharge are fundamentally different from those
of a DC discharge, as discussed in the next section. The first is that the RF field
is alternating periodically, resulting in a smaller proportion of the electron and ion
population being swept to the electrodes and lost, as is the case in DC discharges.
This lower rate of loss allows for discharges to be maintained for lower field strengths.
Secondly, electrons released as a result of secondary effects (such as electron emission
from the walls of the discharge tube) do not contribute to the discharge, unless they
are emitted in a direction that is in phase with the RF field.
The oscillation of the free electron population is in phase with the driving RF field and
moves about a mean position; it therefore gains zero average power from the field. If
an oscillating electron then experiences a collision with an atom, it can become out of
phase with the driving field, resulting in a net power gain and an increase in the energy
of the electron. Collisions in an RF system can drive up the energy of electrons in this
way until the collisions are sufficiently energetic to ionise or excite neutral atoms in the
gas.
According to work by G. Francis in 1960 [171], the most important factors in the
breakdown and maintenance of an RF discharge are the gas pressure p, the dimensions
of the discharge tube, and the frequency and wavelength of the applied field. Additional
factors also include the power supplied by the field.
The gas pressure defines the mean free path of the electrons, which in turn defines
the collision frequency between electrons and the neutral atoms. For low gas pressures
where the mean free path of the electrons is greater than the length or radius of the
discharge tube, there are many electrons colliding with the discharge tube walls. This
can result in the destabilisation of the discharge, where the electron population of the
breakdown cannot be maintained in a steady state, and the discharge eventually fails.
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Therefore, higher pressures where the mean free path is less than the length or radius
of the discharge tube are preferable. In this scenario, there are many more collisions
between electrons and atoms, which ionise or excite neutral atoms in the discharge as
desired.
If the driving frequency of the field is a lot lower than the electron collision frequency,
fRF  fe , then the electrons have many collisions during one cycle. This can potentially result in the slow diffusion of electrons to the walls of the discharge tube, moving
radially in a random walk transverse to the direction of the applied field (which runs
parallel to the tube length). At the tube walls they are effectively lost from the electron
population. If the amplitude of the field is very large, then the electrons are strongly
accelerated after each collision, directly driving a fraction into the walls after a collision
with a higher kinetic energy, which may potentially result in damage to the tube in
addition to the reduction of the electron population.
If the driving frequency of the field is much larger than the electron collision frequency,
fRF  fe , the the electrons stay effectively stationary with each cycle and only spread
out through diffusion. Despite this they still undergo many collisions with neutral
atoms, but are less likely to be lost at the cell walls.
If the frequency of the applied field is pushed up towards the microwave regime, the
effect from the field on the discharge changes. The geometry of the discharge tube becomes important, acting as a microwave cavity, and the electron temperature becomes
much higher than for lower frequency fields [172]. Work by Motornenko [173] also shows
that the excitation of certain atomic levels also increases for very high frequencies above
10 GHz.

6.4.2

DC Excitation

The second method of applying a field to induce a breakdown in a gas is DC excitation.
In this case a pair of electrodes are directly exposed to the gas, with the breakdown
occurring between them as a potential difference is applied. The stability of DC excited
gas-breakdown is again dependent on the energy and stability of the free electron
population, requiring the ionisation rate to equal the depletion rate along the length
of the discharge.
The drift velocity from one electrode to the other for the ion species can result in cat117

aphoretic effects in gas mixtures of more than one species, destabilising the discharge.
This problem is commonly overcome with the addition of a return tube to circulate the
gases [150].
Due to the constant alignment of the field in the DC excitation regime, the gas discharge
takes on several defined spatial characteristics, particularly in the region around the
cathode, due to the static nature of the excitation field. The largest of these spatial
characteristics in the glow discharge are defined as the negative glow region and the
positive column. The latter of these usually makes up the majority of the glow discharge
and is where the lasing emission occurs.
The spatial distribution of the glow discharge is shown in Figure 6.4 [146], including
various “dark” and “glow” regions, as well as the varying electric field strength and
potential along the length of the discharge.
In a steady-state glow discharge, the electric field strength is at a maximum at the
cathode. Here electrons are emitted from the cathode and accelerated towards the
anode by the strong electric field E, while the potential V is observed to build relatively
steeply moving away from the cathode. However, this initial region of acceleration does
not allow the electrons to gain sufficient kinetic energy to induce photon emission from
any neutral atoms they collide with. Therefore the region immediately around the
cathode is observed to be “dark” and does not give off any glow, being referred to as
the Aston dark space, and is labelled in Figure 6.4.
Once the electrons have travelled far enough, the average kinetic energy is sufficiently
high to excite neutral atoms through collisions. These atomic excitations result in
photon emission, and so a thin bright layer is observed, known as the cathode layer.
In the region beyond the cathode layer, known as the cathode dark space, the electrons
have a greater kinetic energy than the maximum excitation energy of the gaseous
atoms, so little or no light is emitted. Instead, inelastic collisions between the primary
electrons from the cathode result in a growing population of secondary electrons.
The region following the cathode dark space shown in Figure 6.4 is the negative glow,
where the remaining primary cathode electrons collide inelastically with the gas, ionising more electrons into the secondary population and losing energy. Here the positive
and negative space charge densities peak due to this ionisation, and the negative current density reaches a constant maximum, while the potential V now rises more slowly
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Figure 6.4: The distribution of a glow discharge, showing the various dark
regions, the negative glow and the positive column (each region not to scale).
The distribution of the potential (V ), electric field (E), space charge densities (ρ+ and ρ− ), and current densities (j + and j − ) along the length of the
discharge is also shown below the diagram.
than previously. With the primary electrons now at a lower energy, and experiencing
a low electric field, all electrons collide and excite the atoms of the gas, resulting once
again in photon emission and another glow region.
Further along the discharge, the negative glow begins to fall away as the electrons
recombine with atoms partially ionised in the production of the secondary electrons.
This forms the Faraday dark space, and consists mostly of lower energy, secondary
electrons being accelerated by the electric field E, which is now beginning to slowly
increase again.
Once the electron population has reached the necessary threshold energy, collisions
with neutral atoms in the gas are enough to excite and populate the upper energy
levels for various lasing transitions. Emissions across these transitions produce a pho119

ton population, starting the positive column, which continues for the majority of the
discharge length to the anode. It is in this region that the laser photons are emitted
and stimulated emission in a cavity forms the population inversion needed for certain
lasing transitions.
The positive column exists in a steady state, namely one where the rate of ionisation of
electrons is equal to the rate of electron loss as a result of recombinations and diffusion
to the walls of the envelope. The column often has a uniform appearance as a result
of the weak electric field E, so the direction of motion of the electrons is generally
random, with a small drift velocity towards the anode.
The behaviour near the anode consists largely of electron collisions, as the potential V
and electric field E peak. Positive ions are repelled from the anode, forming a negative
space charge, which gives off a glow as the electrons in the strong E field excite neutral
atoms around the anode, known as the anode glow.
The relative size of the regions described so far can vary based on the potential applied
along the discharge and the physical dimensions of the cathode [148]. However, the
positive column most often forms the largest part of the gas discharge and is governed
by the diffusion behaviour of the gas and electrons.

6.5

Laser Transitions in Certain Noble Gases

Gas lasers using neutral noble gases as a lasing medium have been a subject of research
since the very beginning of laser development [145]. Two of the most common systems,
both in research and commercially, are those operating with a HeNe gas mixture and
those with a Xe or HeXe gas mixture [145, 174]. Despite both having some strong
gain lines, this is due more to either the location of certain emission lines in the visible
spectrum (in the case of Ne), or the ease of achieving stable electrical breakdowns (in
the case of Xe). Both gas mixtures are chosen as a part of the research described in
Chapters 7 and 8, and so the mechanisms for each at the emission lines of interest are
described here.
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6.5.1

Helium Neon Laser Systems

Helium-neon based gas lasers are very common, having an accessible line at 632.8 nm
in the visible region which has historically proven useful in a variety of different devices.
He and Ne were chosen as the gas lasing medium for the first gas laser demonstrated in
1960 [145]. Although this gas laser harnessed the 1.15 µm line, the emission line around
632.8 nm was quickly observed to have a higher gain than other lines in the visible
region, and so 632.8 nm lasers have been widely used since first being demonstrated
by researchers at Bell Labs in 1962 [175]. The work described later in Chapters 7
and 8 includes work on another HeNe laser transition with much higher gain than the
632.8 nm line [176, 177]; the 3.39 µm transition.
As shown earlier in Figure 6.3, He and Ne possess higher electron temperatures for a
given range of pd values, compared with the other noble gases. This, coupled with their
lower ionisation efficiencies as a result of their lower collision cross-sections, makes it
potentially difficult to start and maintain a gas discharge using He and Ne.
The lasing mechanism behind both the 632.8 nm and 3.39 µm transition is shown in
Figure 6.5. In an electrically-driven HeNe laser, energy is delivered to the He atom
through inelastic electron collisions, exciting the atom from its ground state to the 21 S0
energy level. This state is metastable, and possesses a long lifetime before de-exciting
back to the ground state.
While in this excited state, the He atoms can potentially collide with Ne atoms in the
gas, transferring their energy to the Ne atoms (as described earlier in Subsection 6.3.1).
Fortuitously, the energy levels of Ne are arranged such that the 3S2 state has very nearly
the same energy as the helium 21 S0 state, resulting in a transfer of energy from the He
atom to the Ne atom at this state. This transfer mechanism is of primary importance in
a HeNe laser system, since without the presence of He in the gas, the excitation crosssection for the neon 3S2 level is much smaller, making pure Ne lasers very difficult to
build and thus rare [178].
The population of the neon 3S2 state increases with more of these collisions, since in a
typical HeNe system there is usually a greater population of He atoms than Ne atoms,
and this metastable state has a long lifetime. This reaches a point where there is a
population inversion between the neon 3S2 state and both the lower energy 2P4 and
3P4 states, a prerequisite for lasing.
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Figure 6.5: The energy levels in a HeNe laser operating on either the 632.8 nm
line or the 3.39 µm line.
Transitions from the neon 3S2 state to the 2P4 and the 3P4 states result in photons being
emitted at 632.8 nm and 3.39 µm respectively, both of which can then be harnessed by
a highly reflecting cavity to induce stimulated emission and form a laser.
The 2P4 and 3P4 lower energy states both have shorter lifetimes than the 3S2 upper
energy state, and quickly depopulate to the 1S band of states. A spontaneous transition
from one S state to another S state is forbidden due to the common angular momentum
quantum number, so the final de-excitation back to the 1 S0 ground state occurs through
a collision with an electron in the discharge.
As discussed earlier in Subsection 6.3.5, the gain of the 3.39 µm line is observed to
increase for a given value of pd as the diameter of the discharge tube is decreased. This
is a roughly inversely proportional relationship, and HeNe mixtures operating at the
3.39 µm line have shown gain as high as 20 dBm−1 [176].
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6.5.2

Helium Xenon/Pure Xenon Laser Systems

Xenon gas, like many of the other noble gases, is a common choice as a lasing medium [174,
179, 180, 181]. With 54 bound electrons in the neutral Xe atom, plenty of energy level
transitions are available, several of which have been previously measured to have a
high gain [182, 179, 183, 167]. The first mid-IR neutral Xe gas lasers operated on the
2.062 µm line [174], and several emission lines in the mid-IR wavelength region have
since been exploited as lasers [184, 185, 180].
Chapters 7 and 8 concern research using Xe as a lasing medium, with a focus on the
transitions in the region between 3 µm to 4 µm, particularly the 3.5 µm line, which has
been shown to have very high gain of as much as 60 dBm−1 to 70 dBm−1 [182, 179, 167].
Unlike HeNe laser systems, the presence of He in a HeXe laser is not necessary to
easily induce lasing, and numerous pure Xe systems have been demonstrated [179, 180].
However, it has been observed that the gain in pure Xe systems is not as high as in
HeXe systems [179, 167], due to the He serving as an additional source for the electron
population, both directly and through Penning collisions between excited He atoms
and Xe atoms. The He also works to increase the stability of the gas discharge, by
de-exciting the free electrons with the highest energy through collisions. This results
in a more stable electron population, which in turn stabilises the electron temperature,
and the gas discharge as a whole. Xenon tends to discharge relatively easily, due to
the ionisation efficiency being higher than many other noble gases, and as shown in
Figure 6.1, the collision cross-section for neutral Xe is much higher than for Ne or He,
and peaks at a lower average electron energy.
The wavelength region of interest, from 3 µm to 4 µm, is known to have several strong
emission lines with potentially high gain in small bore gas laser systems [182, 179, 167,
151]. Figure 6.6 shows the energy level configuration between the 3D and 2P orbitals,
where many of the mid-IR transitions are found.
As with the HeNe lasing mechanism, the initial excitation of the Xe atoms is from high
energy electron collisions in the gas discharge. This excites the bound electrons in the
0

atom from the ground state to the 3D orbital, specifically the 3D1 for the 3110 nm
00

emission line, 3D1 for the 3370 nm emission line, 3D4 for the 3500 nm line and the
3885 nm emission lines.
Photons are then emitted as electrons transition to their third, lower energy states on
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Figure 6.6: The energy levels in a Xe or HeXe laser operating mid-IR. The
3.11 µm, 3.36 µm, 3.5 µm, and 3.89 µm lines are highlighted
the 2P orbital; the 2P6 for the 3110 nm emission line, 2P7 for the 3370 nm emission line,
and 2P9 for the 3500 nm line and the 3885 nm emission lines. Since any spontaneous
transition from these lower energy states back to the ground state is forbidden, the
final de-excitation occurs through collisions with electrons in the discharge.
As in the case of HeNe lasers operating within narrow discharge tubes, the gain for the
3.5 µm HeXe lasing line has been observed to increase for decreasing diameter, and
again this is a roughly inversely proportional relationship for a given value of pd.
This gain-diameter relationship, and the useful nature mid-IR lines, makes the development of HeNe and HeXe gas lasers in narrow discharge tubes an attractive prospect
for research, and is the topic concerning Chapters 7 and 8.
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Chapter 7

Fibre Gas Discharge Lasers: An
RF Excitation Method
7.1

Introduction

The work described in this chapter was presented as a poster at the AIPT Conference
hosted by Aston University, Birmingham, in 2013 (see Publications and Conference
Presentations 2).
This chapter details the research carried out towards developing a fibre-based gas discharge laser, driven by a radio frequency (RF) electrical field. The fibre chosen for
the system was a newly developed negative curvature photonic crystal fibre, capable of
guiding light in the mid-IR between 3 µm and 4 µm. Neutral noble gases were chosen
for their high gain emission lines in the mid-IR region from 3 µm to 3.5 µm.

7.2

Approach

As described earlier in Chapter 6, when the internal diameter of a gas laser tube is
made smaller, it becomes harder to initiate and maintain electrical discharges. This is
due to the resulting change in the electron temperature Te and electron collision crosssections for the different atomic species present in the gas. However, if the pressure of
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the gas is raised to compensate for the smaller internal diameter of the gas cell, then
the same value of Te and collision cross-sections can be maintained, preserving the
performance of the laser. An additional advantage for the emission lines in noble gases
such as neon or xenon, as discussed in Chapter 6, is that the gain is roughly inversely
proportional to the discharge tube internal diameter for a given value of pd. This
therefore potentially opens up a range of lasing wavelengths that are usually difficult
to access due to otherwise relatively low gain in discharge tubes with larger internal
diameters. Access to these wavelengths, as well as the advantage of miniaturing such
systems into an optical fibre, can potentially be applied to commercial devices where
the inherently narrow linewidth offered by gas laser systems is beneficial.
Additionally, previous research was limited by the optical losses of the glass capillaries used as discharge tubes [150], which scale as r−3 and became too high beyond a
certain capillary length or below a certain diameter. The advent of hollow core PCF
(HCPCF) largely solved this loss problem, but presented the additional problem in
that the core diameters were typically only a few tens of microns, small enough that
the stabilisation of gas discharges proved very difficult. The more recent development
of negative curvature fibres (NCF) presents an opportunity to solve this problem, since
the loss of these hollow fibres is low and the core diameter can be as large as 100 µm or
more. Like some hollow-core PCFs, NCF fibres are also capable of guiding light in the
mid-IR [16], where silica glass is usually highly absorbing and inherently lossy. This
means long interaction lengths can be used, and laser wavelengths harnessed that are
usually out of reach, making a narrow-bore fibre-based noble gas laser in the mid-IR
an attractive device to develop. This serves as sufficient motivation for this research.
The most common approach to conventional electrical gas lasers is to use a direct
current (DC) source as the excitation. Earlier, in Chapter 6, it was outlined how
this form of excitation can be experimentally difficult for systems with a small internal
diameter, most importantly because of the need for the direct exposure of the electrodes
to the gas. Practically, this would involve drilling holes in the fibre, which is both
difficult to achieve and hard to reliably repeat. In addition, discharge lengths are then
fixed and cannot be adjusted using the same piece of fibre.
By contrast, an RF excitation approach would offer the advantage of being able to
couple power from the driving field directly through the glass to the gas inside the
fibre, initiating a gas breakdown. It was judged that RF excitation would be more
practically achievable and provide more flexibility in the location of the electrodes along
the fibre. This also would allow for multiple sets of electrodes to be used, alternating
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the connections to the RF source as done by Mielenz et al. [186], so that the discharge
could be extended to longer lengths along the same fibre.
Therefore, the approach was to develop an RF source to feed into a tunable resonant
circuit, the output of which in turn was attached to electrodes which were wrapped
around the outside of the fibre. The negative curvature fibre chosen to act as the gas
cell was able to guide light generated by the gas discharge in the mid-IR between 3 µm
and 4 µm. This fibre was attached to a vacuum system to evacuate and introduce the
required gas mixtures. Electrodes were wrapped around the outside of the fibre and
placed along with the resonant circuit inside a Faraday cage to contain the RF field.
The system also kept the optical path from the fibre clear so light could be coupled
in and out at either end. This allowed for the spectrum of the light generated in the
discharge to be recorded, and the potential for detection of the gain for different lines
based on different discharge parameters and lengths.

7.3

RF System Experimental Setup

The setup for the RF experiment involved several different elements: an electrical
system to generate a high voltage radio frequency signal, a Faraday cage to effectively
confine that signal and prevent the field interfering with any surrounding equipment,
a pair of electrodes to couple energy through the silica glass from the radio signal to
the gas inside the fibre, and finally a vacuum system to evacuate the fibre and deliver
the desired gas mixture and pressure.

7.3.1

The RF Electronics

The RF excitation field was generated by a series of electrical components connected
by co-axial cables, with the initial signal taken from a CB radio (MoonRaker FA5000).
The full electrical setup is shown in Figure 7.1.
The CB radio produced an RF signal at 27 MHz, on EU Channel 14, which was then
passed on through a coaxial cable to a standing wave ratio (SWR) meter (Zetagi).
An SWR meter measures the mismatch in the ratio between backward and forward
voltages, and is used for impedance matching a circuit to achieve the maximum forward
power transfer between a transmitted signal and the circuit load. A matching circuit
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Figure 7.1: The electrical setup of the RF system, including the CB radio,
SWR meters and the 400 W amplifier, connected to the LC circuit inside the
Faraday cage.
connected directly after the SWR meter allowed for the impedance to be adjusted so
the forward power transfer was maximised.
The SWR meter was in turn attached to a 400 W variable amplifier (RM KL-400),
which increased the power of the RF signal. After this a second SWR meter and
matching circuit allowed for further impedance matching between the amplifier and a
resonant circuit inside the Faraday cage. In addition to increasing the efficiency of the
power transfer to the resonant circuit, this second SWR meter and matching circuit
also prevented any damage to the power amplifier due to excessive back reflections.
The resonant circuit was custom made on a small piece of strip-board, designed as a
simple inductor-capacitor (LC) circuit. The circuit design is shown in Figure 7.2. A
capacitor chain was chosen to distribute the applied voltage over many components,
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so as not to exceed the voltage rating of individual parts. The chain was made up of
two parallel arms, the first consisting of a series of six 2.2 pF capacitors and a 100×
voltage probe for measuring the voltage amplitude of the circuit.

6 x 2.2 pF
RF
Signal
In

2.32 μH

Signal
Output
Electrodes

2x
0.8 - 10 pF
6 pF

50 MΩ Voltage Probe

Figure 7.2: Electrical diagram of the LC circuit.
The probe had a capacitance of 6 pF, and therefore the total capacitance on that arm
was approximately 0.36 pF. The second arm of the capacitor chain was made up of two
identical mechanically variable capacitors. These capacitors consisted of a cylindrical
glass casing surrounded by an anode section at one end. A cathode made up of a screw
system at the other end moved a cylindrical metal rod forwards and backwards inside
the casing, allowing for the degree of overlap between the cathode and the anode to be
altered, and so in turn changing the capacitance. The capacitive range of the variable
component was from 0.8 pF to 10 pF, resulting in a total capacitive range for both
arms being from 0.75 pF to 5.35 pF. The maximum load for each variable capacitor
was 5 kV, which was higher than the expected maximum potential of the RF source.
However, they were designed to operate in a DC system, and so suffered from coronal
discharging around the outside casing. To solve this, anti-corona lacquer was applied
over the surface, followed by a layer of heat shrink to cover any sharp metallic corners.
The inductor was made using copper wire, SWG 19 (or approximately 1 mm in diameter), shaped into a torus with an average total diameter of 15 cm, and a coil diameter
of 1.5 cm. A torus shape was chosen over a simpler straight coil design due to the
lower fraction of the field that occupies space outside of a torus compared with that
of a straight coil. The walls of the Faraday cage could potentially interfere with the
inductor field, resulting in an unwanted effect on the resonant circuit based on specific
placement, so the greater field confinement of a torus-shaped inductor was considered
more favourable. The coil contained a total of 44 turns, and the total inductance could
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be calculated using the equation [187]

h
i
p
L = 0.01595N 2 D − D2 − d2 ,

(7.1)

where N is the number of turns, D is the mean diameter of the toroid (in cm), and d is
the diameter of one coil (in cm). The coil therefore had an estimated total inductance
of 2.32 µH. Figure 7.2 shows a section of the inductor connecting across the input of
the LC circuit. This short was made by the signal input wire which could be connected
to different turns of the inductor coil, allowing for the inductance of the circuit to be
adjusted. Due to the small number of turns in the inductor across the connection, the
contribution of that section to the overall inductance and resonance of the circuit was
negligible, and could be ignored.
Both the variable capacitors and inductor allowed for the resonant frequency of the
circuit to be tuned, and using the relation

fres =

1
√
,
2π LC

(7.2)

the range of resonant frequencies could be calculated to be from 45 MHz to 120 MHz.
However, the local environment, such as the Faraday cage itself, the electrodes and the
wires contributed further on the scale of pF to the total capacitance, which affected the
resonant frequency of the circuit. The resonant frequency range was therefore lower,
so the RF frequency at 27 MHz was included. The location of the shorting lead of the
inductor and the value of the variable capacitors allowed for the exact resonance to be
finely tuned.
The voltage probe was connected to an oscilloscope to monitor the amplitude of the
signal, which could be adjusted and maximised for each setting of the 400 W amplifier
by altering the variable capacitor. The probe value on the oscilloscope could be multiplied up by a factor to give an estimate of the true RF field potential at the output
of the LC circuit. By assuming that the charge on each capacitor plate in the voltage
probe chain was the same, and using the general relation Q = C/V , this factor was
found to be 17.4 times the probe value.
Unfortunately, the RF system was unable to directly measure the current flowing
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through a discharge, which made it difficult to understand the underlying dynamics and stability of the breakdown. Instead, observations of stability were made based
on how long the discharge could be sustained, and the required applied field potential,
as described further in Section 7.6.

7.3.2

The DC Source

In RF gas discharge systems with large internal gas cell diameters of several cm or more,
the RF field alone is frequently sufficient to initiate the discharge. However, in small
diameter systems a second source is often required to initiate the breakdown [150],
acting to ionise a small population of electrons which can then be oscillated by the RF
field. Initial experiments using this system included the use of a modified piezo-electric
kitchen stove igniter, which applied a brief DC field of several kilovolts to the region
around the fibre, resulting in the breakdown of the gas into a discharge.
In later experiments this ignition source was replaced with a variable DC source with
output potentials of up to 10 kV. As well as having a wire probe to direct the applied
field to the vicinity around the fibre, the DC source (Applied KiloVolts, 3590 series)
also included an output coaxial port from which the potential could be monitored using
a voltmeter. In the event of the field arcing to either of the electrodes, an additional
port could be used to monitor the current flow in the same way, and a ballast resistor
of 2 MΩ was attached in series with the probe output to limit the current to under
the source maximum of 0.5 mA. The layout and connections of the 10 kV DC source
is shown in Figure 7.3.
The output probe from the DC source could be placed within 5 mm of the fibre, and the
potential increased until the breakdown of the gas in the fibre initiated the discharge.
After this point the DC source could be switched off, and the discharge maintained by
the RF field.

7.3.3

The Faraday Cage

In order to limit the radio waves to the immediate volume around the fibre, electrodes,
resonant circuit and 10 kV DC source, a Faraday cage was built. This was made from
sheets of steel with a hexagonal array of 5 mm wide holes. This hole size is far smaller
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Figure 7.3: Diagram of the 10 kV DC source, including the outputs for voltage
and current monitoring, and the 2 MΩ ballast resistor to limit the maximum
current under arcing to to under 0.5 mA.
than the wavelength of the radio waves, which is about 11 m for a field oscillating
at 27 MHz, and so allowed for the direct observation of the cage interior without
compromising the effectiveness of the field confinement. These holes also acted as a
way to feed the fibre in and out of the cage, as well as the signal delivery and probe
cables for the resonant circuit, and the lead for the 10 kV DC source.
A schematic of the Faraday cage is shown in Figure 7.4. A removable lid was built
into the design, allowing for easy access to the fibre and the resonant circuit, whilst
maintaining the ability to close the cage securely and minimise any signal leakage from
within.

7.3.4

The Electrodes

The main advantage of using RF excitation over DC excitation, as described in Section 6.4, is the fact that in an RF system the electrodes do not need to be directly
exposed to the gas, being able to instead couple directly through the silica glass to the
gas inside. This means the electrodes used can be simply placed around the outside of
the fibre, making it easier to prepare experimentally and allowing for the length of the
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Figure 7.4: Diagram of the Faraday cage of the RF system, showing the removable lid and the slide in shelf, which holds the LC circuit and the fibre.
discharge to be variable with electrode placement.
After stripping a section of fibre of its polymer coating, small pieces of aluminium foil
were wrapped tightly around the bare glass of the fibre, as shown in Figure 7.5.
Aluminium was chosen as the electrode material primarily because of its flexibility and
low cost. When the system was on and discharging, the aluminium wrapped sections
of the fibre effectively created a pair of coaxial capacitors, with the glass acting as the
dielectric between the discharging gas and the aluminium electrode. The capacitance
of these coaxial electrodes can be defined using the relation

C
2πkε0
=
,
L
ln[ ab ]
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(7.3)

Aluminium Foil

Gas-Filled Core

Negative Curvature Fibre
Figure 7.5: Diagram of the aluminium electrodes.
where k is the dielectric constant for that material, known to be around 3.8 for silica [188], and a and b are the inner and outer radii of the fibre, given as 45 µm and
60 µm respectively. Ignoring the thin internal structure of the fibre for simplicity,
and taking electrodes which are 5 mm long, this results in an approximate individual
electrode capacitance of 146 nF.

7.3.5

The Vacuum System

The fibre was attached to a vacuum system at either end, allowing for the evacuation
and delivery of the desired gas mixture at the desired pressure. This had to be achieved
whilst still maintaining optical access to the ends of the fibre, allowing the spectral
output, generated by the gas discharges and guided by the fibre, to be recorded.
The configuration of the vacuum system is shown in Figure 7.6, with the turbo pump,
pressure gauges, and valves labelled.
The system was built from KF-16 and KF-25 vacuum parts, attached to a rotary turbo
pump (Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum, TurboLab 80), and was able to reach a low pressure
of 10−4 mbar at either end of the fibre, where pressure gauges were located.
To connect the fibre to the vacuum system and still keep the optical path in and out of
the discharge clear, two blocks were designed and built, each fitted with an evacuation
pipe and a gauge for monitoring pressure. One block was additionally fitted with an
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Figure 7.6: Diagram of the vacuum system configuration.
input pipe for gas delivery. The section of each block directly in front of the end of the
fibre was removed and replaced with a sapphire window, allowing for a clear optical
path for coupling light in and out. One block was designed to connect directly to the
input slit of a spectrometer capable of detection in the mid-IR (Bentham, DTMc300),
allowing for efficient signal collection from the fibre.
A removable fibre holder was included with each block, allowing for the fibre to be
mounted inside the block in a consistent position with each discharge test. A seal
was formed around the outside of the fibre by passing the fibre through a bung inside
the holder, and then compressing it using a screw. The design for the blocks and the
removable fibre holders is shown in Figure 7.7.
The final configuration required a fibre length of 2 m, connected to holders at either
end of the vacuum system in a semi-circle, passing through the Faraday cage, where
a section was stripped of polymer, electrodes applied to the outside, and connected to
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Figure 7.7: Diagram of the removable fibre holders used in the vacuum system.
the RF circuit.

7.4

The Negative Curvature Fibre

The fibre used for this research was a novel negative curvature hollow core fibre (NCF)
developed in 2012 by F. Yu at the University of Bath [16]. Using bandgap guidance,
described earlier in Section 2.5, light is guided along the fibre in a series of bands,
separated by regions of high loss. One band of transmission covers the region from
3 µ to 4 µm, making it ideal for generating and guiding light from high-gain mid-IR
emission lines of noble gases. The mid-IR transmission band of the fibre is shown in
Figure 7.8 a). The attenuation at 3.5 µm is seen to be less than 0.1 dBm−1 , which was
considered low enough to make it appropriate for this research.
The spikes observed in the attenuation curve of Figure 7.8 a) between 3.3 µm and
3.7 µm were noted and explained in the publication presenting this fibre [16]. They are
reported as being the result of trace amounts of chlorine, left over from the fabrication
process of the pure silica glass. The chlorine then slowly out-gases from the glass over
time, occupying the hollow-core as HCl gas. It is the absorption lines of the HCl that
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cause the observed spikes in the loss, and are therefore not “real”, or expected to be
present in a fibre which has been evacuated and filled with a noble gas mixture.
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Figure 7.8: a) Negative curvature fibre attenuation curve for the band covering
3 µ to 4 µm and b) an SEM image of a fibre with the same structure, fabricated
at the University of Bath [16]. A connecting “node” is circled in red.
An SEM of the fibre structure is shown in Figure 7.8 b). The core radius at its narrowest
was measured to be about 96 µm, a curvature of 26−1 µm−1 and an overall outer fibre
diameter of about 350 µm. This placed it at the lower edge of the range of tube inner
diameters used in previous research on this topic [150, 151, 155, 154].
However, it was reported by F. Yu that the fibre suffered from high losses for bend radii
of less than 20 cm. This was the result of the “nodes” connecting the internal capillaries
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of the fibre to each other, as marked in Figure 7.8 b). This made it necessary for the
fibre to be held fixed, and with a minimum radius of curvature of 20 cm, in order
to avoid significant losses in transmission. In the vacuum system described earlier,
the bend radius was set to 50 cm to prevent this problem. Furthermore, care was
taken to keep the fibre in a fixed position during the recording of spectra, to avoid any
fluctuations in the transmitted signal strength.

7.5

Gas Mixtures and Pressures

As described in Section 6.5, noble gas mixtures of HeNe and HeXe were chosen, due to
the presence of several emission lines in the mid-IR range for Ne and Xe which have
previously been reported to have high gain [176, 177, 179, 167].
Gas mixtures of HeXe were used as the lasing medium in several early gas lasers [174,
179, 180], and as described in Chapter 6, Xe has the advantage of having relatively
low contribution to electron temperature, estimated to be of the order of 10,000 K to
15,000 K for the range of pd values given earlier in Figure 6.3. Xe also potentially has
electron collision cross-sections of up to 4 × 10−19 m2 [161], several times larger than
the other noble gases. The emission line at 3.5 µm was expected to have a particularly
high gain based on previous research [182, 179, 167].
As discussed in Chapter 6, the maximum ideal pd value for HeXe is predicted to be
4 mbar mm, which corresponds to a pressure of approximately 40 mbar in this fibre.
However, it may not be possible to maintain a discharge at this pressure using this
equipment. For a narrow-bore RF system operating with HeXe as the discharging gas,
the optimum pressure to initiate and maintain a stable discharge is dependent on the
frequency and amplitude of the RF driving field, as well as the exact dimensions of the
gas cell, and is not easily defined. It was expected that the collision frequency fe of
the electrons in the discharge would be significantly larger than the driving frequency
of 27 MHz, which would result in many collisions per cycle of the field. The electrons
would then undergo a diffusion to the fibre walls. If the field potential was too high, then
the electrons near the walls would be accelerated into the glass to be lost, potentially
damaging the fibre. For this reason it was thought that the pressure increase of the gas
should be made even larger than that needed to maintain the same electron temperature
(see Section 6.3.4). While equation 6.5 shows that a greater pressure would increase
the collision frequency further still, the greater number of atoms would cause more
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collisions per cycle, de-exciting fast electrons more efficiently before they reached the
fibre walls. The presence of He in the gas mixture would also contribute to this deexcitation effect, so gas mixtures with high He content could display more stability.
The gas mixture of HeNe was also used as a discharge medium, due to the emission
line at 3.39 µm which is known to have a high gain [176, 177]. HeNe has been used
extensively in previous research, both in large gas cells and in smaller systems [145, 175,
150]. However, Ne is known to have a higher operating electron temperature than Xe
for a given value of pd, of the order of 40,000 K to 80,000 K from Figure 6.3 shown earlier
in Chapter 6, and a lower collision cross-section of the order of 0.5 × 10−19 m2 [161].
This potentially makes HeNe gas mixtures more unstable in tubes with narrow internal
diameters.
Again, the optimum pressure for discharge initiation and stabilisation for a narrow-bore
RF system using HeNe is not well known, and as with the HeXe mixture, the collision
frequency in HeNe was expected to be much larger than 27 MHz. This, in conjunction
with the higher working electron temperatures of He and Ne, would potentially risk
damage to the walls of the fibre at lower pressures. Therefore, raising the working
pressure of the HeNe mixtures above what would usually be expected would reduce
the electron temperature, potentially minimising any damage as a result of high energy
electrons colliding with the internal walls of the fibre.

7.6

RF Electrical Discharge Initiation, Stabilisation, and
Characteristics

Prior to any attempt at initiating a discharge in the gas, the LC circuit was tuned using
one of the the variable capacitors, adjusted to maximise the amplitude of the output
from the voltage probe. Failure to do this resulted in a weak field being emitted from
the electrodes, and breakdown of the gas would not occur.
As mentioned in Subsection 7.3.2, RF systems using narrow tubes often require a DC
source to initiate the discharge, and the 10 kV variable DC source served that purpose
for the majority of this work. Initial discharges achieved breakdown for a DC potential
of 3 kV to 5 kV, after which the RF field took over. During a discharge, the SWR meters
and matching circuits of the RF system allowed for the measurement and adjustment of
the power reflected backwards, which was minimised in order to increase the strength
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a)

b)

Figure 7.9: a) A short discharge of 9 mm in 125 mbar 5:1 HeNe. b) A similar
short discharge of 13 mm in 100 mbar 2:1 HeXe. In both images, the large
scale units are 1 cm, the DC wire loop is in the centre, with the RF electrodes
at the top, and electrodes were 8 mm wide.
of the RF field at the electrodes.
Electrode separations of a few millimetres achieved breakdowns in both HeXe and
HeNe relatively easily for lower amplifier settings, corresponding to RF field potential
of around 1.4 kV. However, if left at this potential for several seconds, the discharges
were prone to failing and flickering out. This could be overcome with the DC source,
set to only 1 or 2 kV, providing enough of a field to stabilise the discharges for longer
periods. It was found that HeNe discharges had a significantly shorter average lifetime,
rarely more than thirty seconds, compared to HeXe discharges, which could be kept
stable for several minutes at a time. Discharges in pure Xe could also be initiated and
sustained, although this gas mixture often suffered from greater instability than HeXe.
Higher settings on the amplifier, corresponding to RF potentials of up to a maximum
of 2.6 kV, generally improved the stability of the discharges, particularly in HeXe, and
often did not require the DC source to sustain the discharge. Discharges using HeNe
suffered from frequent burn outs at higher amplifier settings, where the fibre physically
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Figure 7.10: A longer discharge of in 125 mbar 7:1 HeNe, where the field
potential is set to a high value of 2500 kV. The large scale units are 1 cm, the
DC wire loop is in the centre, with the RF electrodes at the top, and electrodes
were 8 mm wide.
melted from the heat, although the stability of the discharges was improved if a burn
out did not occur. The problem of fibre burn outs in the system, and the solutions
implemented, are discussed in the next Section.
In attempting to produce longer gas discharges, stabilisation proved more challenging
and required both the RF field and the DC source to be set at larger values. Examples
of discharges in both HeNe and HeXe are shown in Figure 7.9, with Figure 7.9 a)
showing a discharge across two 8 mm electrodes with a separation of 9 mm in 5:1,
125 mbar HeNe, and Figure 7.9 b) showing a discharge across two 8 mm electrodes
with a separation of 13 mm in 2:1, 100 mbar HeXe.
Both discharges show the generation of light continuing right to the ends of the electrodes, before quickly tailing off further along the fibre. This observation was consistent
for RF potentials of 1600 V or more, and discharges were observed to continue beyond
the end of the electrode for the highest RF potentials, as shown in Figure 7.10, suggesting that the breakdown extends along the full length from the start of the first
electrode to the end of the second in those cases. However, discharges such as the one
shown in Figure 7.10 frequently resulted in a burn out after a few seconds.
It was difficult to achieve longer gas discharge lengths in HeNe compared with HeXe
and pure Xe, which displayed different degrees of greater stability. However longer
discharge lengths were desirable, as they would produce a stronger output of optical
signal at the fibre end, which would make detection and analysis of the emission lines
easier. Longer discharges in HeXe of up to 12 mm were achieved, again using the
DC source as an aid for stabilisation, and with the amplifier running at the higher
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Figure 7.11: A longer discharge of in 110 mbar 3:1 HeXe, using three electrodes
where the outer two have matching polarities. The large scale units measure
1 cm apart, the DC wires are at the centre of each separation, and the RF
electrodes are at the top. Electrode widths are 7 mm, 4 mm, and 6 mm, with
separations of 13 mm and 11 mm moving left to right.
RF potentials. To extend the length beyond 25 mm to 30 mm, a third electrode was
added, with the middle electrode having the opposite polarity to the outside two. This
approach has been applied before in RF systems [186]. An example of a discharge of
this type is shown in Figure 7.11, where a HeXe gas mixture of 3:1 at a pressure of
110 mbar is discharging at 2100 kV between three electrodes, with widths of 7 mm,
4 mm, and 6 mm and separations of 13 mm and 11 mm from left to right. This
configuration was found to be hard to maintain in HeXe, frequently flickering out after
several seconds, and was less successful in HeNe, where discharges would not initiate
at all.
The difficulty in stabilising HeNe discharges compared to HeXe discharges is likely to be
due to the lower electron collision cross-sections for He and Ne, which required higher
than normal pressures to compensate and initiate the discharge. However, equation 6.5
shows that this higher pressure results in a higher collision frequency, and therefore a
faster rate of diffusion of electrons to the walls of the fibre, where there is then a
greater rate of loss. The higher electron loss rate then results in a failure to maintain
the discharge, causing it to flicker out, or for higher field strengths the number of
electron collisions increasingly damages the fibre walls, resulting in a burn out [148].
The same effect was far less pronounced in the HeXe mixtures, where the high electron
collision cross-section of Xe meant that large pressures were not required to initiate
a discharge. This kept the electron loss rate low and therefore stability was easier
to achieve. The presence of He in the gas mixture served as an aid to stability by
elastically and inelastically colliding with the faster electrons before they diffused to
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the walls of the fibre. In pure Xe mixtures the larger cross-section again aided stability,
but lacked the stabilising effect from the He, and so those gas discharges displayed
higher instability than the HeXe discharges.

7.7

Heat Management

As mentioned in the previous Section, a high rate of electron collisions with the walls
of the fibre often resulted in damage and the burn out of the discharge as the fibre
structure melted. Microscope images of a fibre damaged in this way are shown in
Figure 7.12. Here it is clear that the fibre structure has been destroyed by the heat
from the discharge over a relatively large region, rather than a short, clean break in the
fibre at a specific point. As discussed earlier, this was found to be a far more common
problem in HeNe discharges compared with HeXe or pure Xe discharges.

100μm

Figure 7.12: Microscope images of the melted fibre after a burn out. The
damaged region is circled in red.
This burn out problem was most common when the RF field potential was at its higher
values, 2 kV and above. However, this level of field potential was necessary to maintain
discharges beyond a certain length. Any lower field setting resulted in flickering and
instability of the discharge. Therefore a solution to the build up of heat in the fibre
walls was needed.
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Figure 7.13: Diagram or image of the fan on the outside of the Faraday cage.
One possible solution was to alter the electrical setup of the experiment in order to
raise the driving frequency of the field closer to the collision frequency. This would
shorten the path length of the electrons and the number of collisions per field cycle,
minimising the effect of the diffusion of the electrons to the walls of the fibre. However,
this would be expensive, requiring a replacement of most of the electrical components
with equipment which could operate in the GHz range.
Therefore a second solution was implemented to minimise the heat damage. This
involved introducing a method of cooling the fibre and dissipating the heat, simply by
attaching a fan to the outside of the Faraday cage. This ensured a continuous flow
of air could move over the fibre, acting to mitigate the build up of heat in the fibre
between the electrodes, as shown in Figure 7.13.
This simple solution was very effective for both pure Xe and HeXe mixtures, and
helped to lessen the problem in HeNe mixtures, allowing for longer and more stable
discharges. However, HeNe discharges still suffered from this problem at the highest
RF field potential, and instabilities in the discharge remained even if burn outs no
longer occurred.
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7.8

Gas Pressure and Breakdown Voltage

As mentioned earlier in Section 7.5, the optimum gas pressure for discharge stability
in RF systems with sub-millimetre internal diameters depends on the frequency and
amplitude of the driving field, as well as the dimensions of the gas cell and the purity
of the gas mixture.
In order to understand the ideal gas parameters for this system, an investigation was
carried out recording the minimum RF field potentials necessary to initiate and sustain
the discharge for a range of different ratios and pressures. In each case the field was
initiated by the DC source, which was subsequently turned off, leaving the RF field
to maintain the discharge. If the discharge did not fail within a few seconds, and
remained steady for more than ten seconds without flickering, it was judged to be
“stable” and the potential recorded. For each discharge the electrodes were of a fixed
size and separation, and when they needed replacing, such as after a burn out, the
same configuration was replicated.
After a series of different field potentials were recorded for given pressures and ratios
of HeNe and HeXe, conclusions could be made as to the ideal gas mixture pressure and
ratio based on the stability of the discharge. Notably, significant variations in potentials
were observed over multiple discharges at the same given gas pressures and mixtures.
This is likely to be due to small uncontrollable variations in other parameters, such
as the exact electrode size, how closely the electrodes were wrapped around the fibre,
the purity of the gas mixture, and the precise current flow along the discharge. As
mentioned earlier, unfortunately RF systems are unable to directly monitor current,
making comparisons of the dynamics of different discharges difficult.

7.8.1

HeXe: 5 mm Separation Discharges, Large He Content

The data for a range of pressures is shown in Figure 7.14, for ratios of 100:1, 50:1 and
25:1 of HeXe. Mixtures with a high He content were initially chosen in the belief that
the He would aid the stability of the discharge, as shown in previous work [174, 179,
184, 189] and discussed earlier in Section 7.5. The electrodes chosen in each case were
5 mm wide, with a separation of 5 mm, so the total discharge length was 15 mm.
The high ratios of HeXe are shown to generally require higher potentials over a broad
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range of pressures, with 100:1 only working in the range from 150 mbar to 350 mbar. At
the low end of this pressure range the required field was high, dropping slightly in the
mid range around 253 mbar, and rising again at the higher pressures up to 350 mbar.
Above and below these pressure limits the discharge failed to fire for any field potential,
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or resulted in a fibre burn out.
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Figure 7.14: The minimum field potentials needed to sustain a HeXe discharge
for a range of different gas ratios and pressures. Ratios of HeXe shown are
100:1 (red), 50:1 (blue), 25:1 (green). Electrodes were 5 mm wide with a
separation of 5 mm.
The same behaviour is observed in the 50:1 and 25:1 data, with the difference that the
lower ratios required increasingly lower potentials to remain stable. This appears to
show a trend towards gas mixtures with a higher proportion of Xe discharging more
easily, and is in keeping with some of the previous research carried out on HeXe gas
lasers, where the working ratios are around 20:1 or below [174, 179, 151].

7.8.2

HeXe: 10 mm Separation Discharges, Low He Content

To investigate how far this trend progressed, and if discharges could be sustained over
longer lengths of fibre, additional data was taken for gas mixtures with a larger Xe
content, over a electrode separation of 10 mm. This resulted in a total discharge
length of 20 mm, including the 5 mm electrodes. The same procedure was followed as
previously, with the DC source initiating the breakdown before being turned off, and
the discharge needing to be sustained for at least ten seconds before being considered
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Figure 7.15: The minimum field potentials needed to sustain a HeXe discharge
for gas ratios containing a greater proportion of Xe. Ratios of HeXe shown
are 20:1 (red), 15:1 (blue), 10:1 (green), 4:1 (purple), and pure Xe (yellow).
Electrodes were 5 mm wide with a separation of 10 mm.
“stable”.
Figure 7.15 shows the resulting data points for HeXe gas ratios of 20:1, 15:1, 10:1, 4:1,
and pure Xe. Again, the minimum field potentials recorded generally fell as the Xe
content increased. In addition, the minimum pressure at which a discharge could be
sustained was also observed to generally fall with rising Xe content. This can potentially
be explained by the higher ionisation efficiency of Xe compared with He, and the larger
collisional cross-section of Xe, which could result in a higher electron production rate
in mixtures with a greater proportion of Xe.
However, an increase in instability was observed in the pure Xe discharges, which
frequently failed sooner than those with some content of He, and were also highly
prone to burn outs at pressures above 150 mbar to 200 mbar. This is likely to be
due to the absence of the He to act as a stabiliser, through the de-excitation of fast
electrons.
Discharges in HeXe over even longer lengths of fibre also appear to be possible from
this data, given the relatively low field levels required for these ratios, compared with
the maximum available field potential of the system.
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7.8.3

HeNe: 5 mm Separation Discharges, Low He Content

A similar investigation was then carried out using HeNe gas mixtures, starting with
ratios closer to those used in previous research on narrow diameter gas discharges [150,
145]. The same procedure and criteria were applied to the discharges as in the HeXe
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case, using an electrode size and separation of 5 mm and 10 mm respectively.
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Figure 7.16: The minimum field potentials needed to sustain a HeNe discharge
for a range of gas ratios and pressures. Ratios of HeNe shown are 20:1 (red),
15:1 (blue), 10:1 (green), and 4:1 (yellow). Electrodes were 5 mm wide with a
separation of 10 mm.
Figure 7.16 shows the resulting data for HeNe gas mixtures, using ratios of 20:1, 15:1,
10:1, and 4:1. The same trends seen in the HeXe data are also present for HeNe, with
a generally falling field potential for greater proportions of Ne. Higher pressures were
far more likely to suffer a burn out for mixtures with less He, again possibly due to the
stabilising effect of He in those gas mixtures.
The minimum field potential needed to sustain a discharge again appears to generally
increase with pressure, until discharges either did not occur or became highly unstable.
At lower pressures the necessary potential again tended to be high or discharges would
not initiate, often flashing briefly without becoming stable.
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7.9

Concluding Discharge Initiation and Stabilisation

To conclude, discharges were achieved in HeXe and HeNe gas mixtures for a range of
ratios and pressures. It was found that pressures of at least 100 mbar were required to
initiate and maintain a discharge for both HeXe and HeNe. Both gas mixtures suffered
burn outs and instability at higher pressures and failed to start at lower pressures,
despite larger field potentials.
The relatively high pressures needed to initiate discharges with this system resulted in
working pd values which were higher than in previous research, ranging from approximately 5 mbar mm to 33 mbar mm for HeXe and 5 mbar mm to 40 mbar mm for
HeNe. Considering the ratios used at these pd values, this corresponds to approximate
theoretical electron temperatures ranging from 15,000 K to 20,000 K for HeXe mixtures, and 35,000 K to 90,000 K for HeNe mixtures [147]. Previous work has operated
gas lasers using these noble gases with more conventional pd values of 2.7 mbar mm
to 8 mbar mm [150, 151], which have theoretical electron temperatures of 15,000 K to
20,000 K and 80,000 K to 130,000 K in HeXe and HeNe respectively. Unfortunately,
the necessary operating pressures in this RF driven system results in a range of pd
values which are likely to be higher than the ideal values predicted earlier in Chapter 6
of less than 4 mbar mm to maximise the collision cross-section of Xe.
HeXe was observed to be relatively easy to initiate for ratios of under 15:1, with the
minimum sustainable pressure dropping to under 100 mbar for pure Xe. Discharges
of 10 mm in length could be sustained for several minutes without significant fluctuations in stability for HeXe, although discharges of pure Xe displayed higher levels of
instability in comparison.
The general behaviour of the HeNe discharges was frequently quite unstable compared
to those of HeXe. While discharges in HeXe could be maintained for several minutes,
HeNe discharges often failed to last as long. This comparatively short lifetime made it
difficult to record output spectra from the HeNe discharges.

7.10

HeXe and Pure Xe Gas Discharge Spectra

Having achieved discharges in HeXe which were stable for several minutes, spectra of
the emitted photons could be recorded from the output at the end of the fibre.
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The output block containing one fibre holder, described earlier in Section 7.3.5, could
be attached directly to a spectrometer, with the signal emitted from the fibre coupling
out of the sealed block through a sapphire window. This allowed the spectra generated
from the discharge to be recorded.
Several mixtures and pressures were used to generate and record HeXe spectra. However, even in the most stable HeXe discharges, it was found it be difficult to reliably
record spectra before a discharge would fail. Therefore, a systematic study of the various mixture ratios, pressures, and discharge lengths was not practically attainable using
this RF excitation approach. Instead, several different combinations were recorded to
ascertain if any produced noticeably more signal than others.

7.10.1

5:1 HeXe 128 mbar Discharge, 5 mm Separation

The spectra from a discharge of 5:1 HeXe, at a pressure of 128 mbar, were recorded for
several potentials using the spectrometer and are shown in Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.17: The spectrum between 3050 nm and 3550 nm recorded from a 5:1
HeXe discharge at 128 mBar, for field potentials of 1.53 kV (blue), 1.88 kV
(red), and 2.05 kV (green). The spectrometer resolution was set to 10 nm.
Electrodes were 5 mm wide with a separation of 5 mm.
Only the field potential was changed between each recording, with the fibre, electrodes,
and gas mixture remaining the same in each case. The spectrum clearly shows a series
of peaks, located at 3105 nm, 3270 nm, 3370 nm, and 3500 nm with two more possible
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peaks at 3160 nm and 3425 nm. These all correspond to known lines of Xe located
to within a few nanometres of each recorded peak [182], verifying that the Xe in the
discharge is emitting photons which are coupling into and being guided by the fibre.
The emission spectra for the RF field potentials of 1.53 kV, 1.88 kV, and 2.05 kV
all show the same emission lines, with a noticeable increase in each of the 3105 nm,
3270 nm, 3370 nm and the 3500 nm lines in each case. The large spectrometer resolution
of 10 nm was chosen due to the lifetime of the discharge and the time taken by the
spectrometer to record the spectra.

7.10.2

Pure Xe 110 mbar Discharge, 5 mm Separation

Discharge spectra were also recorded for pure Xe gas mixtures for field potentials of
1.51 kV and 1.91 kV, at a pressure of 110 mbar, and are shown in Figure 7.18. As
before, the fibre and gas mixture was the same for each recorded spectra, only the field
potential was increased. The electrode configuration also remained the same as for the
5:1 HeXe mixture data shown earlier in Figure 7.17, being 5 mm wide electrodes with
a separation of 5 mm. The choice of 10 nm as the spectrometer resolution is again due
to the short lifetime of the discharge.
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Figure 7.18: The spectrum between 3050 nm and 3550 nm recorded from a
pure Xe discharge at 110 mBar, for field potentials of 1.51 kV (blue), and
1.91 kV (red), and a spectrometer resolution of 10 nm. Electrodes were 5 mm
wide with a separation of 5 mm.
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Both spectra again show the same distinctive peaks as in the 5:1 HeXe data, with
strong emissions at 3105 nm, 3270 nm, 3370 nm, and 3500 nm. When the signal
strength above the noise for each line is compared with the 5:1 HeXe data, marginally
more light is observed at 3105 nm and 3500 nm, with approximately the same signal
strength at 3270 nm and 3370 nm. This difference in signal strength is small enough
to be within the discharge-to-discharge variation, preventing any conclusions regarding
the effect the proportion of He in the gas might have on the line emission strength.

7.10.3

1:1 HeXe 125 mbar Discharge, 12 mm Separation

In order to generate and collect a larger signal, several spectra were taken for a longer
discharge of 1:1 HeXe at a pressure of 125 mbar. The electrodes for this set of discharge
data were 10 mm and 6 mm wide, with a separation of 12 mm, producing a total
discharge length of 32 mm. Data was recorded for field potentials of 1.75 kV, 2.15 kV,
and 2.38 kV, and the recorded spectra are shown in Figure 7.19.
The general signal strengths for all three spectra are noticeably larger than for the
shorter discharge lengths shown in Figures 7.17 and 7.18. However, while the 3270 nm,
3370 nm, and 3500 nm lines are observed to have increased by around a factor of two,
the 3105 nm line appears to have remained at approximately the same strength as the
discharge length is doubled. This could be due to the fact that the pd value was greater
than optimum for the gain on this line, affecting the collision cross-section and limiting
the excitation rate of the 3105 nm line.
As the potential is increased, the emission strength is again observed to rise on all lines,
albeit by a different amount for each peak. The 3500 nm line, already the strongest
line, increases the most, followed by the 3370 nm line. Small increases in 3105 nm and
3270 nm are also observed.
The image of the discharge shown in Figure 7.19 b), also appears to show the length
of the discharge extending out beyond the electrode on one side. This is potentially
the result of fast electrons being accelerated by the field beyond the electrode, colliding
with Xe atoms and emitting photons as in the region between electrodes. As mentioned
earlier, this effect was only observed for the higher field potentials, such as 2.38 kV
for the example shown in Figure 7.19 b), therefore supporting the possible explanation
concerning fast electrons collisions beyond the electrodes.
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Figure 7.19: a) The spectrum between 3050 nm and 3550 nm recorded from a
1:1 HeXe discharge at 125 mBar, for field potentials of 1.75 kV (blue), 2.15 kV
(red), and 2.38 kV (green), at a spectrometer resolution of 10 nm. Electrodes
were 10 mm wide with a separation of 12 mm. b) An image of the discharge at
a field potential of 2.38 kV, showing the discharge length to be approximately
50 mm in length.

7.10.4

Comparing Gas Mixtures and Signal Strengths

The signal strength data from Figures 7.17, 7.18, and 7.19 can now be plotted and
directly compared. Figure 7.20 shows the maximum signal recorded at each discharge
voltage for each of the major peaks in the earlier spectra.
Comparing this data allows for some conclusions to be drawn regarding the effect from
the variation of the Xe partial pressure, the total gas mixture pressure, the electrode
size, the electrode separation, and the discharge voltage, on the strength of the emission
signal.
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Figure 7.20: The data from Figures 7.17, 7.18, and 7.19, consolidated and
plotted as the detected signal strengths for the discharge voltages applied. The
gas mixtures, electrode size, and electrode separations shown are 128 mbar 5:1
HeXe with 5 mm sized electrodes and 5 mm separation (blue), 110 mbar pure
Xe with 5 mm sized electrodes and 5 mm separation (red), 125 mbar 1:1 HeXe
with 10 mm sized electrodes and 12 mm separation (green). The wavelengths
shown are 3100 nm (diamonds), 3270 nm (triangles), 3370 nm (circles), and
3500 nm (squares).
Figure 7.20 shows that in all the discharges there is a clear increase in detected signal for
each increase in voltage. This is most prominent on the 3370 nm (circles) and 3500 nm
(squares) lines, which are also the lines with the highest overall signal strengths. This
relationship is unsurprising, since it is already understood that the voltage of the RF
field is coupling to the Xe gas and causing it to breakdown into a discharge, therefore
an increase in the field voltage would be expected to increase the population of excited
Xe atoms, and in turn the number of photon emissions. It is also unsurprising that the
3370 nm and 3500 nm lines are the most sensitive to changes in the RF field potential,
as they are already the strongest emission lines, suggesting the upper levels of those
transitions are excited relatively easily by the field. These are also the lines expected
to display the higher amounts of gain [182, 179, 183, 150], which is also as a result of
the large population inversion achieved by efficient excitation of their upper states.
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The three data sets also use different partial pressures of Xe and total pressures, 16%
of 128 mbar (blue), 100% of 110 mbar (red), and 50% of 125 mbar (green). Previous
research has suggested that the presence of helium in the gas mixture increases the
resulting gain [148], but this may not be reflected in the initial signal strength of the
different peaks. As the overall pressure is increased, more Xe atoms are available to
be excited and so more photons are emitted. However, as discussed in Chapter 6,
increasing the pressure alters the electron temperature Te , which in turn affects the
resulting collision cross-section and the gain. In addition, the contribution of He to
the gas mixture acts to increase Te , and therefore its absence results in an effective Te
which is lower than ideal for Xe. These elements might explain why the data points
for the 100 mbar pure Xe are generally lower than the other two sets, despite having a
much higher degree of Xe present.
The size and separation of the electrodes appear to each affect the signal strength
differently. It is clear from equation 7.3 that the 10 mm long electrodes used in the
125 mbar 1:1 data, being twice the length of the other two data sets, would operate with
twice the capacitance. However, to ensure that the LC circuit had a resonant frequency
of 27 MHz, the variable capacitors were adjusted to compensate for this increased
contribution to the capacitance of the circuit from the longer electrodes. Therefore,
the only possible practical benefit of the longer electrodes could be to increase the
contact area with the fibre, and minimise any micro-gaps between the electrode and
the silica glass. Unsurprisingly, the separation of the electrodes appears to have a more
direct effect on the signal. As expected, the longer the discharge, the more signal is
generally detected across all lines, as shown by the 125 mbar 1:1 data, which has a
separation of 12 mm. However, the separation increase from 5 mm to 12 mm does not
appear to simply increase the signal by a proportional amount. This could possibly be
the result of the different amount of Xe present in the gas mixture for this data set
compared with the two other data sets, or the result of variations between data sets
in the loss caused by the high bend sensitivity of the fibre, despite best efforts to keep
the fibre straight and level between the breakdown regions and the spectrometer.
Overall, it is hard to draw specific conclusions as to the relationship between the signal
strength and the gas mixture, partial Xe pressure, and electrode separation. The fact
that the detected signal strength will vary to some degree due to fibre bend losses, and
the inability of this method to measure the true current density in the fibre for each
breakdown, are also sources of uncertainty.
The short discharge lengths achieved using the RF excitation approach, in addition to
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these uncertainties regarding the different gas mixtures, could be made less significant
by the detection of high gain on the 3500 nm emission line, as expected from previous
research. In this case, short discharge lengths could prove to be sufficiently long to detect such high gain, and hence allow for a more precise understanding of the breakdown
characteristics. Therefore, an experiment was designed to perform a gain measurement
on the lines over this wavelength range.

7.11

HeXe Gain Measurement

Having detected several spectra from discharges of pure Xe and HeXe of up to 12 mm
in separation, a measurement was made to determine the extent of the gain on the
detected lines.
In order to carry out the measurement, it was necessary for a second Xe discharge to
be generated inside the fibre, further separated along the fibre with respect to the first.
This would allow for spectra to be recorded from each of the Xe sources separately,
and compared to the signal that resulted from both sources emitting simultaneously.
When one discharge was active, light would be generated and guided along the fibre
to the spectrometer as usual, so two spectra could be taken, one for each discharge.
When both discharges were active simultaneously, light generated in one discharge
would propagate through the other before arriving at the spectrometer. This would
result in some degree of amplified spontaneous emission, which in the presence of gain
on an emission line would show a total signal strength which was larger than the sum of
the individual signals from each discharge. By keeping the positioning of the fibre the
same for each discharge combination, the loss would be expected to remain constant
and therefore not affect the gain measurement. Experimentally this required a second
set of RF equipment and a second LC resonant circuit, identical to the one used to
generate discharges up to this point, which would generate a second discharge further
along the fibre.
Figure 7.21 shows the experimental layout for the gain measurement, including the
two discharges, each inside a separate Faraday cage. Because each circuit would be
emitting an RF signal which was very close to the same frequency, the second cage was
built, made of the same steel sheeting as the original cage and to the same design. This
shielded the two RF sources from each other as well as from the wider environment.
In addition, the two channels on the CB radio chosen as the sources for the RF signals
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were detuned as far from each other as possible to minimise interference which would
affect the gain measurement. This detuning could be compensated for using the LC
circuits, ensuring the RF field potential was undiminished inside the fibre.

NCF
Fibre
RF Source
& Amplifier

RF Source
& Amplifier

LC
Circuit

LC
Circuit
Spectrometer

Figure 7.21: The experimental setup of the gain measurement, with two RF
sources and a dividing wall inside the Faraday cage.
It was experimentally verified that the shielding between RF sources was sufficient, and
that any interference was minimal. One RF source was switched on and the voltage
probe was monitored through an oscilloscope as the second source was switched on.
The amplitude and stability of the waveform on the oscilloscope was observed to remain
unchanged as each of the circuits was tested.
The first discharge length consisted of 7 mm wide electrodes separated by a gap of
10 mm, resulting in a total discharge length of 24 mm. The second discharge length
consisted of 8 mm electrodes separated by 13 mm, making a total discharge length of
29 mm. The gas chosen was 120 mbar of pure Xe, and was kept in the fibre for both
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Figure 7.22: The spectra generated inside the fibre by each of the discharges
individually, compared with the spectra generated by both discharges active
simultaneously. Discharge 1 (blue) operated at a potential of 1.22 kV, while
discharge 2 (red) operated at a potential of 1.48 kV. Both discharges running
simultaneously (green) were at the same field potentials as in the individual
cases. The spectrometer resolution was set to 2 nm, with a slit width of 10 nm.
the individual discharges and the simultaneous discharge.
The results of the gain measurement are shown in Figure 7.22. Discharge 1 operated
at a potential of 1.22 kV, while discharge 2 operated at a potential of 1.48 kV. These
RF field potentials were the same in both individual and simultaneous cases. Again
the four peaks at 3105 nm, 3270 nm, 3370 nm, and 3500 nm are observed, with weaker
emissions again observed around 3160 nm and 3425 nm. The height of the 3105 nm
peak in both of the individual lines is again observed to be relatively strong compared
to all but the 3500 nm line, as was seen earlier in Figure 7.18. The third spectrum,
showing the signal from both discharges simultaneously, is significantly larger on all
lines for the length increase from 24 mm and 29 mm to 53 mm.
The maximum signal strengths for each peak of the three spectra are plotted in Figure 7.23, allowing for a direct analysis of any potential gain on the detected Xe emission
lines. The 3105 nm line (shown in blue) has a maximum signal value of 0.729 nA, which
is 0.027 nA, or about 3.5%, less than the sum of the individual maxima. The noise for
these spectra is observed to be of the order of 0.1 nA, placing this difference within the
noise band, possibly indicating a small amount of either absorption or gain over this
short increase in length. The line at 3270 nm (shown in green) has a maximum signal
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Figure 7.23: The maximum signal detected for each major emission wavelength, comparing each discharge individually (diamonds) with both discharges
together (circles). The sum of the signal strengths for discharge 1 and discharge 2, and therefore the threshold for detecting any gain, is shown as a
dotted line for each wavelength. The detected signal strengths for the individual discharges on the 3270 nm line were very similar, both being around
0.158 nA, and therefore effectively overlap.
of 0.301 nA, which is 0.013 nA, or about 4.3%, less than the sum of the individual
signals. This is again within the noise band, and so does not reveal much regarding the
gain on this line. The maximum signal strength for the 3370 nm peak (shown in red) is
0.641 nA, which is again short of the individual sum by 0.015 nA, or about 2.3%, and
again within the noise band of 0.1 nA. Finally, the signal at 3500 nm (shown in purple)
is 1.012 nA, which is 0.028 nA, or about 2.8%, above the sum of the individual signals at
the same wavelength, which is again within the variation of the noise. It is also notable
that the signal strength of each peak was expected to display some variation between
discharges, and is therefore another possible reason for the small discrepancy between
the expected signal strength and the detected signal for both discharge lengths.
This suggests that for an increase in discharge length from 24 mm and 29 mm to a
length of 53 mm, there is not enough gain or absorption on these lines to be statistically
significant or conclusive. If longer discharges could be sustained, and therefore stronger
signals recorded from the emission lines, then the noise uncertainty could be removed
and a clearer assessment of the gain for each line could be made.
It is also notable that while every effort was made to ensure that each discharge behaved
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the same way both times they were initiated, there would inevitably have been some
small differences in the signal strengths from discharge to discharge. These differences
could have been the result of heating in the LC circuits, a small degree of leakage
through the dividing wall from one side of the Faraday cage to the other, or small
changes in the field potential as a result of fluctuations in the 400 W amplifiers. Even
if these changes were small, they could counteract or conceal the extent of any gain
over such a short length increase.

7.12

Summary and Conclusions

To conclude, it has been shown in previous research that noble gas lasers with a reduced
internal diameters display higher gain [179, 167, 149, 150, 151, 148]. With this relationship in mind, a 27 MHz RF system was constructed using a CB radio as a source.
An LC circuit was connected to the system and used to deliver a maximum potential
of 2.6 kV to two electrodes wrapped around the outside of a hollow negative curvature
fibre with a core diameter of 96 µm. The fibre core could be evacuated using a vacuum
system, and gas mixtures of HeNe or HeXe could be introduced at a chosen pressure.
A DC source was used to emit a field of up to 10 kV to initiate a gas breakdown within
the fibre, which was then maintained using the RF field. Light generated between 3 µm
and 3.5 µm by the emission lines of the gas species, were guided along the fibre with
an attenuation of 0.1 dBkm−1 , to be emitted from the fibre ends.
An investigation was carried out to find the optimum range of HeNe and HeXe gas
ratios and pressures to achieve stable breakdowns. It was found in each case that the
range of pressures over which stable discharges could be achieved was greater than the
ideal maximum pressure of approximately 4 mbar mm, suggested earlier in Chapter 6.
This was probably due to the chosen operating frequency for the RF system being
significantly lower than the collision frequency of the electrons in the gas, resulting in
a high rate of loss of the free electrons through diffusion to the fibre walls.
The light that was generated by the gas and guided in the fibre could be coupled out
of the vacuum system through a sapphire window, and collected by a spectrometer,
allowing for spectra to be recorded. A range of gas mixtures and pressures were chosen,
rather than a more detailed systematic approach, due to the general difficulty in consistently initiating and maintaining discharges for the time required to record spectra.
Spectra were recorded for several HeXe gas mixtures, pressures, and discharge lengths;
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5:1 HeXe at 128 mbar over 15 mm, pure Xe at 110 mbar over 15 mm, and 1:1 HeXe
at 125 mbar over 28 mm. No HeNe gas discharge spectra were recorded, due to the
long term instability in even the most stable of the HeNe discharges. Xe lines were
detected at 3105 nm, 3270 nm, 3370 nm, and 3500 nm in all spectra. The strength
of the detected lines generally increased with field potential as expected, but were observed to vary with discharge ratio. The emission at 3105 nm was seen to remain at
approximately the same strength when the discharge length was increased by 13 mm
in the 5:1 HeXe spectra, shown in Figure 7.19. This could be attributed to the line
exhibiting poor gain for this value of pd, due to a low excitation rate of the upper level
for the 3105 nm transition. The 3500 nm line was shown to be the strongest of the
lines observed, followed by the 3370 nm line. It was expected from prior research that
the 3500 nm line has the highest gain over this wavelength range, potentially as high
as 60 dBm−1 [179, 167].
The peak signal strengths and field potentials for each of the emission lines of the
recorded spectra were plotted together for comparison. The signal strength for the
3370 nm and 3500 nm lines were observed to be the most sensitive to the field potential applied to the fibre, and is attributed to the efficient excitation of the upper states
for those lines by the RF field. It was observed that the pure Xe discharge showed
noticeably less signal than the HeXe mixtures, despite having more Xe. This is interpreted as being due to the lower electron temperature Te in the gas, which reduced the
collision cross-section of the Xe and therefore reduced the strength of the resulting signal. The presence of He in the mixture acts to raise Te to a point where the Xe collision
cross-section is larger, and a stronger signal is emitted across all lines. The size of the
electrodes were not expected to directly affect the signal strength, but could potentially
aid the discharge in achieving breakdown through better contact with the fibre. The
separation distance between the electrodes was expected to increase the signal as a
result of more excited Xe atoms in the larger discharging portion of fibre. However,
this was not observed to be a proportional increase compared with the shorter discharge lengths at similar field potentials. This was attributed to the variation between
discharges in the fibre loss from bending, making any conclusions regarding possible
gain based on the comparison difficult.
The equipment was therefore modified to carry out a gain measurement on the observed
Xe lines. The spectra from two discharges, first separately and the together, were
recorded and analysed. It was found that the signal strengths on all lines did not
suggest significant gain, falling within the noise band of ± 0.1 nA in all cases. This is
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likely to be the result of the short lengths of the discharges, which generated relatively
weak signals with respect to the noise. In order for clear gain to be measured over
these length scales, the gain would have to be at least 10 dBm−1 , which given the
high operating pressures, is possibly unlikely. This is because the higher pressures of
100 mbar or more needed to sustain discharges in this system also increased the pd
value to around 9.6 mbar mm, and therefore reduced the electron temperature. At a
reduced value of Te , the collision cross-section in Xe is reduced, and is no longer the
optimum for significant gain, despite the reduced internal diameter of the gas cell, and
therefore a lower value of the gain would be expected.
Possible solutions to this problem which allow the pressure of the discharge to be lower,
and therefore optimised for gain, include the increase of the RF driving frequency
from 27 MHz to a value closer to the collision frequency. This would prevent the
free electrons from diffusing to the walls of the gas cell over one cycle, reducing the
electron loss rate. Lower stable pressures could then be accessed, where the gain
is higher and more clearly detectable in short discharges. An alternative solution
would be to achieve longer discharges, so any relationship between length and signal
strength, which indicates gain, would be more obvious. However, this was found to
be difficult using this system, as instabilities in the discharge became larger as the
discharge length was increased. One configuration which was attempted was to connect
multiple electrodes along the fibre, alternating in polarity, similar to a configuration
previously demonstrated [186, 150]. However, this was also found to be difficult to
initiate, often being unstable and frequently led to burn outs.
Finally, an alternative which could potentially solve all the problems described would
be to instead use a DC excitation system. While this would require the direct exposure
of the gas to the electrodes emitting the field, it would remove the electron diffusion
and burn out problems, increasing the stability and allowing for lower pressures to be
used to achieve a more optimum pd value. This increased stability could also allow for
longer discharges to be achieved, and relatively recent work has demonstrated discharge
lengths in narrow capillaries of up to 26.2 cm are possible [155]. The electrical equipment would be far simpler, not requiring any resonant tuning or impedance matching.
Additionally, the current density could be directly measured in a DC discharge, allowing
for a more detailed understanding of the discharge dynamics.
For these reasons, further research towards a fibre gas discharge laser replaced the RF
source with a DC source. The details and results of that research are the subject of
Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8

Fibre Gas Discharge Lasers: A
DC Excitation Method
8.1

Introduction

The work described in this Chapter was presented at the Conference on Lasers and
Electro-Optics (CLEO) 2014 as a post-deadline paper (see Publications and Conference
Presentations 3), and at the Speciality Optical Fibres and Applications conference
(SOF) 2014 (see Publications and Conference Presentations 4).
This Chapter continues the work aimed at developing a fibre based gas laser. Earlier in
Chapter 7, an RF field was used as the source of excitation to induce the gas breakdown
inside the fibre. This approach was found to suffer from several experimental difficulties,
including complex electrical equipment, an inability to directly monitor the current in
a breakdown, short discharge lengths, and a high level of instabilities. In this Chapter
the more conventional DC excitation method is used, where these previous difficulties
are overcome.
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8.2

Approach

As described in Chapter 6, the DC excitation method requires the electrodes to be
directly exposed to the gas inside the fibre. This approach was previously rejected due
to the perceived difficulties of meeting this requirement, either by drilling holes in the
fibre to allow electrode access, or by placing the electrodes at the end of the fibre while
leaving the optical path clear.
However research using an RF excitation highlighted a number of unforeseen difficulties. As discussed earlier in Chapter 6, electron temperatures are higher in RF driven
discharges for small gas envelopes, resulting in an increased number of fast electron
wall collisions, which can cause catastrophic fibre damage. Such damage was experimentally observed in the internal structure of the fibre in Figure 7.12. Additional
problems were encountered due to the unreliability of the electronics and their lack of
current control, and furthermore, very short discharge lengths made any sort of gain
measurement difficult.
The experimental approach of recent research [154, 155] was considered. In both these
publications by Shi et al., discharges of up to 26.2 cm in neutral noble gases were
achieved in straightened tubes with an inner diameter of 260 µm, using the DC excitation method with breakdown voltages of the order of 10 kV. This is significantly lower
than previously thought necessary using a pair of electrodes at each end of a waveguide.
Flash glow discharges of 2.9 cm in length were also observed in straight discharge tubes
with a diameter as small as 20 µm, but could not be sustained. The choice of electrode
configuration in this work was also considered to be excessively far from the fibre, which
added an unnecessarily large cathode and anode voltage drop to the discharge voltage,
suggesting the breakdown voltage could be lowered further still. The choice of gases,
Ar and He, was not ideal for electrical discharges in tubes with small diameters, both
having a higher electron temperature than other noble gases available. In addition,
it was recognised that a DC system would allow for a high degree of precise current
control, which was a central problem to the RF excitation work.
Chapter 6 highlights the work published in 1973 at Bell Labs by Smith et al. [151], where
a gas mixture of He and Xe isotopes was used in a short, narrow capillary waveguide to
form a gas laser at 3.5 µm. Gain measurements at this wavelength suggested a peak for
HeXe mixtures of 5:1, at pressures of approximately 6.5 Torr (approximately 8.7 mbar)
in a specially-straightened tube with an inner diameter of 250 µm. The principle of
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preserving the pd value to maintain the same electron temperature in the discharge
for a given gas mixture, and therefore the optimum gain, allows for an estimation of
the pressure need when working with a negative curvature fibre of a smaller diameter.
However, the gases used in the work by Smith et al. were particular isotopes, and so
some variation when using the equivalent natural noble gases was expected. This would
arise from the increased mass of the atomic ion species and the resulting change to the
positive ion mobility, which in turn could affect the general stability and dynamics of
the discharge.
It was believed that the experimental approach of recent research [154, 155] could be
perfected, while the earlier work by Smith et al. [151] could provide a reasonable starting
point for choosing HeXe gas mixtures and pressures. Working on the basis of the results
of these publications, it was hypothesised that a system could be built around a negative
curvature PCF to deliver long, stable discharges, allowing for simpler spectra detection
and greater ease in investigating the length dependences of the discharge.

8.3

Electrical Setup

The electrical setup required for the DC approach was simpler than that used in the
RF system, and is shown in Figure 8.1. A variable 40 kV DC supply (UltraVolt, 40A
series), rated to a maximum current of 0.75 mA, was used as a source. The supply
provided output ports from which the current and the supply output voltage could be
monitored and recorded through data logging software.
The supply was then connected to a series of high resistance boxes, each made up of
a number of individual 1 MΩ resistors, rated to 750 V and 3 W, connected in series.
The use of many 1 MΩ resistors rather than a smaller number with larger values
was to spread the maximum 40 kV load voltage so the total potential across any one
resistor was never more than 730 V, limiting the minimum resistance to 55 MΩ. The
resistors allowed for the current of the system to be regulated through the variable
supply voltage and the choice of resistance boxes used, and functioned as a ballast
resistor for the discharges. Four resistance boxes were constructed, each with different
resistance values, allowing for different combinations to be used in order to vary the
range of discharge currents available. The boxes were filled with potting compound
to prevent arcing between resistors, and served to prevent any breakages in the links
between resistors. Boxes were labelled A B C and D, with values of 18 MΩ, 27 MΩ,
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Figure 8.1: Diagram of the electrical DC system setup.
37 MΩ, and 40 MΩ respectively. For the majority of experiments, boxes C and D were
chosen, with a combined resistance measured as 77 MΩ ± 2 MΩ.
The combined ballast resistor was connected to the anode pin, and the voltage across
the discharging fibre could be measured using a x1000 high voltage probe, also attached
to the anode pin, while the ground of the probe and the 40 kV supply were connected
to the cathode. The changes in this voltage over time were also recorded using data
logging software.

8.4

The Vacuum System

The vacuum system was kept nearly the same as in the RF system, only now an
additional 1/4” plastic tube and valve was used to isolate the positively charged metal
tubing holding the anode from the rest of the vacuum system. The modified vacuum
setup is shown in Figure 8.2.
Low pressures of the order of 10−4 mbar could be reached at the points where pressure
gauges were placed; at the end of the plastic tube and at the cathode end of the fibre.
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Figure 8.2: Diagram of the vacuum setup for the DC system.
These gauges allowed for a measure of the gas mixture pressure to within 0.01 mbar.
The mean free paths of the gas mixtures at discharge pressure for Xe, HeXe, and HeNe
were calculated using

Lmf p = √

kB T
2πm2 P

(8.1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature in kelvin, m is the particle
diameter in meters, and P is the pressure in pascals. From this the mean free paths of
Xe, He, and Ne at 12 mbar of gas pressure can be calculated to be approximately 4 µm,
9 µm, and 7.5 µm respectively. From this we concluded that the fibre, having a core
diameter which was much greater than these values, would fill in a fluid-like manner
and quickly equalise to the desired pressure.
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8.5

The Anode and Cathode Designs

The anode pin directly next to one end of the fibre was a 1 mm thick tungsten wire. It
was found that sharpening the end of the wire to a point or cutting it flat achieved the
same degree of stability in discharges, whereas a splintered end required a significantly
higher voltage to achieve breakdown. The anode was positioned outside of the optical
path at the fibre output, so it would not obstruct the signal emitted from that end.
The anode configuration is shown in Figure 8.3, along with the surrounding housing to
maintain the vacuum at the end of the fibre.

Anode Pin

Metal
Connector

Plastic
Tubing

Plastic
1/4
T-Piece
Valve
NCF
Fibre

Evacuation &
Gas Delivery

Connection to
Ballast Resistor
and HV Probe

Figure 8.3: The configuration of the anode pin and surrounding housing.
The fibre was held inside an 1/4” PFA vacuum T-piece (Swagelok), using a nylon
bung, with the far end of the T-piece available for coupling light out of the fibre via
a Brewster window. A metal connector was attached at the perpendicular arm of the
T-piece, followed by a valve and the length of flexible plastic tubing. The anode pin
was connected to the inside of the metal connector, allowing the high voltage probe
and the ballast resistor to be connected externally.
The brass fibre holder previously used in the RF research served as a cathode, and was
grounded accordingly. The shape and arrangement of the cathode housing was shown
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earlier in Chapter 7, Figure 7.7. The dynamics of the discharge at the cathode end,
such as the cathode layer, was spread around the cathode plate, and as the fibre was
cleaved level with the opening in the cathode housing, this would remain constant for
all lengths of fibre tested.
This configuration meant that the gas filled fibre was directly exposed to the anode pin
at one end, and at the cathode end the fibre was able to discharge to the grounded brass
holder. The optical path was therefore not impeded at either end of the fibre, allowing
for emission measurements to be made using the spectrometer, as in the previous RF
work.

8.6

A New Negative Curvature Fibre

A new negative curvature fibre, fabricated at the University of Bath [17] and similar
to a design also demonstrated by Pryamikov et al. [15, 19], was introduced for this DC
excitation research. Like the earlier fibre used in the RF work, this fibre used bandgap
guidance with a negative curvature core (described in Section 2.5) to guide light in the
same mid-IR range.
The attenuation of the fibre over the 3 µm to 4 µm range, is shown in Figure 8.4 a). The
loss remains low over the whole band, reaching a minimum around 3.45 µm, with a loss
of approximately 0.15 dBm−1 . Spikes observed in the loss from 3.3 µm to 3.7 µm are
the same as those seen in the attenuation measurements of the first negative curvature
fibre from the RF work, as seen earlier in Figure 7.8 a). As in that fibre, the cause
was the presence of HCl in the hollow core, itself a result of residual chlorine from the
fabrication of the silica glass, and should not be considered a part of the “real” loss
when the fibre is evacuated.
Figure 8.4 b) shows an scanning electron microscope image of the fibre. The structure,
unlike the one shown earlier in Figure 7.8 b), did not have a core with a continuous
boundary or a conventionally recognisable cladding region. Instead, this fibre simply
consisted of 10 equally spaced capillaries attached to the walls of a larger capillary.
These smaller capillaries were measured to have a wall thickness of 3 µm and a outer
diameter of 36 µm. The overall fibre measured 273 µm in outer diameter, with a
minimum core diameter of 119 µm. As with the fibre used in Chapter 7, the curvature
of the capillaries minimised the degree of glass overlap with the fundamental mode in
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Figure 8.4: a) The fibre attenuation curve from 3 µm to 4 µm, and b) an SEM
of the fibre used, fabricated at the University of Bath.
the fibre core, keeping the losses from the fibre low.
The primary advantage of this fibre design was that it suffered from bend losses to
a far lesser extent than the one described in Section 7.4 and used previously for the
RF work. Figure 8.5 shows the transmission bands along a length of straight fibre
compared with a case where the fibre is bent over a half turn with a bend radius of
10 cm. Losses are observed to be significant for the higher order bands occupying the
shorter wavelength regions, but for the band of interest, starting at 2.8 µm and ending
at 4.1 µm, the change in transmission as the fibre is bent is far smaller, being about
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Figure 8.5: Graph of the change in transmission when the fibre is bent with
a radius of 10 cm. The straight case (blue) shows little change in the mid-IR
compared to the bent fibre transmission (red).
0.1 dB ± 0.02 dB.
Using this fibre allowed for a greater degree of flexibility in lab procedures; where
previously the fibre had to be kept completely still to maintain a consistent optical
signal, now a long length of fibre could repositioned or even coiled as required without
any significant change to the signal strength.

8.7

Gas Mixtures and Pressures

The problems previously encountered with the RF excitation in Chapter 7, relating to
the electrons colliding with the internal fibre walls at low pressures, were not anticipated
to be as severe in the DC excitation. This is because the DC source does not oscillate,
and instead continuously accelerates electrons longitudinally along the fibre, reducing
the degree of diffusion transversely to the walls and potentially allowing for lower
pressures to be used.
As in the research described in Chapter 7, the gases chosen were mixtures of HeNe,
HeXe, and pure Xe. As stated earlier in Section 8.2, previous research [151] using a
similar DC excitation system suggested that mixtures of HeXe in a ratio of approxi-
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mately 5:1 would yield high gain on the 3.5 µm line for a pressure of around 6.5 Torr
(approximately 8.7 mbar). However, this was in a specially straightened glass capillary
with an inner diameter of 250 µm, using particular isotopes of He and Xe rather than
their natural counterparts, so these ratio and pressure values could only be interpreted
as approximate starting points. Given the narrower internal core diameter of the fibre,
a HeXe ratio of 5:1 at a working pressure of 12 mbar was chosen as a starting point for
this research.
This can be compared with the discussion regarding the theoretical ideal pd value
derived from Figures 6.1 and 6.3 earlier in Chapter 6, where it was predicted that
the ideal electron temperature for a Xe discharge would be approximately 72,000 K,
corresponding with a maximum pd value of 4 mbar mm for HeXe mixtures.
The presence of He in HeXe mixtures acts as a stabiliser, due to the collisions with
fast electrons, preventing those electrons from impacting on the core walls to the point
of damaging the fibre. This also limits the rate of loss to the free electron population
and thereby improves the general stability of the breakdown. The presence of He is
also expected to raise the electron temperature of the discharge, as can be observed
from the unpublished 1968 work by Young shown earlier in Figure 6.3. In a fibre with
a core diameter of 119 µm, a gas mixture at a pressure of 12 mbar corresponds to a
pd value of around 1.43 mbar mm, which is well below the predicted maximum ideal
value of 4 mbar mm, and so this low value was therefore expected to be in a region
where the electron temperature would be favourably high, ensuring a higher Xe collision
cross-section, and consequently higher gain.
This means that pure Xe laser systems operating on the same 3.5 µm line would be
expected to have a slightly lower gain than that of the HeXe laser systems [179, 183,
167]. Despite this, it was decided to investigate the discharge behaviour of pure Xe in
addition to HeXe to observe any differences in breakdown and behaviour between the
two. Considering that low pressure values for pure Xe would produce higher electron
temperatures, the pressure of 2 mbar was chosen for discharges using only this gas.
HeNe gas lasers, operating with a DC excitation source, typically use a ratio of approximately 10:1 and have a pressure of only a few millibar for tube diameters of more than
1 cm. For narrow-bore systems of less than a few millimetres, the population of Ne
necessary is higher, suggesting a ratio of 5:1 or more [164]. Likewise, the ideal pressure
is also higher (to preserve the pd value and electron temperature, see Figure 6.3 in
Chapter 6), although for a DC system this is still expected to only lie in the range of
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10 mbar to 20 mbar for a fibre of approximately 100 µm in diameter. Gas mixtures
and pressures of HeNe were chosen with this general region in mind, with the intention
of optimising later to maximise the single pass signal at the HeNe 3.39 µm line.

8.8

DC Electrical Discharge Initiation, Stabilisation and
Characteristics

Previous research on DC driven discharges using noble gases (but not HeXe, Xe or HeNe
mixtures) in narrow capillaries achieved a maximum discharge length of 26.2 cm [154].
With this in mind, a fibre length of 30 cm was chosen to test the system and establish
stable gas discharges.
These initial electrical gas discharges over 30 cm of fibre proved successful, using the
chosen HeXe gas ratio of 5:1 and pressure of 12 mbar. The colour of the discharges was
observed to be a bright blue, the expected colour for a Xe discharge in the visible part
of the spectrum [190]. Figure 8.6 shows a photo of the cathode end of the fibre during
a stable HeXe discharge which demonstrates this characteristic colour. The presence
of contamination in the system with air was apparent when the discharge colour was
observed to be more purple. This is the typical discharge colour of nitrogen [191], hence
indicating the presence of air. Although this did not affect the electrical behaviour of
the discharge, it was found to be detrimental to the discharge stability if present in
sufficiently large quantities. The precise constituent, or constituents, of the air which
caused this instability was difficult to identify, and therefore care was taken to prevent
any leakages and ensuring the vacuum was sufficiently high for each discharge test.
An example of the electrical behaviour in a clean HeXe discharge for both the supply
and discharge currents against voltages is shown in Figure 8.7 for a 30 cm length of
fibre using a 12 mbar, 5:1 HeXe mixture.
As expected, the discharge voltage closely matches the supply voltage prior to breakdown. However, a small amount of current is observed to flow along the length of the
gas filled fibre, increasing slightly as the supply voltage rises from zero to the breakdown voltage. This corresponds to a resistance of the order of 1000 MΩ, and is therefore
likely to be current flowing along the probe, which has this impedance value.
The gas breakdown is seen at a discharge voltage of 14.5 kV, sharply dropping to
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Figure 8.6: An image of the cathode end of the fibre during a stable HeXe
discharge.

Figure 8.7: A graph of current against voltage for the Supply (blue) and
Discharge (green) Voltages for a 30 cm discharge in 12 mbar 5:1 HeXe. Arrows
denote direction of supply voltage increase and decrease.
6 kV as the current flow along the fibre quickly rises up to 0.2 mA. As the current
is increased, the supply voltage increases roughly linearly as expected. The discharge
voltage is seen to remain nearly constant at 6 kV throughout, with only a mild slope
showing the negative resistance typical of a discharge [192]. A hysteresis is observed as
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the current is reduced, the discharge remaining in effect down to 0.13 mA, well below
the switch on current of 0.2 mA, and switches off at around 12.5 kV.
Figure 8.8 shows the recorded electrical characteristics during the same discharge as a
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Figure 8.8: A 30 cm HeXe discharge showing the current (red), supply output
voltage (blue) and discharge voltage (green) behaviour with time.
Here it is again evident that the discharge voltage remains stable around 6 kV throughout the discharge, which lasts for a little under 170 seconds. This is despite the current
being altered, by adjusting the output of the 40 kV supply, in steps of 0.05 mA up to a
maximum of 0.5 mA, before being quickly brought down to a shut off at 0.13 mA. It is
also worth noting that the current steps are stable, with no significant fluctuations over
time between deliberate changes. These values of current provide a range of current
densities for this fibre, from 11 × 106 mA m−2 to 45 × 106 mA m−2 . This is comparable
to the current density of 7.1×106 mA m−2 used in previous research [151], for a current
of 0.35mA and a tube diameter of 250 µm.
The example shown in Figures 8.7 and 8.8 demonstrates the stability of the gas discharges in this system over time, as well as the fine control and stability of the current,
and the hysteresis of the discharge voltage over a full cycle. By collecting this data for
all discharges the breakdown voltage, operating current and discharge voltage could be
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recorded, the current set and the stability closely monitored.
With respect to different gas mixtures, ratios of 5:1 HeXe at 12 mbar were generally
found to be the most stable and the easiest to discharge, in that the breakdown voltage
was relatively low and the stability was found to be generally high, with very little
flickering. This is as expected based on previous research described in Chapter 6.
However, the pure Xe gas would discharge for the chosen pressure of 2 mbar, but
without the stability over long periods, making the recording of emission spectra and
electrical data more difficult. This was again expected based on the stabilising role of
He in HeXe systems, which states that the electron temperature is slightly higher for
pure Xe systems and can cause instabilities in the gas discharge [147, 148].
The discharges from HeNe mixtures proved to be the hardest to achieve, suffering from
fluctuating breakdown voltages from discharge to discharge, and frequent flickering
or sudden extinguishing of the discharge. This behaviour was observed to be heavily
dependent on the purity of the gas; the presence of even small amounts of air in the
vacuum system was even more detrimental than in the HeXe discharges, resulting in a
bright purple colour to the discharges from atmospheric nitrogen, and no stability to
the discharge. Additionally, due to the higher electron temperatures in HeNe systems
compared with HeXe systems, and the structure of the cathode which confined the
fibre and inhibited heat dissipation, the discharges were prone to cause fibre damage
at the cathode end.

8.9

Emission Spectra for Different Lengths

Now that the system was capable of achieving stable discharges over 30 cm lengths of
fibre (a new record in terms of the length of a gas discharge in sub 200 µm diameter
tubes), the next step was to attempt to record emission spectra from the discharging
gas.
The cathode end of the fibre was connected to a brass block with a sapphire output
window. The block was built with the ability to be fixed to the entrance slit of a
spectrometer (Bentham, DTMc300, used as a single monochrometer), allowing light to
be collected as it was emitted from the fibre.
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8.9.1

50 cm Gas Discharges

HeXe discharges in a fibre of 50 cm in length were then carried out, using the same
mixture of 5:1 and pressure of 12 mbar as previously in 30 cm discharges. The current
was set to 0.25 mA, being the lowest current that consistently produced stable discharges and therefore a current density closest to that used in [151]. The breakdown
voltage was recorded as being 13.2 ± 0.2 kV, with the discharge voltage again remaining constant at 7.8 ± 0.2 kV for the duration of the discharge. The emission spectrum
for a 50 cm length HeXe discharge is shown in Figure 8.9 (in blue), with error bars
showing the variation between gas discharge for each major peak.
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Figure 8.9: The emission from a 50 cm HeXe discharge (5:1, 12 mbar, 0.25 mA,
spectrometer resolution 5 nm) shown in blue, with the expected Xe emission
lines, shown in red for those that have been observed in previous research to
lase, and green for those which have only been observed [182]. Error bars are
shown for the most significant peaks.
The range runs from 3 µm to 4 µm, and clearly shows several significant peaks in
the output. Overlaid with the known emission lines of Xe over that range (see Section 6.5.2), it is clear that the Xe gas is discharging and that it is spontaneously emitting
at the lines expected, based on previous research [182, 193, 194, 195]. The slight shift
in wavelength for each of these peaks from the expected locations is within the spectrometer resolution of 5 nm for the measurement. The signal strength for each peak
was observed to vary from discharge to discharge, and showed a strong dependence
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on the degree of contamination in the system with air, represented in the figure by
error bars for each of the major peaks. The variation was found to be in the range of
4.3% to 10% of the emission strength, depending on the peak, with the 3500 nm peak
having the lowest variation of 4.3%. When repeated evacuations and gas discharges
were carried out, signal strength was seen to generally increase.
The strongest peaks are observed around 3040 nm, 3105 nm, 3370 nm, 3425 nm,
3885 nm, and a very strong peak at 3500 nm. Based on previous research [182], the
3105 nm, 3370 nm, and the 3500 nm lines are expected to have the highest gain, and it
is these lines that are observed to have the highest peaks, with the addition of 3040 nm
and 3885 nm.
These match the lines detected in the RF work described in Chapter 7 fairly well. The
3105 nm, 3370 nm, and 3500 nm are all clear in this DC data, whereas the lines detected
at 3270 nm and 3425 nm are again very weak compared to the other major lines. The
weakness on the 3270 nm line is more apparent when compared with the earlier spectra
(for example Figure 7.22), where this line appeared to be slightly stronger relative to
other emission lines. The reason for this could be a higher gain on another line that
shares the same upper level, resulting in more stimulated emissions in preference of that
other line at the expense of the 3270 nm line. In the RF work there may have been
less stimulated emission occurring to cause this, owing to the much shorter discharge
lengths achieved in that work. The 3040 nm and 3885 nm lines were not within the
spectral range chosen for the RF work, and so were not detected.

8.9.2

80 cm Gas Discharges

Discharges of 80 cm were also achieved, using the same HeXe gas conditions. Again,
the current was set to 0.25 mA, and the breakdown voltage was record as being
15.5 kV ± 0.2 kV, while the discharge voltage was found to be steady at 12.2 kV ± 0.2 kV
for the duration of the discharge.
Figure 8.10 shows the emission spectrum for the 80 cm length of discharge, shown in
green and compared to the earlier 50 cm spectrum shown in blue. Again, the variation
between signal strength from discharge to discharge is shown as error bars for each of
the major peaks. For this discharge length, the fluctuation fell in a larger range of
between around 4.3% and 35%, with the 3500 nm emission line again having the lowest
variation of 4.3%. This indicates that the degree of contamination in the gas from air
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Figure 8.10: The emission from an 80 cm HeXe discharge (5:1, 12 mbar,
0.25 mA, spectrometer resolution 5 nm) shown in green, with the 50 cm emission spectra shown in blue. Error bars are shown for the most significant peaks
of the 80 cm spectrum.
has a greater effect on the signal strengths for the longer discharge lengths, although
the 3500 nm line appears to be the least affected.
However, a large increase in the overall signal strengths of the 3105 nm, 3370 nm
and 3500 nm lines is observed, with the 3105 nm and 3370 nm lines increasing by
approximately the same degree, whilst the 3500 nm line increases by a far larger factor
of around five. All of these increases are greater than the proportional increase in the
length, suggesting the possibility of gain from a greater degree of stimulated emission
on these lines.
Other features observed in Figure 8.9 are seen in Figure 8.10 to remain almost the same
or, as in the case of the 3040 nm line, to actually decrease. This decrease could be
explained as the result of low gain on this line (as expected in Section 6.5.2) alongside
the natural variation of the signal strength from discharge to discharge.
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8.9.3

100 cm Gas Discharges

To further investigate the dependence of the signal strength on the length of the
gas discharge, a fibre length of 100 cm was tested. As with the 50 cm and 80 cm
lengths, the current was set to 0.25 mA, and the breakdown voltage was recorded as
21.2 kV ± 0.2 kV, with a steady discharge voltage during breakdown of 12.4 kV ± 0.2 kV.
Figure 8.11 shows the resulting spectra between 3 µm and 4 µm. As in the other spectra, error bars show the variation between several discharges for each emission line. The
fluctuation range is now seen to be between around 3.3% and 18%, with the 3500 nm
line again having the lowest value of 3.3%. It is possible that for this length any net
gain on these lines is beginning to compensate for the negative effects of contamination
of the gas with external air.
8
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Figure 8.11: The emission from an 100 cm HeXe discharge (5:1, 12 mbar,
0.25 mA, spectrometer resolution 5 nm) shown in red, with the earlier 80 cm
and 50 cm emission spectra shown in green and blue respectively. Error bars
are shown for the most significant peaks of the 100 cm spectrum.
The trend in overall signal strength seen in Figure 8.10 is seen to continue here, with
the same lines increasing significantly with the 20 cm increase in fibre length. The two
lines at 3105 nm and 3370 nm are observed to have now increased by a factor of more
than two as the length of the fibre is doubled, indicating the possible presence of gain.
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The line at 3500 nm is seen to increase even more significantly than previously, now
having a signal strength that is more than ten times larger than originally recorded for
the 50 cm discharge in Figure 8.9.

8.9.4

Comparing the Signal Growth On Different Lines

The lines observed to show clear super-linear growth in Figures 8.10 and 8.11 are
then directly compared in Figure 8.12. The strengths of the signals on the 3040 nm,
3105 nm, 3370 nm, 3500 nm and 3885 nm lines are all shown, each being an average at
least three separate data sets. The 3500 nm line includes extra lengths and is averaged
over a greater number of data points, allowing for an exponential curve to be fitted.
Error bars are shown for all lines, but are observed to be most significant for the
3500 nm line, due to the greater number of points in that set. Each repeated discharge
consisted of a newly cleaved fibre at both ends, new gas mixture, and adjusted anode
and cathode positions. All the data shown has been normalised to the signal strength
at 50 cm to allow for a direct comparison of signal growth on each line.
The black dashed line represents a proportional signal increase with length, where
there is no net loss nor gain. All the emission lines except the 3500 nm line are seen to
increase by less than the proportional value from 50 cm to 80 cm, indicating a degree
of overall loss. However, the 3105 nm and 3370 nm lines are seen to rise above this
proportional boundary at 100 cm as the gain becomes dominant. Separating these two
effects and estimating the precise loss and gain values for these lines is difficult with
the limited data set available, but it is assumed the loss is approximately the same as
that measured earlier for the fibre in Figure 7.8, at about 0.1 dBm−1 .
It is clear that the 3500 nm line (in blue) shows the strongest growth, displaying an
even greater proportional increase in the signal from 80 cm to 100 cm than the initial
signal from 50 cm to 80 cm. This results in a signal that is almost 12 times stronger
than that recorded for half the length. The growth of the signal with length is shown
to fit an exponential relationship, as would be expected in the presence of gain. The
fitted curve is of the form given earlier in Chapter 2, when discussing gain, and again
in Chapter 5

Px = P0 expgL
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(8.2)
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Figure 8.12: The signal strength for the 3040 nm (green crosses), 3105 nm
(yellow circles), 3370 nm (red triangles), 3500 nm (blue crosses) and 3885 nm
(purple diamonds) lines for each discharge length, all with error bars and normalised to the signal strength at 50 cm for direct comparison. For comparison,
a proportional increase line is plotted (black dashed). The 3500 nm line has a
fitted exponential curve (blue line).
where gain value is in m−1 and lengths are in meters. The value of g for the fitted
curve is 5.06 m−1 . This can be converted to a value with units in dBm−1 , using the
coefficient of 4.343 given earlier in Chapter 2, equation 2.23, yielding an estimated gain
for this data set of around 21.9 dBm−1 . This gain estimation is analysed in more detail
in the next section.
The 3370 nm line (in red) is observed to increase by only a modest amount between
50 cm and 80 cm, but is much stronger from 80 cm to 100 cm, reaching more than seven
times the initial 50 cm signal strength. This suggests the 100 cm gas discharge was
long enough to display the characteristic exponential curve for the stimulated emission,
greatly increasing the single pass signal and demonstrating the strong gain on that line.
A similar, although less pronounced, effect is seen on the 3105 nm line (in yellow),
where again a modest increase from 50 cm to 80 cm is followed by a stronger response
from 80 cm to 100 cm. This is again suggestive of the exponential relationship that is
typical in the presence of gain, resulting in a signal that is three times stronger than
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that of the initial 50 cm.
For comparison, Figure 8.12 also shows the signal growth of the 3040 nm and 3885 nm
lines (in green and purple respectively), which are observed to grow by only a marginal
amount as the length of the gas discharge is increased. These lines can therefore be
interpreted as having little or no gain to exploit in a gas discharge laser.
As described earlier in Section 6.5.2, the 3500 nm transition in Xe shares its upper
energy level with the transition at 3885 nm. If the observed increase in the emission
strength was due to a fluorescent effect, then an equal proportional increase would be
expected for this line also. However, this line is only seen to double in strength between
the 50 cm and 100 cm spectra, ruling out any kind of fluorescent effect.
It is additionally notable that the cathode dimensions remained unchanged for all
discharge lengths. This confirms that the length dependence observed in the spectra of
Figures 8.9, 8.10, and 8.11 can all be considered to be the result of photons generated
in the positive column of the gas discharge, rather than photons generated as a result
of cathode dynamics.
After considering these points, it is concluded that the data observed is indicative of
significant gain on the 3500 nm line of around 22 dBm−1 , confirming it as a good
candidate for lasing. The lines at 3105 nm and 3370 nm also display some indications
of gain.

8.10

Repeatability of Signal Strength on the 3500 nm Xe
Line

Having observed a strong signal increase with gas discharge length for several lines of
Xe, and calculated an estimate for gain on the 3500 nm line, it was desirable to assess
the repeatability of the signal detected for various lengths.
The signal at 3500 nm from discharges of HeXe (5:1 at 12 mbar) was monitored at a
current of 0.25 mA for a range of different discharge lengths, from 20 cm up to 100 cm,
and with a number of repeats to verify the consistency of the signal behaviour. Each
repeat constituted a new fibre, newly cleaved at both ends, a new gas mixture, and
newly adjusted anode and cathode positions relative to the fibre. This data set, previ183
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Figure 8.13: The signal strength at 3500 nm (10 nm bandpass) for a range of
separate discharges of HeXe (5:1 12 mbar) and for a range of different lengths
of gas discharge. Many of the data points have very similar signal strengths,
and so partially overlap on the plot. Two exponential fitted curves are plotted
for the data set, one excluding the highest data point achieved at 100 cm
(dashed), and one excluding the lower values at 100 cm (dot-dashed).
ously included in the averaged data for the 3500 nm line shown earlier in Figure 8.12,
is shown in Figure 8.13.
Despite the wider spread of data points at longer lengths, the same super-linear behaviour seen on this line in the last section is still clearly observable. In addition, it
shows the relative repeatability of the large signal strength for the longer lengths of
fibre at 70 cm, 80 cm, and 100 cm, where even the weakest signals still follow the same
general trend of exponential behaviour with increasing length.
The absolute variation in the detected signal for different discharges is clearly larger for
the longer lengths of fibre. However, this signal variation is found to be approximately
equal when expressed as a percentage of the average signal detected for that length, and
consistently falls between 20% to 25%. The main cause of this variation from discharge
to discharge is believed to be contamination to the gas mixture. As mentioned in
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Section 8.8 and Section 8.9.1, it was found during experiments that the detected signal
strength correlated with the amount of air contaminating the system, observed as the
degree of purple colouring in the discharge as a result of the breakdown of atmospheric
nitrogen. In these cases the electrodes and fibre were kept the same, with the only
difference between discharges being the gas mixture, which in addition to the colouring
of the discharge, suggests the signal variation is the result of leaks or impurities. By
taking steps to minimise the presence of air from leaks, such as repeatedly filling and
evacuating the fibre with He before filling with the chosen HeXe mixture, the detected
signal strength was generally seen to increase.
The first and most obvious step was to ensure that all seals were sufficiently tight and
that no leaks were present. The second step was to repeatedly evacuate the system after
it had been opened to the atmosphere, for instance when the fibre was replaced or the
pin anode was adjusted. By filling the system and fibre with the desired gas mixture,
discharging and recording the signal strength, and then again evacuating the system
and repeating the process, the remnant population of atmospheric air in the fibre was
continually reduced. This generally resulted in higher recorded signals, highlighting
the link between the two.
Figure 8.13 also shows two fitted exponential curves, the first corresponding to the
large cluster of lower signal values at 100 cm, representing approximately the gain
value most often observed, shown as a blue dashed line. The curve has an attenuation
constant g of 4.86 m−1 , which can be converted to approximately 21.1 dBm−1 using
the coefficient of 4.343 used in the previous section and first stated in Chapter 2. The
second disregards the 80 cm and lower 100 cm values, and corresponds only to the
largest signal recorded, representing the highest observed potential gain value, shown
as a blue dotted-dashed line. This line has an attenuation constant g value of 5.7 m−1 ,
which can be converted to approximately 24.75 dBm−1 . These two upper and lower
end values fit well with the earlier gain estimate of approximately 22 dBm−1 given in
the previous section, which was calculated from the average of the whole data set for
the 3500 nm emission line.
Both fitted curves in Figure 8.13 do not appear to show evidence of the detrimental
effect of gain saturation. This is because in such a case, the trend would be expected
to become linear above a certain fibre length. However, the estimated gain values of
around 21 dBm−1 to 25 dBm−1 fall far short of that reported previously by Smith et
al. [151], and this could be explained by a saturation in the gain. Alternatively, the
gas pressure, the discharge current, and the Xe and He pressures could also account
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for these lower than expected gain values.

8.11

Summary and Conclusions

To summarise and conclude this work, a DC excitation system was developed using
a 40 kV source and a series of high resistance boxes for current control. The fibre
used for the research was a newly developed negative curvature fibre, fabricated at the
University of Bath, with a core diameter of 119 µm and was capable of guiding light
over 3 µm to 4 µm range with negligible bend losses. A vacuum system allowed for the
fibre to be evacuated and filled with the required gas mixture, and a pin anode and a
plate cathode applied the field to the gas in the fibre.
Stable discharges were achieved in HeXe and pure Xe mixtures, with HeXe proving to
be stable for long periods of time. A series of spectra were then recorded for a variety
of discharge lengths, showing several peaks associated with known emission lines of Xe.
The longest stable discharge achieved was 100 cm, and is therefore the longest stable
gas discharge achieved so far in sub-millimeter diameter discharge tubes, the previous
being 26.2 cm in length [155, 154]. Spectra for each length showed a strong super-linear
increase in the recorded single pass signal strength for several emission lines between
3 µm to 4 µm, indicating the presence of gain, particularly on the 3500 nm line, as
expected from previous research [182, 179, 151].
Further analysis has shown that the data suggests a gain value of between 21 dBm−1
and just below 25 dBm−1 , varying from discharge to discharge as a result of impurities
in the gas. This is comparable to the value reported in previous research by Bridges et
al. [179], where they detected gain of between 20 dBm−1 and 60 dBm−1 in a 7 mm inner
diameter tube. It was reported that this range was dependant on driving method, He
content, and Xe pressure. However, this is in contrast to the far higher gain detected
by Smith et al. [151], which was closer to 1000 dBm−1 . As discussed earlier in this
Chapter, this research used a combination of RF and DC excitation, as well as isotopes
of Xe, both of which could be important in achieving these higher gain values.
There are multiple possible reasons for the lower gain values estimated here. It is very
likely that the pressure and He content are not optimised for this diameter of discharge
tube, and a gas system where the maximum Xe cross-section is achieved would yield a
larger gain value. This is highlighted by the shape of the Xe cross-section curve seen
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earlier in Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6, where the collision cross-section is seen to peak over
a relatively narrow range of electron energies. The driving current also has a modest
effect on the resulting gain, and it is possible that an increase from the chosen value
here of 0.25 mA would increase the gain further.
The possibility of gain saturation was also briefly discussed earlier. This effect would
result in a lower resulting value than expected from other research, but there is little
direct evidence of this in the data presented here. The presence of gain saturation would
result in the signal strength displaying less and less exponential growth for increases in
fibre length, potentially becoming more linear. While this has not been observed in a
discharge over a meter, it could potentially be present, but undetectable in discharges
over only a meter in length.
This work has ultimately demonstrated that stable DC driven gas discharges inside
narrow hollow core fibres, using noble gases, is achievable. Lengths of up to a meter
have for the first time been shown, with longer lengths potentially possible for larger
DC driving potentials in similar systems. Indications of gain have been observed in the
spectral data recorded for several lines of Xe in the mid-IR. Novel negative curvature
optical fibres can be used as the discharge tube in such systems, allowing for long
interaction lengths and laser operating wavelengths in the mid-IR.

8.12

Further Work

This work could be extended to include a cavity, forming a fully operating fibre gas discharge laser operating with HeXe at 3500 nm, driving the output power up to a higher
value. However, time constraints prevented this final step and further optimisation
from being undertaken as a part of this work.
The first issue faced in the completion of a cavity to achieve oscillation would be the
necessity of having mirrors external to the gas system. The fibre used has a very low
numerical aperture, estimated to be only 0.019 at 3500 nm, and so over a distance of
10 cm from the fibre end face the spot size is still under 5 mm in diameter. While
this is initially an advantage, it would pose a practical problem when aligning a mirror
at the anode end of the discharge, due to this small beam spot size. Additionally,
problems would potentially arise from the mount holding the anode connection not
being sufficiently secure to maintain a consistent beam spot position. The initial end
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cavity mirror would have to be placed at the anode end, since the cathode is attached
to the spectrometer monitoring the signal. An alternative would be to use a 3500 nm
centred filter, along with a smaller separate 3500 nm detector, removing the need for
the cathode end to be connected to a spectrometer. This would allow some degree of
free space propagation from the anode end to a mirror, so a 3500 nm signal could be
filtered from the cavity for signal monitoring. These constraints makes the formation of
a cavity difficult, but not impossible, and subsequent work carried out at the University
of Bath has achieved double-pass measurements of the gain in this system [196].
With a working HeXe laser, the optimum gas mixture and pressure could be probed
in order to achieve the ideal pd value to maximise the Xe collision cross-section in the
fibre, allowing for a better understanding of the discharge mechanics in narrow-bore
gas cells of this size. Further optimisation of the gain could then also be achieved,
either by reaching the higher levels predicted by earlier research, or by understanding
the mechanisms that are resulting in gain saturation.
The multitude of additional lines in Xe below 3 µm is also a possible topic for future
research. Xe possesses an emission line in the longer wavelength region at 5.6 µm,
which reportedly displays an even stronger gain than the 3.5 µm line [197]. This is also
an attractive future target since the wavelength is further into the IR, where material
absorption of the silica glass is even stronger.
Likewise, mixtures of HeNe could then be investigated, with a focus on the Ne 3390 nm
line. This work has shown that discharges in HeNe are difficult to maintain, being
very sensitive to impurities from air as a result of leaks and having a higher electron
temperature than Xe and HeXe discharges. However, if discharges could be stabilised,
then the same system could deliver a 3390 nm HeNe laser, optimised for mixture and
pressure like the HeXe and Xe gases. Further lines in Ne below 3 µm are then also a
possibility.
Visible wavelengths from transitions in both Xe and Ne are possible as well, although
these would suffer from the fibre sensitivity to bend losses over this region. Continuing
development in custom fibre design means this sensitivity problem could be overcome
in time.
There are a range of additional neutral noble gases which could also be harnessed in
the same manner, such as argon and krypton, so this system could be adapted for many
lasing wavelengths.
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Publications and Conference
Presentations
1. P. J. Mosley, S. A. Bateman, L. Lavoute, W. J. Wadsworth. Low-Noise, HighBrightness, Tunable Source of Picosecond Pulsed Light in the Near-Infrared and
Visible. Optics Express, 19(25):25337-25345, 2011.
2. S. A. Bateman, F. Yu, J. C. Knight, W. J. Wadsworth. Towards an ElectricallyPumped Fibre Gas Laser in the 3 - 4 µm Range. In conference; Aston Institute of
Photonic Technologies Conference (AIPT) (Aston University, Birmingham, UK),
Poster Session, 2013. Winner of Best Poster Presentation
3. S. A. Bateman, W. Belardi, F. Yu, C. E. Webb, W. J. Wadsworth. Gain from
Helium-Xenon Discharges in Hollow Optical Fibres at 3 to 3.5 µm. In conference;
Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics (CLEO), Session STh5C.10, The Optical
Society, 2014. Post-Deadline Paper
4. S. A. Bateman, W. Belardi, F. Yu, C. E. Webb, W. J. Wadsworth. Gain from
Helium-Xenon Discharges in Hollow Optical Fibres at 3.5 µm. In conference;
Speciality Optical Fibres and Applications (SOF), Session SoM4B.3, The Optical
Society, 2014.
5. A. Love, S. A. Bateman, W. Belardi, C. E. Webb, W. J. Wadsworth. Double
Pass Gain in Helium-Xenon Discharges in Hollow Optical Fibres at 3.5 µm. In
conference; Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics (CLEO), 2015. Subsequent
Publication
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